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Abstract 
This thesis describes a framework for bandwidth allocation and scheduling in the Agile 
All-Photonic Network (AAPN). This framework is also applicable to any single-hop com-
munication network with significant signalling delay (such as satellite-TDMA systems). 
Slot-by-slot scheduling approaches do not provide adequate performance for wide-area net-
works, so we focus on frame-based scheduling. We propose three novel fixed-Iength frame 
scheduling algorithms (Minimum Cost Search, Fair Matching and Minimum Rejection) and 
a feedback control system for stabilization. 
MCS is a greedy algorithm, which allocates time-slots sequentially using a cost func-
tion. This function is defined such that the time-slots with higher blocking probability are 
assigned first. MCS does not guarantee 100% throughput, thought it has a low blocking 
percentage. Our optimum scheduling approach is based on modifying the demand ma-
trix such that the network resources are fully utilized, while the requests are optimally 
served. The Fair Matching Aigorithm (FMA) uses the weighted max-min fairness criterion 
to achieve a fair share of resources amongst the connections in the network. When rejection 
is inevitable, FMA selects rejections such that the maximum percent age rejection experi-
enced in the network is minimized. In another approach we formulate the rejection task 
as an optimization problem and propose the Minimum Rejection Aigorithm (MRA), which 
minimizes total rejection. The minimum rejection problem is a special case of maximum 
flow problem. Due to the complexity of the algorithms that solve the max-flow problem 
we propose a heuristic algorithm with lower complexity. 
Scheduling in wide-area networks must be based on predictions of traffic demand and the 
resultant errors can lead to instability and unfairness. We design a feedback control system 
based on Smith's principle, which removes the destabilizing delays from the feedback loop 
by using a "loop cancelation" technique. The feedback control system we propose reduces 
the effect of prediction errors, increasing the speed of the response to sudden changes 
in traffic arrivaI rates and improving the fairness in the network through equalization of 
queue-Iengths. 
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Résumé 
Cette thèse présente une méthode permettant l'attribution de la bande passante et la synchronisa-
tion d'un réseau de communication de type réseau agile tout-photonique (AAPN). Cette méthode 
est également applicable aux réseaux de communication à simple saut comportant des délais 
de transmission importants (tels les systèmes satellites TDMA). Etant donné que les approches 
de synchronisation tranche de temps par tranche de temps ne fournissent pas des performances 
adéquates pour les grands réseaux, nous nous intéressons ici à la synchronisation à partir des 
trames. Nous proposons trois nouveaux algorithmes de synchronisation se fondant sur des trames 
à longueur fixe (recherche par moindre coût: MCS, mise en correspondance équitable: FMA, et 
rejet minimal: MRA) et un système de contrôle en boucle fermée pour garantir la stabilité du 
système. 
L'algorithme MCS, gourmand en ressources, alloue la durée des tranches de temps à l'aide 
d'une fonction de coût. Cette fonction est définie de façon à assigner en premier les tranches de 
temps dont la probabilité de blocage est élevée. L'algorithme MCS ne garantit pas 100% de débit 
car il comporte un faible pourcentage de risque de blocage. Notre approche de synchronisation 
optimale est fondée sur la modification de la matrice de demande de façon à ce que les ressources 
du réseau soient pleinement utilisées, tout en servant optimalement les requêtes. L'algorithme de 
mise en correspondance équitable (FMA) utilise le critère de ressemblance pondérée maximisée 
pour obtenir un partage équitable des ressources parmi les connexions du réseau. Lorsque le rejet 
est inévitable, l'algorithme FMA sélectionne les rejets de manière à minimiser le pourcentage 
maximum de rejet obtenu dans le réseau. Dans une autre approche, nous formulons la tâche de 
rejet comme un problème d'optimisation en appliquant l'algorithme de rejet minimal (MRA) qui 
minimise le rejet total. . Le problème de rejet minimal est le cas particulier d'un problème de 
flot maximal. Du fait de la complexité des algorithmes existants qui traitent le problème de flot 
maximal, nous proposons ici un algorithme heuristique à plus faible complexité. 
La synchronisation dans les grands réseaux doit être fondée sur une prédiction du trafic. 
Néanmoins, les erreurs qui en résultent peuvent conduire à l'instabilité et à la non-équité. C'est 
pourquoi nous avons développé un système de contrôle en boucle fermée fondé sur un prédicteur 
de Smith afin de compenser les délais déstabilisants de la boucle de retour, ceci en utilisant une 
technique de boucle d'annulation. Le système de contrôle par retour réduit l'effet des erreurs de 
prédiction, augmente la vitesse de la réponse au changement soudain du débit du trafic et améliore 
l'équité dans le réseau en nivelant les longueurs des queues d'attente. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Optical fiber has been used as the physical medium for high rate data transmission sinee 
the late 1960s. Following the development of SONET and SDH standards in the mid-1980s 
it has been extensively used for long-haul transmissions of telephone signaIs. However the 
high cost of optical devices such as transmitters, receivers, and switches has hindered fiber 
optics for short-haul transmission for over two decades [10]. 
With the growth of the demand for higher speeds and the development of optical deviees, 
optical fibers will soon replace the traditional copper wires in aceess networks. This in turn 
will require the future technology to overcome the problem of bottleneck in the backbone 
networks, which is the speed of electronics in opticalj electronic switches. With the advent 
of fast all-optical switches that are reconfigurable on the order of sub-microseconds, all-
optical switching technologies for core network operations are becoming feasible. All-optical 
cross-connect switches are naturally protocol-independent and bit-rate independent, thus 
they are able to carry services in their native format, the property that is referred to as 
transparency. 
Early applications of optical fibers modulated data onto a single optical carrier fre-
quency that is commonly referred to as a wavelength. The amount of data transferred was 
therefore limited by the speed of the electronics that generated the original signal, thereby 
wasting the tens of THz of optical capacity. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) now 
allows multiplexing several carriers on the same fiber, utilizing the available bandwidth. 
Achieving packet switching in all-photonic networks requires switching speeds in the order 
of nanoseconds. Although optical switching in the order of pico seconds is available, the 
lack of optical buffering and very limited optical processing abilities prohibit the use of 
optical packet switching in today's transmissions. Instead the use of bandwidth reservation 
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methods and combining packets of variable length in optical time slots of fixed length pro-
vide an acceptable granularity as well as technological simplicity. In addition, this enables 
time division multiplexing (TDM) of slots on every wavelength for more efficient use of 
bandwidth by sharing each wavelength by sever al traffic fiows. 
1.1 Agile All-Photonic Network 
Transparency of all-optical switches offers simplicity and lower co st to the network as it 
eliminates the use of wavelength convertors and O/E/O conversion. However, bandwidth 
provisioning is a more challenging issue in all-photonic networks since the transparent 
optical switches do not change the format (e.g. wavelength) of the packets arriving at 
their ports to resolve the contention to sorne extent. In addition, the photonic switches 
do not perform queueing, so there is a need for additional control functionality to reduce 
or eliminate the potential of contention for egress ports. Burst switching and just-in-
time reservation approaches [11], and routing and wavelength assignment techniques [12], 
are sorne of the many approaches that have been used in general mesh topologies. An 
.. ~. alternative approach is to focus on a simpler architecture that reduces the complexity of 
the control challenge. In this research, we focus on the overlaid star topology, as specified in 
the design for the agile all-photonic network (AAPN) architecture of [1,2,13]. This design 
overcomes sorne of the difficulties of the all-photonic networks by introducing agility to the 
network. The term "agility" refers to the ability of all-photonic networks to adapt to the 
variations of the traffic fiows through fast reconfigurable optical switches [1]. 
The star topology makes accurate synchronization much more feasible [14], and this 
enables the application of a range of Optical Time Division Multiplexing (OTDM) tech-
niques for sharing link and switch capacity. A source edge-node must be aware of when 
it has ownership of a given time-slot and is allowed to transmit to a specific destination 
edge node. By suitably allowing for the differing propagation delays between various edge 
nodes and the core, time slots arrive at the core crossbar switch at the same time and can 
be switched to their appropriate destinations without output port collisions. 
The design of efficient scheduling methods for aH photonic switched networks is chal-
lenging because no effective optical buffer devices exist. Once an optical signal is launched 
into the network, the arrivaI time at junction points or switches is determined exclusively 
by the length of the fiber link and the signal's propagation speed. For synchronous time slot 
switching, the slots arriving on the input ports of the optical space switch must be phase 
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aligned and separated by a guard time sufficient for switch reconfiguration, in order for the 
slots to traverse the switch without corruption. Phase alignment can be accompli shed for 
star network topologies as weIl as more general tree network topologies by buffering the 
inbound traffic in electronic buffers at the edge nodes, and launching the signaIs at the 
appropriate offset time in or der that aIl slots arrive in phase at the photonic switch. The 
underlying assumption is that the core switch and aIl edge nodes of the star are synchro-
nized relative to a single dock. In general slot phase alignment is much more difficult and 
often impossible to achieve in general network topologies such as mesh networks. Keslassy 
et aL [14] have employed delay graph models of networks to examine the dass of topologies 
which admit efficient scheduling methods. While star and tree network topologies have the 
desired delay graph properties to aIlow efficient link utilization in an cases, general mesh 
networks do not. 
Selector/Multiplexer EdgeSwitch 
Fig. 1.1 Architecture of the Agile All-Photonic Network described in [1,2]. 
Edge nodes perform electronic-to-optical conversion and transmit scheduling 
requests to the photonic core node(s). Selectorjmultiplexor devices are used 
to merge traffic from multiple sources onto single fibers and to extract traf-
fic targeted to a specifie destination. The structure forms an overlaid star 
topology (see Figure 1.2). 
The AAPN network architecture (see Figure 1.2) consists of edge nodes, where the opti-
cal electronic conversion takes place, connected via selectorjmultiplexor devices to photonic 
core crossbar switches, which act independently of one another. It permits each node to 
transmit to one destination node and receive from one source node simultaneously on each 
wavelength. Each edge node constructs a separate queue for the traffic destined to each 
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Edge 7 
Traffic Source 7 
Traffic Source 4 Traffic Source 5 
Fig. 1.2 The star topology induced by the agile all-photonic network archi-
tecture. 
of the other edge nodes referred to as a virtual output queue (VOQ). Traffie aggregation 
is performed in these queues. Packets are collected together and then transmitted as op-
tical packets across the network. The core node is reconfigured in response to traffic load 
variations reported by the edge nodes. The core switches act independentIy, so the control 
problem becomes one of scheduling the switch configurations to achieve a good match with 
the traffic arrivaI pattern at the edge nodes. 
The slot allocation can be fixed and deterministic, or it can adapt to the traffic ar-
rivaIs through signalling between the edge nodes and the core switch. In the latter case, 
adaptation can be performed on a per frame basis (a block of slots) or per time-slot basis. 
Frame-based scheduling is more appropriate for wide-area networks since the impact of 
propagation delay is reduced (bandwidth is reserved for predicted traffic demand in ad-
vance of the traffic arrivaIs) [15]. We focus on fixed-Iength frames, because this simplifies 
protocol design and implementation of control functions. 
The general objectives of bandwidth sharing are to achieve minimum loss (rejected 
requests) or maximum throughput, and minimum end-to-end delay, whilst maintaining 
fairness in the network. Minimizing the number of rejected requests (those not accommo-
dated by the scheduled frame) has highest priority. A secondary objective is to minimize 
the number of switching operations in a frame in order to reduce the power consumed by 
the core switch. 
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1.2 State-of-the-Art 
Scheduling in AAPN is similar to scheduling of an input queued switch with the difference 
that there is a large propagation delay between the input buffers (at the egress edge nodes) 
and the switch (at the optical core). The major problem with input queued switches is 
head of line (HOL) blocking which limits the throughput of the switch to 58.6% of the 
maximum capacity [16]. HOL blocking can be eliminated using virtual output queueing 
(VOQ) by implementing a separate queue for each output at the input buffers [17-21]. It 
has been shown that with a suit able centralized scheduling algorithm VOQ can emulate 
the performance of output queueing (100% throughput) [22]. Maximum size bipartite 
algorithms perform weIl when the arriving traffic is uniformly distributed over aIl the switch 
outputs, but perform poorly when traffic is non-uniform [19]. 
McKeown et al. have proposed a number of slot-based solutions for achieving 100% 
throughput in input queued switches [19,20,22,23]. Longest queue first (LQF) and oldest 
ceIl first (OCF) achieve 100% throughput for aIl independent arrivaI pro cesses [20]. LQF 
gives priority to long queues by using a maximum weight mat ching algorithm, where each 
weight is set to the corresponding queue length. But LQF is very difficult to implement 
in hardware at high speeds and has a very high time complexity. OCF on the other 
hand gives priority to the queues bearing packets with larger waiting times. The time 
complexity of these two algorithms is O(N3 1og N). The longest port first (LPF) algorithm 
proposed by the same authors [22] combines the benefit of a maximum size mat ching 
algorithm (acceptable complexity) with that of a maximum weight matching algorithm 
(high throughput). LPF finds the set of maximum size matchings and chooses the match 
with the largest weight, where the weights are functions of queue lengths. It has been shown 
that LPF achieves 100% throughput for both uniform and non-uniform traffic. LPF has a 
time complexity of O(N2.5 ). Furthermore, there are a variety ~f heuristic approximations 
to perform maximum size matching algorithm [17,18,21]. 
In [15] we have shown that scheduling AAPN with large propagation delay should be 
performed using a frame-based algorithm rather than using a slot-based algorithm. The 
frame-based algorithms can be implemented using any of the slot-based algorithms used 
for input queued switches. However depending on the type of the frame (fixed or variable-
length) different modifications should be applied. Most of the frame-based scheduling 
algorithms have a linear worst-case time complexity in the frame length. Since frame-
based algorithms update the schedule once during a frame, they do not need to be as fast 
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as slot-based algorithms. Bianco et al. [24] proposed a frame-based scheduling algorithm 
for a network of input-queued switches. The approach is based on a differential frame-
based mat ching scheme, which combines the frame-based advantages and the features of 
differential schemes. In differential schemes the estimated traffic is used to modify the 
matchings determined in the previous frame, thereby reducing the algorithmic complexity. 
This scheme is applicable to a scenario where traffic rates do not vary dramatically within 
a frame duration. This is a reasonable assumption especially for core switches aggregating 
thousands of flows. Using a cost function the rate of every flow is estimated. Rate estima-
tion is inspired by the concepts of the game theory. The game theory framework is used 
to prove the properties of the scheduling algorithm proposed in this article. It has been 
proved that this scheduling policy achieves 100% throughput under a large class of input 
traffic patterns. In this approach the extra bandwidth is evenly shared among competing 
flows. 
Scheduling in networks with large propagation delays is usually based on estimating the 
traffic arrivaIs. Scheduling in these networks such as AAPN is modeled as an open-Ioop 
system, which does not compensate for the errors of traffic prediction entered into the 
.. ~ system. Consequently designing a feedback control system is desirable to avoid system's 
instability and unfairness as the results of prediction error. Mascolo [25] combines clas-
sic al control theory and Smith's principle to design a simple congestion control law that 
guarantees no packet loss and efficient use of bandwidth. The use of Smith's principle, 
which alleviates the stability difficulties of control systems with large delays, makes Mas-
colo's design applicable to network paths with a wide range of propagation delays. The 
control system proposed by Mascolo exploits an approach for controlling the transmission 
rates of the best effort traffic in the networks. The problem we wish to address differs 
significantly. We assume that we have no control over arrivaI rates; instead we can adjust, 
through scheduling, the resources allocated within the network. This results in an inverted 
version of the standard congestion control problem: switch resources are controlled rather 
than source rates. 
1.3 Thesis Contribution 
We investigate the problem of bandwidth allocation and scheduling in single-hop all-
photonic networks with cross-connect switches and large propagation delays. The schedul-
ing problem has been investigated in depth for the past fort y years, so there are naturally 
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many approaches to generating the schedule once the demand matrix is available. The 
majority of frame-based scheduling algorithms have focused on variable-length frames (for 
example, see [26-28] and the references therein). There has been sorne literature on design-
ing schedules with fixed lengths, but there has been no discussion of the NP-hardness of 
an optimum solution for this problem. The authors of [29-32] have considered the problem 
of scheduling a frame of fixed length for star-cou pIed networks with tunable transmit-
ters/receivers, but do not address the problem of utilizing the frame capacity in case of 
admissible traffic or the problem of rejecting sorne of the requests based on an appropri-
ate criterion when the traffic is inadmissible. Algorithms designed for the variable-Iength 
frame scheduling problem can be applied to the case of fixed-Iength frames, but there must 
be rate adjustment when demand is low or inadmissible. When the predicted demand is 
insufficient to fill the schedule completely, we need a policy to divide the extra time slots 
amongst active connections (these extra slots alleviate the effect of potential underesti-
mates in the demand matrix, which is merely a prediction of future traffic arrivaIs). On 
the other hand, when the demand is inadmissible, sorne of the predicted demand must be 
rejected. The choice of which requests to reject depends on whether the goal is to minimize 
~~ the total amount of rejection or to achieve sorne form of fair rejection. 
The focus of this thesis is to explore the fixed-Iength frame scheduling problem and its 
complexity, and propose optimal solutions with respect to the objectives that we follow in 
all-photonic networks bandwidth allocation. The main contributions of this research are: 
• Formulation of the fixed-Iength frame scheduling as an optimization problem and 
investigate the NP-hardness of this problem. 
• ProposaI of a new scheduling algorithm called the Fair Matching Algorithm (FMA) 
based on the weighted max-min fairness criterion, and examination of its properties. 
• Development of the Minimum Rejection Aigorithm (MRA) which minimizes the num-
ber of generated rejections while scheduling a given inadmissible traffic matrix. 
• Comparison of the proposed algorithms with other scheduling techniques, and estab-
lishment of general rules for the scheduling problem in photonic networks [15,33]. 
• Design of a feedback control system for the networks comprising fixed-Iength frame 
schedules to compensate for traffic prediction and scheduling errors as weIl as to 
increase the speed of response to the variations of traffic. 
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1.4 Thesis Organization 
An extensive literature survey of several topies related to bandwidth reservation in WDM 
networks is presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we formulate the fixed-Iength frame 
scheduling problem as an optimization problem and investigate its NP-hardness and pro-
pose approximate solutions for this problem. The chapter begins with a review on the 
variable-Iength frame scheduling problem and its Open Shop formulation. Then we extend 
the problem to fixed-Iength frame scheduling. Chapter 4 introduces our novel algorithms 
for the scheduling problem in the AAPN network with an emphasis on fairness and min-
imizing rejection. In Chapter 5 we describe an approach for designing a feedback control 
system to address the problem of prediction and algorithm errors in fixed-Iength frame 
scheduling and to increase the speed of reaction to traffic variations in wide area networks. 
This chapter begins with a review of Smith's principle and the control systems that are 
based on it. We then present a novel adaptation of the Smith controUer to the AAPN 
network and our scheduling algorithm. FinaUy, Chapter 6 provides a concluding discussion 
and topies for future work. 
1.5 Published Work 
The content presented in this thesis has been partly published in the following articles. 
Parts of the literature review presented in Chapter 2 and sorne part of Chapter 3 have been 
published as technical reports. The results presented in Section 4.2.1.,A were published 
in IEEE International Conference on Information, Communication and Signal Processing 
(ICICS) 2005, Bangkok, Thailand. Xiao Liu and Professor Lorne Mason presented a slot-
based algorithm for the Agile AU-Photonie Network. Xiao Liu also implemented a frame-
work for simulating frame-based scheduling with the OPNET simulator, using which we 
implemented our frame-based scheduling approach. In the ICICS paper we compared the 
performance of our frame-based scheduling algorithm with that of the slot-based scheduling 
algorithm . 
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Chapter 2 
Photonic Networks 
Traditional communication systems send and receive information through copper wires, 
coaxial cables or air. With the increasing demand for higher communication speeds, the 
traditional communication media are not able to provide sufficient capacity. The use of 
optical fibers permits data transmission up to several Tbps (theoretically, a single mode 
optical fiber can support a data rate of 50 Tbps [34]). If a transmission network uses optical 
fibers as its transmission media, it is called an photonic network [35]. However, it is difficult 
to fully utilize the capacity of optical fibers for two reasons. First, the speed of electronic 
hardware is much lower than the capacity of optical fibers, and hence the speed of electronic 
switching limits the rate of optical transmission. Second, optical transmitters/receivers op-
erate at lower speeds than several Tbps [35]. To overcome these difficulties, wavelength 
division multiplexing (WDM) was proposed. Partitioning the enormous bandwidth in pho-
tonic networks into WDM channels makes the optical bandwidth compatible with the speed 
of electronic components. In WDM systems the end users communicate via optical channels 
called lightpaths. In networks with a continuity constraint a lightpath is required to occupy 
the same wavelength on aIl fiber links, while in wavelength convertible networks a lightpath 
can occupy different wavelengths on different fiber links along the path. Wavelength con-
version allows networks to support more lightpaths, but it is expensive and difficult to 
implement [36]. Therefore in this thesis we mainly consider networks with a continuity 
constraint except where otherwise indicated. 
In these networks, resource allocation is a key problem which is addressed in many dif-
ferent contexts, including routing and wavelength assignment (RWA), optical burst/packet 
switching, photonic slot routing, TDM/WDM assignment, and broadcast-and-select tech-
nology. 
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Optieal baekbone networks multiplex a large amount of traffie eoming from numerous 
users on circuit-switched wavelength paths. This technology (the so-called wavelength rout-
ing approaeh) has been widely studied in the literature [36]. In contrast, wavelength routing 
in access and metro networks, which have a reduced level of traffic aggregation, is not an 
adequate solution [37]. In these domains, other approaches such as optical burst/packet 
switching and time-division multiplexing over WDM channels provide a more dynamic 
bandwidth allocation. Based on TDM/WDM technology several different approaches have 
been developed such as photo nie slot routing and TDM/WDM bandwidth reservation in 
broadcast and select networks. 
In this chapter we survey the background literature and recent developments in WDM 
resource allocation techniques. Section 2.1 introduces routing and wavelength assignment in 
WDM networks. Section 2.2 presents an overview of recent optical switching deployments. 
Section 2.3 provides a background of bandwidth reservation in WDM networks with point-
to-point and broadcast-and-select transmissions. 
2.1 Routing and Wavelength Assignment Schemes 
The problem of assigning wavelengths and paths to a set of requests for bandwidth between 
source-destination pairs in WDM networks is referred to as the routing and wavelength 
assignment (RWA) problem. It has been proved that the RWA problem is Npl-complete2 
[39], and partitioning this problem into two subproblems, (i) routing, and (ii) wavelength 
assignment, makes it more tractable. Numerous solutions for each of the problems have 
been proposed; these can be classified under static and dynamic approaches. Depending 
on the traffic pattern the problem can be formulated differently. When the traffic pattern 
is static, the requests are fixed for a long duration of time as the connections are long-
lived. Therefore, the entire demand is known in advance (off-line information). Once the 
connections are established there is no need for further operations. In a dynamic traffic 
pattern the requests arrive on-line and may depart after a while. Therefore the RWA 
problem has to consider the dynamics of the related parameters for assigning paths and 
wavelengths to such traffic. For the routing subproblem there are three basic approaches 
1 Nondeterministic polynomial-time problem; a problem is said to be NP if there exists a nondeter-
ministic polynomial-time algorithm that recognizes the elements of this problem (i.e. that we can test in 
polynomial-time whether a candidate solution is a solution). 
2 A problem in NP is said to be NP-complete if finding a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm 
for solving this problem allows us to solve any problem in NP in polynomial-time (for more information 
regarding the theory of NP-completeness refer to [38]). 
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known as fixed routing, fixed alternate routing and adaptive routing. For the wavelength 
assignment component many approaches have been proposed, including First-Fit, Least-
Used, Most-Used, Min-product, Least loaded, Max-SUM and Wavelength Reservation. We 
now present a review of various routing and wavelength assignment approaches for both 
off-line and on-line cases; the review is partially derived from [36]. 
2.1.1 Routing Schemes 
Routing algorithms can be classified in three basic groups: 
Fixed Routing 
Fixed routing, the simple st way of performing routing in a network, chooses a fixed path 
from anode to each destination. Fixed shortest-path routing is an instance of the fixed 
routing approach, which can be implemented by using standard shortest path algorithms, 
such as Dijkstra's algorithm or the Bellman-Ford algorithm. The major problem with this 
approach arises when the resources are insufficient to meet the demand, which leads to a 
high blocking probability [40]. 
Fixed-Alternate Routing 
Fixed alternate routing constructs a list of options for routing a path between each source-
destination pair. The algorithm may use different criteria for constructing and sorting the 
list, such as a shortest-path criterion or the load at each link. For example, the list may 
include the first, the second and the third short est paths between each source-destination 
pair. This routing approach reduces the blocking probability compared to fixed routing. In 
addition, in the case of path failure, it can provide sorne degree of flexibility for rerouting 
the connections [41]. 
Adaptive Routing 
Adaptive routing determines the available paths across a network and evaluates them based 
on the state of the network. It then chooses the one that will provide the best path for 
a connection. This approach works weIl for networks with dynamic states. Examples of 
adaptive routing include: 
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Adaptive Shortest-Cost-Path. This approach assigns a co st to each link in the net-
work. The cost is determined based on the state of the link in the network. Each unused 
link is assigned a cost of 1 unit, each used link is assigned a cost of 00, and each used link 
with a wavelength convertor is assigned a cost of c units, where the value of c is defined 
in such a way as to avoid the use of wavelength convertors as long as any direct path is 
available. If the wavelength convertor is full (Le., it is occupied by the other lightpaths) 
c = 00 is considered. When a connection request arrives, the algorithm calculates the cost 
for each possible path, and chooses the one with the lowest cost. A random selection is 
performed for breaking the ties [42]. 
Least-Congestion-Path. This method determines a list ofpaths for each source-destination 
pair. When a connection request arrives, the path with the lowest load amongst the corre-
sponding pre-determined paths is chosen [43]. In case of a tie, other algorithms such as the 
short est path routing algorithm may be used. Since this algorithm considers aIl links on aIl 
pre-determined paths the computational complexity is high. For reducing the complexity of 
this method, Li et al. [44] proposed to only consider the first k links on each path (referred 
to as source neighborhood information) where k is defined appropriately. 
2.1.2 Fault Tolerant Routing 
A common approach to protect connections against link (node) failure is to consider at least 
two link-disjoint (node-disjoint) paths for each source-destination pair. In case of failure 
the backup path can be used. Fixed alternate routing directly provides sorne reservations 
for each connection. In the case of adaptive routing, backups should be identified by a 
protection scheme, which determines the alternate routes immediately after the primary 
connections have been established. The protection scheme can be the same as routing 
scheme except that the cost of 00 is assigned to undesirable links to promote link-disjoint 
(node-disjoint) paths [7]. 
2.1.3 Wavelength Assignment 
Wavelength assignment is the second sub-problem within the RWA problem, and is usually 
addressed as an independent problem. The main objective is to assign a wavelength to 
each connection in an efficient way such that no two lightpaths on a link share a common 
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wavelength. Wavelength assignment can be resolved for either dynamie traffie or statie 
traffic. 
Static Wavelength Assignment 
In static wavelength assignment the lightpaths and their routes are known in advance and 
we need to assign wavelengths to each lightpath, such that each of the lightpaths on a 
given link occupies a unique wavelength. This problem can be presented in two forms: 
(i) for a given number of wavelengths, maximize the number of connections which can be 
established, (ii) for a given topology (without wavelength convertors), minimize the num-
ber of wavelengths needed for a set of connection requests under the wavelength continuity 
constraint. The latter problem can be reduced to a sequential graph coloring problem [45]. 
Graph Coloring Problem. The problem of static wavelength assignment can be re-
duced to a graph coloring problem which is NP-complete; among the NP problems it is the 
least likely to be solved by any polynomial-time algorithm, because ifthere is any algorithm 
which solves this problem quickly, any problem in NP can be solved quickly by the same 
algorithm [38]. This proves that the wavelength assignment problem is NP-complete itself. 
The graph coloring problem constructs a graph G of nodes, such that each node corre-
sponds to a lightpath in the network. Each common fiber between two or more lightpaths 
in the actual system is represented by a link between their corresponding nodes in the 
graph. The next step is to color the nodes of the graph in such a way that no two adjacent 
nodes have the same color [45]. The minimum number of colors required by the pro cess 
for coloring the graph G (the minimum number of wavelengths) is not easy to determine. 
Therefore heuristics such as the sequential graph-coloring algorithm have been introduced 
which are reasonably efficient in practice [46]. 
Dynamic Wavelength Assignment 
Dynamic wavelength assignment considers the more realistic case where connection requests 
arrive dynamically. The connection requests are accepted if sufficient resources are avail-
able for the complete path and are blocked otherwise. Dynamic algorithms that consider a 
fixed number of wavelengths try to minimize the blocking probability. We now summarize 
sorne of the proposed heuristics, drawing from the review material in [36]. 
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Random Wavelength Assignment. When a connection request arrives, a search pro-
cedure determines the available wavelengths on the appropriate path. One of the available 
wavelengths is randomly selected . 
First-Fit(FF). The FF algorithm numbers aU of the wavelengths in the network. When 
a connection request arrives, the first available wavelength is assigned to that connection. 
This approach has a very low computational complexity. 
Most-Used(MU)/Pack. This method has been proposed for networks with fixed routes 
between each source destination pair [47]. The ide a is to pack connections into a fewer 
number of wavelengths by selecting the most-used wavelength in the network. Packing 
connections is valuable in networks with the wavelength continuity constraint. In these 
networks there is no wavelength conversion and reserving the least-used wavelengths re-
duces the blocking probability in the network. 
Least-Loaded(LL). LL has been designed as a wavelength assignment technique for multi-
--, fiber networks [48]. For each connection request the most-loaded link of multi-fibers along 
the required path is examined by the algorithm to determine the least-loaded wavelength 
on this link. The least-loaded wavelength on a multi-fiber network is the one with the 
largest residual capacity. The residual capacity of each wavelength may vary between 0 
and N, where N is the number of fibers on each link. 
MAX-SUM(~). This method also has been proposed for multi-fiber networks [47,49]. 
M~ considers aU the routes in the network that might be used by any of the connections. 
Then for a request the algorithm selects a wavelength on the selected path in such a way 
that the maximum available capacity on the remaining paths is obtained. 
Wavelength Reservation(RSV). A wavelength reservation scheme reserves a specifie 
wavelength on the links along a path of a multi-hop stream. This approach reduces the 
blocking probability for multi-hop streams, although the blocking probability for single-hop 
streams may increase. 
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2.2 Switching Schemes in WDM Systems 
In addition to routing and wavelength assignment sever al different technologies have been 
developed for the transfer of optical data over WDM networks, such as optical packet 
switching, optical burst switching, and photonic slot routing. In this section we review 
these switching technologies. 
2.2.1 Photonic Slot Routing 
Photonic Slot Routing (PSR) is a time division multiplexing approach for all-optical access 
and metro networks. PSR attempts to reduce complexity by eliminating the use of indi-
vidual wavelength switching (IWS) components. The time-shared nature of this approach 
provides a sufficient level of traffic aggregation in networks for which the wavelength rout-
ing solution is inefficient. We now examine a photonic slot routed network which has been 
designed by Zang et al. [3]. 
Photonic Slot Routing in All-Optical WDM Mesh Networks 
In PSR, time is slotted into fixed spans, each comprising a photonic slot. A photonic slot 
includes aIl wavelengths in a network. The packets of data destined for the same node are 
loaded into the photonic slots and are sent as a single integrated unit. Therefore there is 
no need for individu al wavelength routing along a path and wavelength insensitive corn-
ponents are adequate for routing the photonic slots. Eliminating the use of wavelength 
demultiplexers results in faster switching, less complexity and lower cost [3]. 
Network Architecture. In this design a mesh network of wavelength insensitive nodes 
(Figure 2.1) is considered. At the source end, each node considers a separate electronic 
buffer space for each destination. The photonic slots for each destination consist of several 
data packets on a number of wavelengths and a header on a different wavelength. At each 
intermediate node headers are extracted from slots. During the header processing period 
the data slots travel along delay lines. To avoid the need for delay lines a solution is to send 
the header of a slot a fixed period of tirne before the payload, long enough for processing 
the header. The headers contain information about the wavelengths being used by the 
slot and the destination addresses. When a header of a slot arrives at anode which has 
sorne packets headed for the same destination, the node may insert its packets to the free 
wavelengths of the arriving slot. Inserting the packets can be performed by using couplers. 
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When two or more arriving slots contend for the same output port several techniques 
may be used such as optical buffering, deflection routing, or dropping the slots randomly. 
Phalonlc Sial 
Packet Buffers Transm;tf.er 
(Electmnics) Anays 
Fig. 2.1 Photonic Slot Routing (PSR) node architecture; each node is capa-
ble of buffering, header processing, and packet insertion. A packet on wave-
length )..2 is inserted into an arriving photonic slot which is free at )..2 [3]. 
PSR Protocol. When anode has sever al packets to send, it may choose to add its 
packet to an arriving slot headed for the same destination or it may place the packets in 
an empty slot and sign the slot for its destination. There are a number of policies for slot 
assignment and adding packets to the existing slots. A slot rnay be occupied entirely by 
a node or rnay be left with sorne free spaces to be used by intermediate nodes. We now 
review two types of slot assignment policies. 
1. Packet ArrivaI Based Assignment: Upon receiving an ernpty slot anode randomly 
chooses one of its queues and inserts a nurnber of packets into the slot [3]. This 
policy implies that as long as there are ernpty slots or free space in arriving slots 
with the appropriate destination the node is allowed to insert its packets. However 
this approach results in unfairness in resource allocation as well as high probability 
of blocking. Nodes located in the internaI regions of the network usually receive 
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assigned or full slots, while nodes located towards the edges of the network usually 
receive empty slots. 
2. Capacity Allocation: A straightforward method for capacity allocation is the slot 
preassignment approach proposed by Chlamtac et al. [50]. In this approach a TDMA 
frame consisting of L slots is considered, in which a fixed number of slots is assigned 
to each source-destination pair. The number of slots for each pair is determined 
by using a network-wide TDMA schedule to achieve fairness and contention free 
slot routing at intermediate nodes. However this approach is impractical since the 
length of the frame is fixed and the number of slots per pair is always an integer. 
An alternative method [3] is to assign destinations probabilistically to arriving slots 
based on the capacity allocation results. This approach consists of two steps: the 
"Capacity-Allocation" step in which the fraction of the capacity of a link for each 
source-destination pair is determined, and the "Slot-Assignment" step in which a 
destination is assigned to each slot based on the results of the first step. 
2.2.2 Optical Packet Switching 
Optical packet switching (OPS) offers a better bandwidth granularity compared to the 
circuit switched networks, which results in a finer transmission, a bandwidth-efficient design 
and a more flexible all-photonic network. However, this technology faces a number of 
limitations, in that optical packet switching requires optical buffering and packet-Ievel 
processing [11]. 
An optical packet network consists of interconnected optical packet switches which are 
usually composed of four parts: the input/output interfaces, switching fabric and control 
unit. The input interfaces align the packets, extract the header information from the 
packets and remove the headers. The control unit performs the control functions based 
on the header information. The switch fabric switches the packets optically based on the 
control information. The output interfaces are responsible for optical signal regeneration 
and header insertion [11]. Header processing must be performed in the electrical domain, 
while the payload remains in the optical domain. Therefore packets have to be stored in 
the switch (e.g., using Optical Delay Lines (ODLs)) to be forwarded to the next stage 
when the header processing is complete, referred to as store-and-forward nature of packet 
switching. However this process limits the speed of the network. A typical IP packet would 
pass through a switch every 1 nanosecond. Given that using traditional design techniques 
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and current electronics, a packet will take about 100 nanoseconds to pro cess using fast 
lookup techniques such as MPLS, and hence traditional electrical methods cannot keep up 
with the optical capacity. 
A new generation of optical packet switched networks employ all-opticallabel swapping 
(AOLS) by using opticallabels for routing the packets [51]. AOLS uses optical encapsula-
tion to route packets independently of their length, bit-rate or format. Therefore, AOLS 
is not limited to IP packets, and the other forms of packets such as ATM cells can be 
directed using this approach. To illustrate the AOLS procedure, suppose that an IP packet 
enters the network through an "ingress" node (which transforms the electronic signaIs to 
optical signaIs). The ingress node determines an opticallabel and a wavelength by reading 
the packet 's IP header and using information stored in a pre-established locallookup table. 
The packet is then encapsulated with the opticallabel and retransmitted on the determined 
wavelength. 
As long as the packet is inside the all-optical network, only its optical label is used 
to make routing decisions. At the internaI all-optical nodes, labels are read and optically 
erased, then a new label is attached to the packet and the optically labeled packet is 
converted to a new wavelength using all-optical wavelength conversion. During this pro cess 
the IP packet header and payload are not passed through electronics until the packet exits 
the all-optical network through the "egress" node. At an egress node the optical label is 
removed and the original packet is passed to the electronic routing hardware. 
Contention Resolution in Optical Packet Switching 
Whenever two or more packets are destined to the same output port at the same wave-
length, external blocking occurs. Optical packet switches are mostly non-blocking designs, 
therefore internaI blocking is not an issue. To resolve contention in optical packet switches 
several approaches have been introduced including optical buffering, wavelength convertors, 
and deflection routing. 
Optical Buffering. Optical delay lines are currently the only way of implementing opti-
cal buffers. Using electrical buffering is not acceptable, since electronic components cannot 
match optical speeds. Optical buffers can be implemented by several ODLs with variable 
lengths to provide different delay lines. A counter is used to keep track of the number of 
packets in the buffer. Using a separate counter for each ODL adds flexibility to the use of 
optical buffers and reduces the length of the delay lines (i.e., a packet may be circulated 
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through several ODLs to achieve the desired delay). Implementing optical buffers needs 
an enormous amount of fiber and a complex electronic controL In addition, optical signaIs 
traveling through delay lines may experience a considerable power loss so that optical am-
plifiers are necessary. The accumulated noise due to cascaded amplifiers limits the network 
size or necessitates signal regeneration, which is expensive. For more details about recent 
advances in optical buffering see the papers by Shun et aL [52] and Harai et aL [53]. 
Wavelength Convertors. Wavelength convertors can be used to reduce the number 
of delay lines, by converting the wavelength of a contending packet to a free wavelength 
at the output port. In a switch capable of optical buffering and wavelength conversion, 
the input is demultiplexed and each packet is sent to an appropriate destination (e.g., an 
output port). In the case of contention, a non-blocking space switch may send a packet on 
an available wavelength at the output port by using wavelength convertors or it may delay 
the packet. However wavelength convertors are expensive and full conversion is not easy 
to achieve [52]. 
Deflection Routing. Defiection routing resolves the contention by sending one of the 
contending packets to the desired link and passing the rest through any available link. The 
defiected packets are routed at the other nodes to their destination. This way packets of 
the same source-destination may experience different routes with different number of hops, 
which affects the network performance. Defiection routing usually is used in conjunction 
with optical buffering to reduce the need for buffering and to avoid too many recirculations 
at delay lines, which gives rise to signal to noise ratio degradation [52]. In the simple st 
method of defiection routing, delay lines are not used at aH (see the hot-potato routing 
approach [54]). 
Synchronous and Asynchronous Optical Packet Networks 
Optical packet networks can be divided into two main categories: synchronous (slotted) 
and asynchronous (unslotted) frameworks. In the slotted case aU the packets are aligned 
before they enter the switch. Whether or not the network is synchronous, bit-level synchro-
nization and fast dock recovery are necessary at the switching stage for header recognition 
and packet delineation [52]. 
r' Synchronous Optical Packet Networks. In a slotted network the packet size is fixed. 
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Each packet and a fixed guard time should fit into a fixed length time-slot. Therefore the 
packets arriving at the switch are aligned in phase with a local dock reference. In such a 
network contention is mostly resolved by using optical delay lines with propagation delays 
equal to a multiple of the time-slot duration [52]. 
Asynchronous Optical Packet Networks. In an unslotted network the packets are 
not aligned and switching the packets may be performed at any time. Aiso the packets are 
not required to have the same size. Therefore the general behavior of the network is more 
unpredictable and the chance of contention is higher than that of slotted networks. On the 
other hand such a network is easier and cheaper to implement [52]. 
A Switch with KEOPS Architecture and Broadcast-and-select fabric 
The KEOPS (KEys to Optical Packet Switching) switch was proposed as one of the key 
architectures in the European ACTS KEOPS project [4]. This NxN switch indudes a 
wavelength encoder, a celljpacket buffer and broadcast section, and a wavelength select or 
block (Figure 2.2). At each input the wavelength convertor encodes its packet on a fixed 
wavelength. The celljpacket buffer block contains a splitter, K optical delay lines and a 
space switch stage. The space switch stage consists of a splitter, optical gates or Clamped-
Gain Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (CG-SOA) and combiners. CG-SOAs select the 
correct packets from delay lines and send them to their corresponding outputs based on 
the control unit information. The wavelength select or block is responsible for amplifying the 
signaIs before retransmission. The block corresponding to each output selects the correct 
packets from the inputs (Le., the packets destined to that output port) and sends them 
to appropriate Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs), which are wavelength dependent 
amplifiers. At the output ports the signaIs with different wavelengths are recombined 
and sent out. In this switch each input and output carries only one wavelength but the 
wavelength for an output port is not fixed (i.e., it can vary from packet to packet). 
A Switch with a Broadcast-and-Select Fabric and Recirculation Buffer 
A switch with a broadcast-and-select fabric proposed in [55] is shown in Figure 2.3. As 
in the architecture described in Section 2.2.2 the wavelength at each output port depends 
on the incoming packets' wavelengths. In this switch fabric, at the node inputs, tunable 
wavelength convertors (TWCs) convert the wavelengths of the incoming packets to new 
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CelV Packet Celll Packet Buffer Selector 
Fig. 2.2 Schematic of Broadcast-and-Select Switch indu ding a wavelength 
encoder, a celljpacket buffer and broadcast section, and a wavelength select or 
block (see Section 2.2.2) [4]. 
wavelengths under the control unit information. At the beginning of each time-slot up to 
M input wavelengths enter the coupler (up to N input wavelengths plus the feedback from 
the 1 time-slot delay line). The coupler combines the input wavelengths and splits them 
into N tunable optical filters (TOFs) (N < M) and M fixed optical filters. According to 
the packets' destination the control unit determines up to N packets to be sent out through 
N TOFs and the remaining packets are delayed and recirculated through 1 time-slot delay 
line. The recirculated packets form part of the input to the coupler at thebeginning of the 
following slot. 
Input 1 
Input N 
TWC 
Coupler lOF 
Fig. 2.3 A switch with a broadcast-and-select fabric and recirculation buffer 
(see Section 2.2.2) [4]. 
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Architecture with a Wavelength Routing Switch Fabric 
Many switch architectures based on wavelength routing have been proposed in the liter-
ature [56]. The switching procedure in most of these switches is based on using ODLs 
for contention resolution, and routing the packets to the correct output ports through the 
wavelength switch fabric. Here we review an architecture with an input-buffered switch 
fabric [5]. As Figure 2.4 shows this switch is composed of scheduling and switching sec-
tions. In the scheduling section each incoming wavelength is passed through a TWC and 
then the two K x K arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs), where K = max(N, M). The 
AWGs are responsible for switching the optical signais from input ports to output ports. 
Each incoming and outgoing port carries a single wavelength. At each output port the 
wavelength varies with the packet. Between the two AWGs, M ODLs are used to resolve 
either internai or external contention. This architecture implements N individual buffers 
(corresponding to N different incoming wavelengths), each of which incorporates M posi-
tions. Each TWC converts the wavelength of the incoming packet to another wavelength 
in such a way to meet an ODL with an appropriate delay (each delay line has a different 
fixed wavelength). The ODLs are selected so that no two packets appear at the output of 
any ODL or the switch at the same slot. After the packets experience appropriate delays 
they are forwarded to their destination output ports through TWCs and AWGs. TWCs 
assign the appropriate wavelength to each outgoing packet corresponding to its destination 
port. Using wavelength convertors reduces complexity in the switching section. 
Scheduling Section Swltchlng Section 
.. • 
Inp::::ut~~!!b-= _ ~--' ____ ... : __ 1 
Input 2 ---,=: __ 2 
Input N 
Fig. 2.4 An input-buffered switch including Array Waveguide Gratings 
(AWGs) for switching the optical signaIs and Tunable Wavelength Conver-
tors (TWCs) [5]. 
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2.2.3 Optical Burst Switching 
Optical Burst Switching (OBS) tries to combine circuit and packet switching while avoiding 
the shortcomings of each. OBS is based on a one-way reservation scheme in which bursts 
of data follow control packets without waiting for acknowledgment [6]. Using OBS there 
is no need for optical-electrical-optical (OIE 10) conversion as in optical circuit switching, 
and similar to packet switching techniques it enables the network to share the resources 
among a number of users and increase the bandwidth utilization. In OBS the control 
packets are sent before the burst of data, so they are processed before the data arrives 
at the intermediate nodes. Consequently there is no need for data buffering as in packet 
switching. Moreover aggregating the packets as a burst reduces the overhead due to control 
packets. However, OBS is subject to a significant packet loss and burst retransmission. In 
the following we describe sorne proposed approaches for this switching method. 
Optical Burst switching for Service Differentiation in the Next-Generation Op-
tical Internet 
Yoo et al. [6] survey various designs for an optical burst switch network. In OBS the con-
trol packets representing a burst of data are processed at each node along a predetermined 
route to establish a lightpath by configuring the WDM switches. Then the corresponding 
burst passes through the pre-configured lightpath. There are three different techniques 
for burst switching, called, tell-and-go (TAC), in-band-terminator (IBT), and reserve-a-
fixed-duration (RFD). Among these techniques the third has been studied for all-photonic 
networks [6]. RFD is the basis for an optical burst switching proto col called Just-Enough-
Time (JET) [57], which is described as follows: 
An OBS Protocol using Offset-Time and Delayed-Reservation (Just-Enough-
Time). The basic functionality of this protocol is shown in Figure 2.5. The header of 
each burst is sent before the payload by a "base" offset time, T ~ ~r:=16(h), where 6(h) 
is the expected control delay at hop 1 ~ h ~ H. In Figure 2.5, H=3 and 6(h) = 6. In the 
JET-based control protocoi the bandwidth at each hop is reserved from burst arrivaI time, 
t s , until burst departure time, t s + l, where l is the length of the burst. At hop i, the burst 
arrivaI time is the summation of ta, the time at which the control packet processing has 
been finished, and T(i) = T - ~h=16(h) which is the remainder of the offset time at hop 
i (i.e. ts = ta + T(i)). If the reservation fails due to contention with other requests, the 
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Fig. 2.5 The use of offset time, and delayed reservation in JET-based OBS: 
(a) the burst follows the control packet after a base offset time, Ti (b) the 
bandwidth is reserved from the burst arrivaI time, ts [6]. 
burst will be blocked. Blocking may be resolved by using ODLs. If ODLs are not available 
then the burst will be dropped [6]. 
An Offset-Time-Based QoS Scheme. This scheme uses an "extra" offset-time for 
supporting class isolation (or service differentiation) with or without ODLs [58]. Suppose 
that there are only two classes of traffic, class 0 and class 1, where class 1 has the highest 
priority. For the class 1 bursts, an extra offset time, t~ is considered. The base offset time 
is considered negligible compared to this extra time. Let t~ and t~ be the arriving time and 
the service start time for a class i request, respectively, and li be the length of the request. 
To show how the class differentiation scheme works, we consider the following cases without 
ODLs (Figure 2.6): 
Case 1, where the request 1 has arrived before request 0, t~ > t~ (Figure 2.6-(a)): 
if t~ + lo 2: t; 2: t~ or t; ::; t~ ::; t; + h the class 0 request will be dropped 
else, the request 0 will succeed. 
Case 2, where request 0 has arrived before the request 1, t~ > t~ (Figure 2.6-(b)): 
if t~ + t~ < t~ + lo request 1 will be dropped. 
To avoid blocking of class 1 requests, t~ needs to be larger than the maximum burst 
length in class O. When ODLs are available the problem is more complicated but by 
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choosing an appropriate offset time, class 1 can be isolated from class 0 requests in reserving 
both bandwidth and ODLs [6]. 
lime 
t1 t~(= t~) l t!+4 a s (a) 
t 1 0 
lime 
(b) t~(= t~) [1 a t: +10 l s 
Fig. 2.6 Class isolation at an optical switch without ODLs: (a) shows the 
case where request 1 has arrived before request 0; and (b) shows the case 
where request 0 has arrived before request 1 [6]. 
Time Sliced Optical Burst Switching 
Time Sliced Optical Burst Switching (TSOBS) is an approach proposed by Ramamirtham 
et al. [7], which replaces wavelength do main switching with time domain switching. This 
eliminates the need for wavelength converters and results in a lower cost. TSOBS also re-
duces the number of delay lines required for supporting burst switching by using blocking 
Optical Time-Slot Interchangers (OTSI) and Optical Crossbars. 
TSOBS Networks. Figure 2.7 shows the architecture of a time-sliced optical burst 
switched network. TerminaIs or other networks are connected to the TSOBS network 
by concentrators. WDM links connect the network of time-sliced optical burst switches. 
The information on each wavelength is organized into a series of frames of fixed length 
time-slots. Concentrators transmit user data packets (packet switching) or aggregated user 
data (burst switching) in time-division channels. The Burst Header CeUs (BHC) are car-
ried on separate control wavelengths. If the ratio of the average burst length to the BHC 
length is L, each control wavelength can support L-l data wavelengths. Each BHC carries 
information about the length of the burst, source-destination addresses, wavelength, and 
the identification of the first frame in which the data burst appears. It also includes a 
field in which the distance traveled by a burst and the number of optical operations sinee 
its last regeneration are recorded. This information is used to regenerate the burst before 
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too much signal degradation arises due to noise and signal attenuation at each switching 
stage [7]. 
Fig. 2.1 Time-sliced packet switched network architecture, composed of 
a network of TSOBSs and concentrators; concentrators transmit user data 
bursts in time-division channels. Data is carried on the WDM link within 
frames comprised of fixed length time-slots [7]. 
Optical time-slot Interchangers. OTSIs perform time domain switching in the TSOBS 
architecture. They can be used in either non-blocking or blocking designs. The simplest 
form of a non-blocking OTSI has N delay lines and an (N + 1) x (N + 1) optical crossbar 
switch (see Figure 2.8), where N is the number oftime-slots in each frame. Delay lines pro-
vide 1,2, ... ,N time-slots interval delay. A more practical design for a non-blocking switch 
has been introduced in [7]; the design uses 2VN - 2 delay lines and a (2VN -1) x (2VN -1) 
crossbar switch. Blocking OTSIs are an alternative to nonblocking OTSIs. These designs 
have lower cost and complexity, at the co st of sorne smaU non-zero blocking probability. 
For this design N /2 delay lines provide 1,2,4, ... , N /2 time-slot delays. A sm aU crossbar 
switch (VN x VN) is needed to support switching operations between the delay lines as 
weU as the incoming time-slots. Thus the number of switching operations increases as the 
switch is subject to blocking. When a time-slot arrives at the switch, a search procedure is 
performed to find an available sequence of delay lines for creating the desired delay for that 
slot. For this task the state of the delay lines must be tracked and recorded in a scheduling 
array. To find the best delay path, a short est path tree algorithm is performed. This algo-
rithm finds the path with the smaUest number of switching operations which is needed to 
obtain the desired delay. Blocking OTSIs can be designed with different number of delay 
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lines and cross bar switches. Each design has a different cost and blocking probability [7]. 
Delay 
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BHCs ta 
rocentral 
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Fig. 2.8 Optical time-slot Interchanger, which performs time-domain 
switching; each OTSI contains a set of optical crossbars for switching time-
slots among the inputs, outputs and a set of delay lines. The signaIs are de-
multiplexed to perform the switching operations and remultiplexed onto the 
delay lines, allowing the cost of the delay lines to be shared by the different 
wavelengths [7]. 
Switch Architecture. Figure 2.9 shows the overall design for a TSOBS router. The 
router consists of synchronizers, OTSIs, a central optical crossbar, a controller and WDM 
multiplexors. The synchronizers can be implemented using a space-division optical switch 
and a finely calibrated set of delay lines to synchronize the incoming frames to the local 
dock. Performance evaluations show that the blocking design performs almost as well as 
non-blocking switches while the cost is reduced significantly due to a small number of delay 
lines needed to provide an acceptable blocking probability. An OTSI separates the con-
trol wavelengths and forwards them to the controller. The controller pro cesses the BRC 
information and passes the results to optical crossbar switch as well as the OTSIs. When 
a BRC arrives at the controller, the controller determines the appropriate outgoing link 
for that burst. Then on the outgoing links and the output of the corresponding OTSI 
a look-up procedure determines the available time-slots on the wavelength being used by 
the burst. OTSI then provides time domain switching for all wavelengths available on 
each link based on the information about the available time-slots on the outgoing links. 
It separates the data wavelengths and sends each one on a different fiber to the optical 
crossbar after the appropriate time domain switching is performed. The number of delay 
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WDM Multiplexors 
Fig. 2.9 The overall Time-Sliced Optical Burst Switch Design; each incom-
ing WDM link terminates on a Synchronizer (SYNC) which synchronizes the 
incoming frame boundaries to the local timing reference. Optical Time Slot 
Interchangers (OTSI) provide the required time domain timing of switching 
operations on the data wavelengths [7]. 
lines used in OTSIs is the key parameter affecting both the performance and the cost of the 
TSOBS switches. The optical crossbar performs space switching on individual wavelengths 
and WDM multiplexors combine the data wavelengths with control wavelengths on the 
outgoing links. 
2.3 Bandwidth Reservation in WDM systems 
In an all-optical communication system, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) has been 
introduced to use the substantial optical bandwidth efficiently by partitioning the optical 
bandwidth into WDM channels compatible with the speed of electronic processing. WDM 
systems can incorporate time-division multiplexing (TDM), which provides WDM access 
to many end-users sharing the optical channels in the time domain, and therefore makes 
photonic networking practical. 
In order to effectively facilitate multiple access to the network resources, bandwidth 
reservation can be used as an admission control mechanism. Bandwidth reservation uses 
at least one channel for reservation and the rest are allocated to data transmissions [59]. 
Reservation can be performed in several forms inc1uding burst switching and fixed time-slot 
assignment. In a burst switching model the bandwidth is requested before transmitting the 
burst of data, while the data is usually transmitted after a period of time, without waiting 
for acknowledgment [6]. The waiting time is considered just long enough for processing the 
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request of bandwidth on an appropriate outgoing link, which should be done in relation to 
the other contending requests. In fixed time-slot scheduling the time is divided into small 
partitions called slots, which are assigned to the requests ahead of time. Therefore in this 
model the transmission is performed after receiving the approval from the controller. In 
time-slot scheduling, the assignment can be accompli shed using many varieties of scheduling 
algorithms. 
Scheduling algorithms can be designed in an on-line [59-61] or off-line [62-64] man-
ner, each of which involves a different set of requirements and techniques. An on-line (or 
incremental) scheduling algorithm computes a schedule based on the available partial infor-
mation for each arriving request. During the reservation phase, as soon as the first request 
arrives the scheduler starts computation. This technique has a relatively low computation 
time, but the result is not always optimal [59]. On the other hand the off-line scheduling 
algorithms need the entire traffic demand matrix to start computing the schedule. The 
demand matrix whose (i,j)-th element represents the number of (fixed-size) packets that 
must be transmitted from source i to destination j, can be collected during the reservation 
phase (in a dynamic traffic scenario) or the algorithm might consider an a priori traffic 
distribution pattern (in a static traffie scenario) [60]. In the latter case referred to as static 
scheduling, the traffic demand changes do not affect the schedule [59]. 
Depending on the traffic pattern the scheduling problem can be solved for a fixed frame 
length or a variable frame length. The variable frame length structure do es not suit con-
nections which need reservations for several consecutive frames. In long term transmissions 
the users usually specify their requests in bits per second. Therefore changing the frame 
length changes the user's throughput if the number of slots per frame allocated to a user 
is not changed. Consequently the variable frame length formalization is more suit able for 
one-shot transmissions [65]. In addition, when there is a large propagation delay between 
the elements in the network, the length of the next frame should be estimated which adds 
computational complexity to the control plane. Aiso with variable-length frames the run-
ning time is not fixed, and the scheduling calculation time is limited by a variable amount 
(i.e. the length of the frame). 
2.4 Summary 
In this chapter we presented a summary of the proposed resource allocation techniques for 
photonic networks. Routing and wavelength assignment deal with the problem of sharing 
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optical links and wavelengths between circuit-switched optical connections. It has been 
proved that this problem is NP-complete and the problem is divided to two subproblems, 
routing problem and wavelength assignment problem. Due to the limited number of wave-
lengths in a network, circuit switching is not a practical solution for large networks. For 
the case of packet-switched photonic networks several strategies have been proposed such 
as photonic slot routing, packet switching and optical burst switching. 
Photonic slot routing is a time slotted approach that uses a special type of packet 
switching. A group of packets heading for the same destination travels over a photonic 
slot that includes all wavelengths in a network. Compared to a packet-switched network, 
a photonic slot (instead of each individual packet per wavelength) is switched at each 
intermediate node. 
Optical burst switching is a combination of circuit switching and packet switching in 
the sense that the bandwidth is requested for a burst of data, while the burst is transmitted 
without waiting for an acknowledgment. 
The main problem with an of the packet switching techniques stated above is contention. 
Bandwidth reservation in a TDM basis provides a more flexible tool for both avoiding 
contention and utilizing the optical bandwidth. This chapter provided a brief introduction 
to TDM/WDM bandwidth reservation, which will be discussed in more detail in following 
chapters. 
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Chapter 3 
Scheduling 
This chapter reviews basic concept about scheduling and its application to telecommunica-
tion networks. The chapter starts by an introduction on scheduling of the systems that can 
be represented by bipartite graphs. Then an adaptation of bipartite graph scheduling to 
photonic networks is presented. This provides background material for studying different 
types of scheduling (i.e. slot-based, variable-length and fixed-length frame scheduling) for 
point-to-point and broadcast transmissions in WDM networks, and their relationship. 
Scheduling is the problem of allocating resources over time to a set of processors to 
perform a number of tasks. In order to study the traditional scheduling algorithms we 
describe a scheme for classifying scheduling problems developed by Graham et al. [66]. 
Suppose that M machines or processors Pk (k = 1, ... , M) have to process N jobs Ji 
(i = 1, ... , N). A schedule is an allocation of one or more machines to each job. A schedule 
is feasible if at any time, there is at most one job on each machine, each job is run on at most 
one machine, and it satisfies a number of requirements concerning the machine environment 
and the job characteristics. A schedule is optimum if it minimizes (or maximizes) a given 
optimality criterion. 
A shop scheduling problem consists of a set of M processors. Each of these processors 
performs a different task. There are N jobs, each consisting of M tasks. Each task j of job 
i denoted by ti,j is to be processed on processor j for a total duration of dur(ti,j)' In each 
time the following restrictions must be satisfied for the machines and the jobs: (i) each 
machine can execute at most one task at any given time, and (ii) for each job at most one 
task is to be assigned. Depending on the orders by which the jobs and the tasks should be 
performed the shop scheduling problem is usually classified to three basic groups: 
1. When there is no ordering constraints on operations of the jobs the scheduling is 
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described as an open shop scheduling. 
2. When operations of the tasks of each job should foUow a specific order the shop 
scheduling is caUed job shop. 
3. When every job goes through aU M machines in a unidirectional order the shop 
scheduling is fiow shop. Each job has exactly M tasks. The first task of every job 
is done on machine 1, second task on machine 2 and so on. However, the processing 
time each task spends on a machine varies depending on the job that the task belongs 
to. 
When the shop is open the jobs and tasks can be executed in any order. The scheduling 
algorithms can be designed for two different categories based on how the tasks deal with 
interruption: preemptive and nonpreemptive schedules. A preemptive schedule is the one 
which does not restrict the tasks to be executed continuously. A nonpreemptive schedule 
is the one in which the tasks can not be interrupted once they have begun execution [26]. 
For a given open shop problem, we try to obtain an optimal finish time (OFT). An 
OFT minimizes the makespan or the time required to complete aU the jobs. In general a 
preemptive open shop problem can be solved in polynomial time, while a nonpreemptive 
open shop problem is shown to be N P-hard 1 [67] for more than three machines [68,69], but 
many heuristics exist to obtain near-optimal finish time for this case [70,71]. The open shop 
scheduling problem of N jobs and M machines is denoted by N 1 M 1 openshop 10FT [26]. 
The shop scheduling problem can be represented by me ans of graphs. We now review 
sorne terminology and fundamental definitions concerning bipartite graphs. The foUowing 
definitions are presented from [68,72]. 
Definition 1. Graph: A graph G is a pair G = (Y, E) where Y is a finite set of nodes or 
vertices and the elements in E consist of subsets of Y of cardinality two called edges. If 
e = [VI, V2] E E, then we say that e is incident upon VI (and V2)' The degree of a vertex V 
of G is the number of edges incident upon v. 
Definition 2. Weighted graph: A graph G in which each edge has been assigned a number, 
or a weight, is called a weighted graph. In a weighted graph, the weight of a vertex v is 
1 A problem is NP-hard if solving it in polynomial time would make it possible to solve aU problems in 
class NP in polynomial time. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.1 (a) A bipartite graph of 8 vertices and 9 edges. (b) A matching of 
maximum cardinality obtained from the bipartite graph. This mat ching is a 
perfect mat ching. 
defined as the sum of the edge weights of al! edges incident ta v in gmph G. 
Definition 3. Bipartite gmph: Let G = (Y, E) is a gmph that has the fol!owing property: 
the set of vertices Y can be partitioned into two sets, V and U, and each edge in E has 
one vertex in V and one vertex in U. Then G is called a bipartite gmph and is usually 
denoted by G = (VUU, E). Figure 3.1-(a) shows a bipartite gmph of 8 vertices and 9 edges. 
Definition 4. Degree of a gmph: The degree of a gmph G = (Y, E) is defined as the max-
imum degree of all its vertices. For example in Figure 3.1-(a) the degree of the gmph is 3. 
Definition 5. Bipartite matching: Let G = (V U U, E) be a bipartite gmph with vertex 
sets V and U, and edge set E. A set l ç E is a matching if no vertex w E V U U is 
incident with more than one edge in 1. A matching of maximum cardinality is called a 
maximum matching. A matching is called a complete mat ching (or perfect matching ) of 
V into U if the cardinality (size) of l equals the number of vertices in U. Figure 3.1-(b) 
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shows a matching of maximum cardinality obtained from the graph of Figure 3.1-(a). 
Definition 6. Augmenting path: An augmenting pa th P relative to a matching M in G is 
a path in G such that the first and the last vertices in Pare not covered by M, and the 
edges in P alternate between being in M and not being in M. 
Claim 1. If there exists such an augmenting path it can be proved that a matching of greater 
cardinality can be found in G by augmenting M with augmenting pa th P. Consequently, a 
matching is of maximum cardinality if and only if it permits no augmenting path [12]. 
Maximum Gardinality Matching Algorithm for Bipartite Graphs (MGB): 
Based on Claim 1 we can construct maximum-cardinality matchings by searching for aug-
menting paths and stopping when none exist. The algorithm starts with an arbitrary 
mat ching Q in graph G, and search for a possible augmenting path. If an augmenting path 
P with respect to Q is found, the matching Q is augmented which means a new matching 
is constructed by taking those edges of Q or P that are not in both Q and P. The pro cess 
is repeated and the matching is maximal when no augmenting path is found. 
3.1 Variable-Length Frame Scheduling for Point-to-Point 
Transmission 
The problem of finding an optimum schedule for a variable-length frame, has been exten-
sively studied in input-queue switching, WDM and satellite systems [26,28,67,73,74]. We 
are presented with a demand matrix D = [Dij ], where Dij is the number of slots requested 
by source node i for destination j during next frame. The goal is to minimize the overall 
transmission time T for a schedule S: 
(3.1) 
where Ns is the number of switch reconfigurations, T is the switching time, and Tx is 
the time spent transmitting the traffic [26,67]. AH times are measured in slots. The 
schedule can be considered as a two dimensional matrix with time and destination (or 
source) ID dimensions. The elements ofthis matrix show the source (or destination) ID for 
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which the corresponding time slots are reserved (see Figure 3.2). For the case of multiple 
optical channels and distinct transmitters and receivers, each wavelength can be scheduled 
separately. For a given demand matrix we define: 
Ti(D) c, L Dij , 
l-:;'j-:;'N 
cj(D) c, L Dij. 
l-:;'i-:;'N 
(3.2) 
In other words, Ti, is the amount of the demand at input i, and Cj is the total demand for 
output j. 
D 
83 8 1 82 83 
81 83 82 81 82 
82 83 81 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T 
Fig.3.2 Destination-Time scheduling matrix: D and S, and T correspond to 
destination, source and time-slot respectively. In Point-to-point transmission 
at a given time slot on each wavelength each source no de transmits to at most 
one destination. 
PROBLEM 1: Solve the following optimization problem for a frame of variable length 
with total transmission time T(S) defined by (3.1), observing the constraint that SES, 
the set of schedules that satisfy the demand matrix. 
S~ = argminT(S) 
SES 
(3.3) 
Depending on the value of T the problem of finding a minimum schedule length given 
by equation 3.1 is usually reduced to one of the three following cases. 
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1. When T is negligible compared to the duration of a time slot, PROBLEM 1 can 
be closely approximated by the minimization of Tx , which is solvable in polynomial 
time [75-77J. The minimum traffic transmission time is [68J: 
We can then establish: 
Claim 2. A schedule Sx that minimizes the traffic transmission time, i.e., Tx(Sx) = 
TXmin ' salves PROBLEM 1 to within an approximation factor of 1 + T. 
Proof. The number of switch reconfigurations Ns(S) < Tx(S) (note that Tx is mea-
sured in time slots and so is comparable with Ns) and Tmin(St) = Tx(Sl)+TNs(Sl) > 
TXmin • Hence if Sx minimizes the traffic transmission time, it satisfies T (Sx) < 
D 
For the special case of small T, approximate algorithms that attempt to minimize N s 
subject to the constraint that Tx is minimum have been proposed in [26-28, 73J. The 
algorithms achieve minimum traffic transmission time, TXmin ' but do not guarantee 
minimum total transmission time, Tmin(Sl) , unless the switching overhead is com-
pletely neglected. The EXACT algorithm, presented in [27,28], achieves a minimum 
traffic transmission time, TXmin and the derived schedule has at most Ns = N2 - 2N + 2 
switch configurations [28J. In the case of an admissible demand matrix, the EXACT 
algorithm generates a schedule S that has length less than Land therefore zero re-
jection. The EXACT algorithm is an iterative procedure that repeatedly performs 
maximum cardinality bipartite mat ching (MCBM) to obtain the schedule. 
2. When T is very large (on the order of minimum transmission time), PROBLEM 1 is 
reduced to minimizing T(S) subject to the constraint that Ns is minimum which is 
an NP-hard [27,67J problem. Approximate algorithms for this special case have been 
proposed in [26, 67J. 
3. When T is moderately large, it is more desirable to obtain near minimum solutions for 
both the number of switchings and the traffic transmission time [28J. Crescenzi et al. 
demonstrate that PROBLEM 1 cannot be approximated by a polynomial algorithm 
within a factor less than i [27J. 
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The three problems stated above have been formulated as variants of the open shop 
scheduling problem in the literature [28,67,68,74,78]. 
3.1.1 Analogy 
The scheduling problem for an N x N optical switch can be translated into an open shop 
scheduling problem with M = N processors and N jobs. The jobs correspond to the inputs 
of the switeh and the processors correspond to the outputs. Each input-output traffie 
demand, Dij , is represented by a task ti,j. Similar to the open shop formulation each task, 
Dij , belongs to a specific job (input i) and is to be processed by a specific processor (output 
j) [26]. The scheduling problem obtained is NIN 1 open shop 10FT. The scheduling 
constraint in an optieal switch operating on one wavelength can be translated directly to 
the open shop seheduling. The constraint in an optical switch is that at each given time 
(Le., a time slot) at most one request from input i can be servieed at each output j: 
• One assignment of each input per slot is equivalent to the constraint that a job cannot 
be proeessed by more than one processor at any given time. 
• One assignment of each output per slot is equivalent to the constraint that a processor 
can perform at most one task at any given time [26]. 
In the following we describe several solutions for the open shop scheduling problem 
for different values of T which have been designed for satellite systems and passive star 
networks. We develop the algorithms for an N x N nonblocking optieal switch. The 
first group of the algorithms aim at minimizing the number of switchings for a minimum 
duration schedule [26,73]. The second group of the algorithms try to minimize the schedule 
length when the number of switchings is minimum [26,67]. The third group of algorithms 
provide near-optimum solutions with bounds on the number of switchings and the schedule 
length [28]. 
3.1.2 Minimal Duration Scheduling 
The problem of finding a schedule with minimum duration has been studied in many re-
search areas such as networks, computers, and satellite systems [26, 28, 73, 77], and was 
shown to be solvable in polynomial time. The algorithms achieve a minimum traffie trans-
mission time, TXmin ' but the minimum schedule length, Tmin , for non-negligible switching 
overhead is not guaranteed. In this section we present a simple algorithm which obtains 
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at most N s = N 2 - 2N + 2 switch configurations per port [28]. This algorithm assumes 
that the assignments for each demand do not need to be continuous, which translates our 
scheduling problem to solving a preemptive NIN 1 opens hop 10FT problem. 
Given a set of N jobs with task times Dij , 1 :::; i :::; N and 1 :::; j :::; N, for an N-proeessor 
open shop problem, we have: 
length of job i = ri(D) , 
total time needed on processor j = cj(D), 
(3.4) 
It is easily understood that the minimum processing time and TXmin are equivalent. 
EXACT Covering Algorithm. Here we present the EXACT algorithm in more detail 
sinee this is one of the basic elements of the frame-based algorithms that will be described 
in the next chapter. The EXACT algorithm, presented in [27,28], is based on finding 
the maximum cardinality matching in bipartite graphs. We construct a bipartite graph 
/ G = (V U U, E), where V is the set of vertiees corresponding to the N jobs (inputs of the 
optical switch), U is the set of vertiees corresponding to the N processors (outputs of the 
optical switch), and E is the set of edges incident to each input-output pair. The algo-
rithm repeatedly performs maximum cardinality matching on the nonzero elements of the 
traffic matrix D to find a matching (defined by a permutation matrix P). A permutation 
matrix is a 0/1 matrix that has aH row-sums and column-sums of 1. The weight of each 
matching, which corresponds to each configuration, is equal to the minimum weight of the 
edges participating in the matching. The weight of each edge (Vi, Uj) is the amount of the 
requested traffic from input i to output j. 
Algorithm EXACT. 
% initialization 
i = l,A = D 
create graph G = (V U U, E) from A 
% find a maximum matching M of this graph using algorithm MCB 
while A =1- 0; 
M = MCB(V U U, E); 
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% schedule construction 
P(k) = M; % construct a permutation matrix 
w(k) = min{w(e) : e E M}; 
% update the graph 
A = A - w(k)P(k); 
k=k+l; 
% finish when aIl of the elements in A are zero 
end 
In this algorithm P(k) and w(k) are stored to construct the schedule. It has been shown 
in [28,77] that at most Ns = N 2 - 2N + 2 switch configurations are necessary to coyer the 
traffic matrix. However, this approach provides a pseudopolynomial-time algorithm, since 
its running time depends linearly on the weights of G [27] which depend on the input data. 
In [26,68] a similar algorithm, namely the Complete Matching Algorithm (CMA) has been 
proposed which obtains the schedule in polynomial time. In this approach the bipartite 
graph is constructed using N + M real nodes and N + M fictitious nodes. The idea is to 
force each processor to have the same load equal to TXmin ' and each job to have the same 
processing requirement equal to TXmin ' hence obtaining a weight-regular graph, that is, a 
graph whose vertices have equal weights. A weight-regular graph guarantees the existence 
of a complete matching. With complete matchings it is guaranteed that aIl processors are 
being used and aIl jobs are being processed in each iteration [68]. Therefore it can be 
proved that the algorithm CMA always pro duces a minimum length schedule of duration 
TXmin [26,68]. The time complexity of this algorithm is O(IIVIIIIEII) where IIVII and IIEII are 
the number of vertices and the number of edges in the Bipartite graph respectively. The size 
of a maximum cardinality matching, and thus the maximum number of iterations required 
to compute it, is O(IIVII), and the complexity of a graph search procedure is O(IIEII). 
U sing paraIlel processing methods, the fastest known algorithm has a complexity of 
O( v1WTï IIEII) [79]. This algorithm reduces the number of iterations from O(IIVID to 
O( v1WTï) by looking for a set of disjoint M-augmenting paths each iteration, then aug-
menting along aIl the discovered paths. In other words, the algorithm runs the search 
procedure from aIl unmatched vertices simultaneously rather than one by one. 
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3.1.3 Minimum Number of Switchings 
Recall that the objective function to minimize the overall transmission time is T(S) 
T Ns(S) + Tx(S), where T is the switehing overhead, Tx is the traffie transmission time, 
and N s is the number of switchings. Aigorithms described in this section give a schedule 
with minimum number of switchings. The algorithms aim at minimizing Tx subjeet to the 
constraint that Ns is minimum. The problem in this case is formulated as a nonpreemptive 
open shop scheduling problem. Nonpreemptive scheduling guarantees that the minimum 
number of switehings is always obtained. In [80] it has been proved that minimizing the 
makespan (total transmission time) in a nonpreemptive open shop scheduling problem 
when M > 2 is NP-complete, where M is the number of processors (for an N x N switch 
M=N). 
The minimum number of switchings is determined by: 
NSmin = max{m~{lh(D)II}, m~{llcj(D)II}}, 
l J 
(3.5) 
where Ihll is the number of nonzero entries in row i and 1 Ici Il is the number of nonzero 
entries in column j. 
Nonpreemptive Open shop SchedulingAlgorithm. The algorithm presented in [26] is 
based on the most number of tasks (demands) first heuristic. The algorithm starts by the 
output which is requested by the largest number of inputs. At a given time slot if the j-th 
output is available and the inputs i and k are free, if the total number of tasks of input i is 
greater than the total number of tasks of input k, then the demand Dij is processed before 
the demand dk,j. Reeall that the total number of tasks of input i is the total number of 
outputs for which input i has requests (the number of nonzero entries in row i of a demand 
matrix). If the total number of tasks of input i is equal to the total number of tasks of 
input k, and if the total number of requests by input i is smaller than the total number 
of requests by input k, then D ij is processed before the demand dk,j. The total number of 
requests by input i is the sum of the total demands requested by input i. This algorithm 
always pro duces the minimum number of switehing matrices. 
3.1.4 Near-Optimum Solutions 
The algorithms deseribed in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 provide solutions for reducing the 
number of switchings and the transmission time respectively, but there is no guarantee on 
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the performance of the proposed algorithms when T is neither negligible nor very large. 
Using the proof described in [72] it can be shown that the algorithm described in 3.1.3 
has an unbounded approximation ratio for the transmission time. On the other hand the 
algorithms described in 3.1.2 (e.g. EXACT) provide the minimum traffic transmission 
time, but there is not a tight bound on the number of switchings. Consequently, the overall 
transmission time for the case that the switching overhead is not negligible is not close to 
optimal. 
In [27] the problem of minimizing the overall transmission time with non-negligible 
switching times is described as the preemptive bipartite scheduling and shown to be N P-
hard using the proof in [67]. Also it is shown that one cannot approximate this problem 
within a factor less than i, but the best algorithm proposed in [27] approximates the 
preemptive bipartite scheduling problem within a factor of two. 
In the following we review an approximation algorithm for solving the preemptive bi-
partite scheduling problem. This algorithm does not restrict the optimal schedule length 
or the minimum number of switchings. Instead, by allowing twice as many as the minimum 
number of switchings, it achieves a near-optimum schedule length within a ratio of two. 
Graham's List Scheduling. List scheduling (LIST) introduced by R. L. Graham [78], 
is a greedy algorithm2 that approximates the optimal open shop problem within a ratio 
of two. LIST starts by assigning a job to each processor. If multiple jobs are contending 
for the same processor one of them is chosen arbitrarily. Once a processor is idle, one of 
the free jobs which has a task for the corresponding processor is chosen arbitrarily. This 
procedure continues until all of the jobs are processed. 
The maximum schedule length produced by LIST is bounded by the sum of the time 
to pro cess the longe st job (equal to the maximum row-sum in the traffic demand), and the 
time that the most heavily loaded processor needs (equal to the maximum column-sum in 
the traffic demand) [81]. Therefore this algorithm tends to a delay overhead of at most 
2T NSmin ' though the number of switchings at each port is NSmin • 
2 A greedy algorithm is an algorithm that optimizes the choice at each stage without regard to previous 
choices, with the hope of finding the global optimum. 
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3.2 Slot-based Scheduling for Point-to-Point Transmission 
In this section an overview on slot-based scheduling problem for all-photonic networks 
is presented to provide the background information for performance comparison of the 
scheduling algorithms in Chapter 4. In the slot-based scheduling algorithms the config-
uration of the core switch is computed once for each time slot, according to reservation 
requests from the edge nodes. All of the algorithms proposed for the input-queued switches 
(e.g. [17,19,19-21]) are directly applicable to slot-based scheduling for photonic networks. 
However, the propagation delay between the edge nodes and the core switch makes direct 
application of these algorithms less efficient. Therefore care needs to be taken when ap-
plying these algorithms to all-photonic networks. The approach proposed in [82] is a good 
example of the necessary modifications for making the input-queued switch scheduling al-
gorithms such as Parallel Iterative Matching (PIM) specifically applicable to all-photonic 
networks. 
In this approach configuration of the switch is performed by applying a matching algo-
rithm that identifies source-destination node pairs based on the incoming requests. Each 
source edge node maintains a set of VOQs, one associated with each egress node. At 
each time slot, every edge node sends a request to the core switch, specifying whether a 
specific VOQ has traffic to send and hence requires a slot. The central controller applies 
a mat ching algorithm to determine a schedule based on the arriving requests, and sends 
grants back to the edge nodes, indicating which VOQs may transmit during specific time 
slots. To calculate the schedule for each time-slot, the PIM algorithm [17], an iterative 
matching algorithm that randomly identifies input-output pairs is used. Each iteration of 
PIM consists of three steps: 
1. Request: Each unmatched input sends a request to every output for which it has 
queued slots. 
2. Grant: If an unmatched output receives any requests, it grants one of them, selecting 
at random. 
3. Accept: If an input receives grants, it accepts one (selecting at random if multiple 
grants are received). 
An edge node may send multiple requests before it has received a single grant. However, 
an edge node does not send a request immediately upon the arrivaI of a packet in a VOQ . 
. ~ The number of packets in the VOQ for which a request has not been issued must exceed a 
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specified threshold before a new request is sent. Many packets fit in a time slot, so if this 
policy is not in place, a lightly-Ioaded edge node may request more slots than it needs and 
be granted a disproportionate number of slots. This can lead to poor utilization within 
slots and blocking of heavily-Ioaded edge nodes. 
Once a request has been issued, the packets associated with that request are "marked" 
and no second request is issued for them. This avoids the problem of receiving multiple 
grants for the same set of packets. We must however ensure that every request is eventually 
granted, although there may be some time delay in the pro cess. To achieve this, the 
central controller maintains a li st of ungranted requests. These ungranted requests have 
higher priority than requests that have just arrived, and the priority is highest for those 
requests that have waited longest. The controller applies the PIM algorithm, but instead 
of each output randomly selecting an input in stage one, it selects the input with highest 
priority request. If multiple requests have the same priority, one of them is selected at 
random. Since PIM is an approximate algorithm, and not an optimal algorithm such as 
the maximum cardinality matching algorithm it may give rise to some unused time slots. 
As a practical matter, unmatched output ports are randomly assigned to a VOQ and a 
grant is sent despite the absence of a request . 
3.3 Variable-length Frame Scheduling for Broadcast WDM 
Transmission 
Many algorithms have been proposed so far for bandwidth reservation in an all-optical 
broadcast-and-select network with a star topology [31,63,65,73,83,84]. In these networks 
a star coupler provides the connections between several nodes, which are equipped with 
tunable transmitters and/or tunable receivers. In general, the number of nodes is greater 
than the number of available channels, and therefore the transmitters have to share the 
channels using a scheduling technique. The schedule can be considered as a two dimensional 
matrix, with wavelength and time dimensions (see Figure 3.3). At each time instant a given 
source node can occupy only one wavelength. 
The problem of variable-length frame scheduling in these networks has been extensively 
analyzed [63,65,73,83]. The proposed algorithms try to optimize the schedule while deliv-
ering all traffic within the next frame. This problem is usually formalized as follows [31]: 
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1 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 111 
T 
Fig. 3.3 Wavelength-Time scheduling matrix: W, S, and T correspond to 
wavelength, source and time-slot respectively. In broadcast-and-select net-
works in which every node is equipped with one tunable transmitter and one 
tunable receiver, at a given time only one no de can transmit on at most one 
wavelength. The broadcast data is selected by the intended destination. 
"Given a traffic matrix D whose elements Dij are the numbers of (fixed-size) 
packets that must be transmitted from any source user i to any destination 
user j, find a timejwavelength assignment that guarantees the delivery of aU 
traffic, while minimizing the time necessary to accommodate aU transmissions 
(the frame duration), subject to tuning delay constraints." 
The main objective of a scheduling algorithm is to minimize the computation time while 
maximizing the utilization of the network resources. In this particular network with a vari-
able frame length, increasing the utilization is equivalent to reducing the schedule length. 
Choi et al. [85] prove that the lower bound on the schedule length in a broadcast-and-select 
network of N nodes and w channels, with tuning latency of 8 is given by: 
N 2 N 2 N 
max{8 + -,w8 + - + N - -}. 
W w2 W 
(3.6) 
This lower bound is achievable if the traffic is an aU-to-aU transmission, in which every 
transmitter j receiver pair has a single packet to be transferred. The algorithms presented 
in [86] derive an optimal schedule for this case. For the case of an arbitrary traffic demand, 
the problem of achieving minimum schedule length is NP-hard [67]. Choi et al. [85] show 
that traffic can be scheduled with a schedule length that is no more than twice the lower 
bound. If 8 < 1, the factor of 2 can be reduced to 1 + 8. 
In [63,65,73,83] several heuristic approaches have been proposed. In the foUowing we 
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review two simple algorithms for the variable-frame problem in a star-coupled network with 
tunable transmitters and receivers. 
3.3.1 Heuristic Approaches 
We now review two reservation-based scheduling techniques for WDM star networks [87]: 
SEQSAM (SEQuential Scheduling AlgorithM) and BALSAM (BALanced Scheduling AI-
gorithM). The network architecture is based on a passive star topology composed of M 
nodes which are equipped with tunable transmitters and receivers capable of operating 
on C channels. Frame transmission includes a reservation phase, a schedule computation 
phase, and a data phase. During the TDM-based reservation phase, aU the nodes broad-
cast their information (Le. a control packet containing the destination identification and 
the requested packet size is sent to every node in the network). This can be done by tun-
ing an the transmitters and receivers on a single channel. At the end of each reservation 
phase an M x M demand matrix D is available. During the schedule computation phase a 
transmission schedule is computed at every node. The scheduling problem is to specify the 
durations in which each transmitter and receiver should tune to a specific channel during 
the data phase. 
SEQSAM allows receivers to tune on multiple channels during each transmission phase. 
But this technique has a very poor performance and is introduced in [34] primarily to show 
the performance improvement that can be achieved by the other algorithm, BALSAM. 
BALSAM restricts the receivers to tune on only one channel during each transmission 
phase. This restriction reduces the effect of tuning latency on the transmission time. 
SEQuential Scheduling AlgorithM (SEQSAM) 
SEQSAM groups the elements of the M x M demand matrix into groups of C elements, 
producing G sub-matrices. Each of the sub-matrices has at most C nonzero elements with 
no more than one nonzero element on any row or column. Therefore the lower bound on 
G is given by (M2 -'M)jC. SEQSAM implements a simple technique for obtaining the 
matrix decomposition, but its average time complexity is O(M3 ). Scheduling in SEQSAM 
takes place after grouping the elements and obtaining G sub-matrices: 
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The length of the transmission phase is the sum of the largest entries in the sub-matrices 
i G i (Dmax) defined as L:i=l Dmax' 
Example 1. Consider a star network with M = 4, C = 2, and the following demand 
matrix and its decomposition: 
0 3 2 2 
D= 1 0 4 1 
3 2 0 1 
1 1 3 0 
0 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 
+ + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+ + + 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
In this example the matrix is decomposed into G = 6 groups of C = 2 nonzero ele-
ments. Each sub-matrix is assigned a section of time slots on the transmission schedule. 
The length of each section is equal to the largest entry of the corresponding sub-matrix. On 
each sub-matrix the first channel is assigned to the first non-zero entry. The next channel 
is assigned to the next non-zero entry and so on. The schedule length (as we see in Figure 
3.4) is 17 slots. 
BALanced Scheduling AIgorithM (BALSAM) 
This algorithm converts the M x M demand matrix to an M x C matrix by using the Modi-
fied Multi-FiT (MMFT) algorithm [88]. Then using an interval-based scheduling algorithm 
it assigns the channels to the transmitters. BALSAM attempts to reduce the schedule 
length by reducing the effect of tuning latency and the wasted resources during each frame. 
/~ It has been shown in [84] that the time complexity of the Interval-Based Scheduling Algo-
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Fig. 3.4 Example 1: Allocation schedule of two available wavelengths 
(shown by two different colors) achieved by SEQSAM. Si denotes the source 
node i. The schedule length in this example is 17 time slots. 
rithm (lBS) is O(MC2 K') where K' is the largest element in the M x C demand matrix. 
A simple description of this algorithm is as follows. At the first step the MMFT algorithm 
computes the column sums of the demand matrix and sorts the columns in descending 
order. Then it assigns each of the first C columns to each of the C channels and starts over 
with assigning the second C columns to the C channels and so on. So for C < M sever al 
/-- columns are given a common channel, and each receiver (corresponding to each column) has 
to tune on the selected channel. With this technique the load is almost equally distributed 
on the available channels, and we have an M x C demand matrix, whose (i, j)-th element 
represents the number of requested time slots from node i on channel j. The lBS algorithm 
for the M x C demand matrix keeps track of the available intervals on the channels. When 
anode request for a channel is considered, the algorithm tries to fit the request in the first 
available interval. If the interval is not sufficient to be allotted to the demand the next 
available interval is considered. The following example clarifies how this algorithm operates. 
Example 2. Consider the demand matrix in the previous example. Using MMFT the 
4 x 4 demand matrix is converted to the following 4 x 2 demand matrix which shows the 
demand of each transmitter for each channel. For more information regarding the MMFT 
algorithm refer to [87]. 
4 3 
5 1 
1 5 
3 2 
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Node 0 request: lBS first considers the request of node 1 for channel 1 which is 4 slots. 
InitiaUy aU of the slots are available. Therefore the first 4 slots are aUotted to the first 
request of node O. The next request to be considered is the node 0 request for channel 2. 
Since the transmitter has been tuned to channel 1 during the first 4 time slots, the first 
possibility for transmission on channel 2 is the interval [5,7]. 
Node 1 request: For the next request, node 1 on channel 1, the available intervals are 
[5,00]. Therefore the interval [5,9] is assigned to this node. Similarly the node 1 request 
for channel 2 has to be assigned based on a look up procedure which determines the first 
fit interval in the scheduling table. In this example the first slot on channel 2 suits this 
request. For the rest a similar procedure is performed. Figure 3.5 shows the final trans-
mission schedule. The schedule length in this example is 15 slots. 
w 
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Fig. 3.5 Example 2: Allocation schedule of two available wavelengths 
(shown by two different colors) achieved by BALSAM. The schedule length in 
this example is 15 time slots. 
Tuning Latency 
This section considers the effect of tuning latency on the transmission time for the two 
proposed algorithms. Let 61 denote the number of slots required for tuning the transmitter 
between the channels, and 82 denote the tuning latency of the receivers. We define d = 
max{ 61 , 62}. For SEQSAM there are G sub-matrices and transceivers tune to their assigned 
channels between the sub-matrices. Therefore the additional delay introduced by SEQSAM 
due to tuning latency is GT (Figure 3.6). 
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Fig. 3.6 Example 1: Allocation schedule of two available wavelengths 
(shown by two different colors/shadings) achieved by SEQSAM incorporat-
ing the tuning latency for d = 1. The schedule length in this example is 23 
time slots. 
T 
BALSAM introduces less tuning latency to the transmission phase since the receiver 
assignment to the channels is static during each frame. The receivers can tune to their 
assigned channels as soon as the MMFT algorithm is performed to balance the requests. 
Moreover the transmitters may be able to tune their channels ahead of time, during the 
intervals the other transmitters are sending data. Figure 3.7 shows the effect of tuning 
latency on the schedule length in the BALSAM algorithm. The schedule length is 17 slots 
in this case. 
w 
T 
Fig. 3.7 Example 2: Allocation schedule of two available wavelengths 
(shown by two different colors/shadings) achieved by BALSAM incorporat-
ing the tuning latency for d = 1. The schedule length in this example is 17 
time slots. 
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3.4 Fixed-Length Frame Scheduling for Broadcast WDM 
Transmission 
In the Broadcast-and-select networks comprising the frames with a fixed length the aim 
is to minimize the number of packets that can not be transmitted in the scheduled frame. 
Formalization of the off-line scheduling problem considering a fixed frame length is as 
follows [31]: 
"Given a traffic matrix D who se elements Dij specify the number of packets that 
must be transmitted from any source i to any destination j in a pre-specified 
time frame comprising F slots, find a time/wavelength assignment (satisfying 
the tuning delay constraints), that minimizes the number of packets that are 
not accommodated in the frame." 
This formalization statesthat a new scheduling is obtained by re-allocating network re-
sources for aIl end-to-end user traffic fiows, in other words, any change in bandwidth re-
quests results in rescheduling aIl of the connections. 
Even though off-line algorithms can lead to optimal solutions, the time necessary for 
receiving the whole traffic demand before starting the calculation is high. In order to reduce 
the time between two consecutive transmission phases, on-line scheduling algorithms have 
been introduced in which the computation phase is overlapped with the reservation phase 
by starting calculation as soon as the first request arrives. Then the requests arriving later 
are assigned the free time-slots without re-allocating the already allocated requests for the 
current frame. 
In order to reduce the complexity and the bandwidth devoted to signalling, the on-line 
algorithms can accommodate a transparency constraint in the scheduling problem: new 
requests may be accepted only if they do not affect existing allocations, otherwise they 
are refused. Therefore the on-line scheduling problem imposed for a fixed frame with the 
transparency constraint is formulated as follows [31]: 
"Given a time frame comprising F slots, in which a number of user-to-user 
transmission are allocated according to a known schedule, and given a matrix Dn 
of new requests or modifications of allocated requests, find a time/wavelength 
assignment, (satisfying the tuning delay constraints), that avoids modification 
in existing allocations (except for those resulting from Dn) and minimizes the 
number of packets of Dn that are not accommodated in the frame." 
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In comparison, the off-line algorithms for dynamic traffic are more efficient in terms of the 
utilization of the schedule they generate, but the computation time is high. The algorithms 
proposed in [63,65,73] compute static WDM/TDM schedules, which allocate the resources 
according to long-term bandwidth requirements. The algorithms are simple, but ineillcient 
in the case of bursty traillc [31]. On-Hne algorithms usually have less computation time and 
lower efficiency, since the incremental nature of the algorithms does not provide in general 
an optimal schedule. In [31] Marsan et al. introduce an on-line algorithm which provides 
a tradeoff between simplicity and efficiency, assuming a slowly-varying traffic pattern. In 
the following section we review the scheduling algorithms proposed in [31]. 
3.4.1 Simple On-line Scheduling Algorithms for All-Optical 
Broadcast-and-Select N etworks 
Marsan et al. consider all-optical broadcast-and-select networks with a star topology which 
provides a number of slotted WDM channels for packet transmission [31]. Each node in 
the network includes a tunable transmitter and one fixed receiver. The range of the trans-
mitters' tunability is sufficient for a full connectivity between each source/destination pair. 
A centralized controller provides time-slot assignment in a WDM/TDM frame consider-
ing long term bandwidth requests demanded by the users. Different strategies for on-line 
scheduling are proposed. The algorithms are executed periodically to re-compute the sched-
ule in response to a change in the users' demands (i.e. a new request or a modification 
of an existing connection). When transparency is enforced, the existing connections in 
consecutive frames receive their previously assigned time-slots, and the new requests or 
the modified requests may occupy the free time-slots. The algorithms attempt to allocate 
the requests for each connection in contiguous slots in order to reduce the overhead due to 
tuning latency. 
The slot allocation process for a new request of k slots to connection (i, j) starts by 
determining the wavelength on which a connection should be established. In the case of 
tunable transmitters and fixed receivers, the wavelength for connection (i, j) can be iden-
tified from the destination address. Then the algorithm se arches for (i, j)-eligible slots on 
the destination wavelength, Wj. The (i, j)-eligible slots are defined as the set of free time-
slots on wavelength Wj during which a transmitter is neither tuning nor transmitting on 
sorne other wavelength. The three different strategies presented in [31] use different criteria 
for selecting k slots among the (i, j)-eligible slots. In the first step the algorithms try to 
assign k consecutive slots to the request based on different criteria. If that is not possible, 
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a second sequential search assigns k eligible slots to the demand on a first-fit basis, even 
though it is possible to apply a more sophisticated mIe for the case that the request must 
be split. In the fonowing we describe the different criteria for assigning the requests in the 
first step. 
Algorithms Description: 
Sequential Search (SS). The first strategy searches for the first k contiguous (i, j)-eligible 
time-slots, and assigns them to the request. The complexity of this algorithm is linear in 
the frame size F. 
Best Fit Search (BFS). The second strategy searches for an of the sequences consisting 
of at least k contiguous (i, j)-eligible slots. Among these the shortest sequence is chosen. 
Similar to the first algorithm, the complexity of this algorithm is linear in the frame size, 
but it needs more memory for storing the information for selecting the short est sequence. 
/-, Minimum Cost Search (MCS). The third strategy defines a reward function on the 
space of an free slots for each wavelength. For a demand of k slots on wavelength Wj 
a se arch procedure determines the set of k consecutive slots for which the global reward 
fun ct ion after this assignment is maximum. 
Denote by Ct,Wj = Nfs(t) + Nfw(t) the reward associated with the (i, j)-eligible slot t 
on wavelength Wj, where Nfs is the number of free sources, and Nfw is the number of free 
wavelengths at slot t over an available wavelengths. Let Fij be the number of (i, j)-eligible 
slots (on wavelength Wj), and S be the set of an contiguous source-free slots, the sequences 
on which source i is neither tuning nor transmitting. The reward associated with each 
sequence sES of contiguous source-free slots is denoted by X(s), an increasing function 
with s (e.g., X(s) = 1.511sll1.2, where Ilsll indicates the number of slots in sequence s). Let 
W be the set of aH free sequences on wavelength Wj, denoted as wavelength-free slots at 
this wavelength. Denote by 'li (f) the reward associated with each sequence f E W of 
contiguous wavelength-free slots. The global reward function associated with source i and 
wavelength Wj is defined as: 
M(i, Wj, s, f) = L Ct,Wj + L X(s) + L w(f). (3.7) 
sES fEW 
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When a new request must be assigned on wavelength Wj, a sequence of eligible slots is 
temporarily allocated to the request and M is computed. After computing M for aIl possible 
allocations, the MeS algorithm chooses the allocation which provides the maximum value 
of M. In other words this algorithm implements a search procedure which allocates a 
contiguous sequence of slots with the lowest impact on the value of the global reward 
function after the allocation. 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter we reviewed the scheduling problem with respect to the type of underlying 
connections and scheduling frame. Variable-Iength frame scheduling has been studied in 
depth for point-to-point satellite systems and broadcast-and-select WDM networks. The 
main objective in designing a variable-Iength frame schedule is to minimize the overall 
transmission time, which is composed of the traffic transmission time and the time spent 
on switch reconfigurations. It has been proved that the variable-Iength frame scheduling 
problem is NP-hard, while minimizing the traffic transmission time is solvable in polynomial 
~.. time. This chapter presented various algorithms for variable-Iength frame scheduling. 
Slot-by-slot scheduling has been studied for input-queued switches and WDM star net-
works with point-to-point transmission. Fixed-Iength frame scheduling has been used in 
broadcast-and-select WDM systems, but there has been limited study of fixed-Iength frame 
scheduling for point-to-point transmission. The fixed-Iength frame scheduling as opposed 
to the variable-Iength frame scheduling offers simplicity to the network, and is more man-
age able with respect to traffic prediction and demand calculations. Estimating the length 
of the frame for the variable-Iength frame scheduling adds complexity and error to the 
network. For large networks synchronization at the frame level will be much easier using 
fixed-Iength frame scheduling. In addition, the fixed-Iength frame scheduling can support 
long-time transmission of delay sensitive applications. In the following chapter we investi-
gate this problem and propose sever al scheduling algorithms. 
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Chapter 4 
Frame-based Scheduling Aigorithms 
This chapter presents the frame-based scheduling algorithms that we designed for the 
agile-aIl photonic network (AAPN). Note that these designs are applicable to any kind 
of single-hop communication network with point-to-point transmission, for example, satel-
lite systems. Recall that the AAPN architecture is an overlaid star-topology of N edge 
nodes that operates over multiple wavelengths [2]. It permits each no de to transmit to one 
destination node and receive from one source node simultaneously on each wavelength. We 
consider that (fiow-based) load balancing has been conducted to divide incoming traffic 
amongst the various stars. The remaining task is to schedule the traffic for each star. 
This chapter is organized as follows: in Section 4.1 we propose a formulation for the 
fixed-Iength frame scheduling problem, state its relationship with the variable-Iength frame 
scheduling problems for star topologies, and present results concerning N P-hardness of 
the problem. In Section 4.2 we introduce Minimum Cost Search (MCS), our frame-based 
greedy algorithm and evaluate its performance. In Section 4.3 we proposed two novel 
frame-based scheduling algorithms which provide full utilization and fair allocation of time 
slots. We then examine their properties and evaluate their performance. In Section 4.4 we 
propose Minimum Rejection Algorithm (MRA) that generates a schedule with minimum 
total number of rejections for the case of inadmissible traffic. The performance of this 
algorithm is compared with the previous algorithms. Section 4.5 summarizes this chapter 
and draws conclusions. 
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4.1 Fixed-Length Frame Scheduling for Point-to-Point 
Transmission 
We consider a frame of length F time slots with W available wavelengths, such that there 
are L = FW slots for each destination node available for allocation. Herein we focus on 
the case where W = 1 for clarity, but the algorithms and results are easily extended to the 
case of W > 1. For the latter case, it is possible to schedule all of the wavelengths within 
a single frame of length FW. However this is not an optimum way of scheduling several 
wavelengths. To obtain a more balanced schedule, we need to divide the load amongst the 
available wavelengths and then schedule every wavelength separately. In this case there 
is not any correlation between the loads assigned to the transmittersjreceivers of each 
wavelength, and the problem is reduced to the case of W = 1. 
Each edge node signaIs its bandwidth request for every destination node. The scheduler 
forms a demand matrix D, where Dij is the number of slots requested by source node 
i for destination node j during the next fixed-Iength frame. Recall from chapter 3 we 
have the following definitions for the line-sums of the demand matrix. The row-sum, 
ri(D) = 2:.7=1 Dij , is the total demand at source i, and the column-sum, cj(D) = 2:~1 Dij , 
is the total demand for destination j. It is important to achieve zero rejection if the demand 
is admissible. 
Definition 7. A demand matrix D is admissible if 
( 4.1) 
where Lis the frame-length, and ri(D) and cj(D) are the i-th row-sum and j-th column-sum 
of the demand matrix, respectively. 
Our aim is to devise a schedule S such that the element Sjk identifies the source node 
allocated to the k-th time slot associated with destination j in the frame. The schedule 
should minimize the number ofrejections REJ(S, D, L) whilst also attempting to minimize 
the number of times that the switch must reconfigure, Ns(S). A switch reconfiguration 
occurs between two consecutive time slots k and k + 1 if the allocated source node to any 
destination j is altered; N s (S) counts the number of switch reconfigurations in the entire 
schedule. Reducing the number of switch reconfigurations is important since the amount 
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of consumed power varies inversely with the switching period defined as: 
(4.2) 
where Ccap is the capacitance of the switch, V is the voltage and Tp is the switching 
period [89]. This formula gives the dynamic power dissipation when driving a capacitive 
load (e.g. a switch modeled as a capacitor). Assuming that the voltage in formula 4.2 is 
fixed, the power consumption in an optical switch only depends on the switching period. 
Therefore the more frequent the switching the more the power consumption. 
The number of rejections is defined as: 
L 
REJ(S, D, L) = L L max(O, Dij - L li[Sjk = i]), (4.3) 
j k=l 
where li is the indicator function. We can define an objective function (the cost of trans-
mission) as: 
C(S, D, L) = REJ(S, D, L) + 9 . Ns(S) , ( 4.4) 
where 9 is a constant that determines the relative importance of reducing the number of 
switch reconfigurations. 
We identify a scheduling problem that addresses bandwidth allocation in an AAPN: 
PROBLEM 2: Solve the following optimization problem for a frame of fixed length L 
with C (S, D, L) defined by (4.4) to identify a frame schedule. 
S; = arg min C(S, D, L) 
s 
4.1.1 Relationship to Variable-Length Frame Scheduling 
(4.5) 
The EXACT algorithm, presented in Chapter 3, addresses schedule design for variable 
length frames, primarily for the case of negligible T, and achieves a minimum traffic trans-
mission time, TXrnin ' Thus in the case of admissible demand matrices, the EXA CT algorithm 
generates a schedule S that has length less than L. The EXACT algorithm is an iterative 
procedure that repeatedly performs maximum cardinality bipartite mat ching (MCBM) to 
obtain the schedule (see Section 3.1.2 for a review). It lies at the heart of the algorithms 
we present for the case of fixed-length frames. 
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We establish two results concerning the complexity of PROBLEM 2: 
Claim 3. If the demand matrix D is admissible and contains no zero entries (for an 
N x N switch and frame of length L) then the EXACT algorithm pravides a solution SE 
ta PROBLEM 2 su ch that C(SE) < C(S2) + g(N2 - 3N + 2). 
Proof. Since the demand matrix is admissible, TXmin < L. Hence the schedule devised by 
EXACTresults in zero rejections, REJ(S, D, L) = O. EXACT ensures that the number of 
switch reconfigurations in this solution is less than N 2 - 2N + 2. The minimum number 
of switch reconfigurations for any schedule under the constraint of no zero-entries in the 
demand matrix is N [80]. Hence the maximum discrepancy is N 2 - 3N + 2. 0 
Theorem 1. For large g, such thatg > max(IIDlll-L,O), where IIDlll = EiEjDij , 
PROBLEM 2 is reduced ta the prablem of minimizing REJ(S, D, L) subject ta the constraint 
that Ns(S) is minimized. For this range of g, PROBLEM 2 is N P-hard. 
Praof. Consider the set of schedules that achieve minimum Ns(S) = N; and label the 
schedule within this set that achieves minimum rejection Sa. The minimum achievable 
rejection is no larger than REJ(S,D,L) = max(IIDlll- L,O), where IIDlll = EiEjDij 
(at least one demand element must be satisfied each time-slot). Thus C(Sa) :s; max(IIDlll-
L,O) + gN;. Now con si der schedules that increase the number of switch reconfigurations 
to Ns(S) = N; + 1 and suppose that one of these, Sb, achieves zero rejection, so that 
C(Sb) = g(N; + 1). The differential in cost C(Sb) - C(Sa) ~ 9 - max(IIDI h - L,O). If 
9 > max(IIDlh - L,O), then this difference is strictly positive and any schedule solving 
PROBLEM 2 lies within the set of schedules that achieve minimum N s. 
In order to prove that the problem is NP-hard for this range of g, we consider PROB-
LEM 1, which for very large values of T is reduced to minimizing the schedule length subject 
to the constraint that N s is minimum. Gopal et al. prove that this problem, which they 
refer to as the MINSWT problem, is NP-complete [67]. 
Suppose we had a deterministic polynomial algorithm called solve-G(D,L) that could 
solve PROBLEM 2 for the identified range of 9 for demand matrix D and a frame of length 
L. We couid then define the aigorithm Soive-MINSWT (AIgorithm 2). 
Upon termination of this algorithm, the identified schedule S is guaranteed to have 
the minimum number of switch reconfigurations (as argued ab ove ). Since it is also the 
minimum length schedule that achieves REJ(S, D, L) = 0 it is also a solution to PROBLEM 
.~. 1 (Chapter 3, p. 35 ) and hence the MINSWT problem. Algorithm 2 is thus a deterministic 
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Algorithm 1 Solve-MINSWT 
L= 1; 
S = solve-G(D,L); 
while REJ(S, D, L) > 0 do 
L = L+ 1; 
S = solve-G(D,L); 
end while 
polynomial algorithm to solve the MINSWT problem. Therefore, solving PROBLEM 2 for 
the considered range of 9 is as hard as solving MINSWT (and any other problem in NP) 
and hence is NP -hard. 0 
In a practical scenario, although it is de sir able to reduce power expenditure by minimiz-
ing the number of switchings, minimizing the number of rejections is far more important. 
Hence we address the scheduling problem (PROBLEM 2) introduced in Section 4.1 when 
9 is small. 
In the following we begin by describing a new heuristic algorithm for the AAPN archi-
tecture with fixed-Iength frame schedule. To show the efficiency of the fixed-Iength frame 
(' 
, scheduling in wide-area networks we compare the performance of this algorithm with a slot-
based scheduling algorithm. Then we propose several optimal scheduling algorithms with 
different objectives such as achieving max-min fairness and minimum number of rejections. 
These algorithms are optimal in the sense that they guarantee there is no rejection as long 
as the demand is admissible. 
4.2 Minimum Cost Search Aigorithm 
In this section we propose the Minimum Cost Search (MCS) algorithm. In order to reduce 
signalling overhead and to reduce scheduling complexity, the algorithm satisfies the trans-
parency property defined in Section 3.4. This requires that the scheduling is only modified 
for new requests or tear-downs (if Dij decreases or increases), so that the already estab-
lished connections occupy the same slot numbers in a frame as they did in the previous 
frame. 
The Minimum Cost Search algorithm we propose does not achieve optimal utilization, 
because it does not consider the global allocation problem; it is a greedy algorithm which 
allocates requests sequentially on a single time slot basis, hoping that the obtained schedule 
,,~. at the end of assignments is close to optimal. The algorithm operates by repeatedly visiting 
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the (i, j) entries in the traffic demand matrix D in a round-robin fashion; at each visit, if 
the requested number of slots has not yet been assigned, the algorithm attempts to allocate 
a single time slot to the (i, j) request. If there are unallocated time slots in the schedule 
they are given to the source-destination pairs using a similar procedure. The round-robin 
allocation results in an approximately fair assignment of slots to each pair. 
In order to determine which slot to allocate to the request, we define a cast for the 
allocation of a (i,j) source-destination pair to a time slot pair tk for k E {l, ... L}. This 
cost is determined entirely by the extant, partial frame schedule. The cost function is: 
(4.6) 
where N/s(tk) is the number of free sources at this time slot, i.e., the number of sources not 
transmitting to any other destinations, À is a small positive constant, and Kij(tk) = {O, 1, 2} 
is the number of additional switching operations at the boundaries of each time slot that 
the core switch must perform to accommodate the allocation. The motivation behind this 
cost function is as follows: 
• The first term represents the current flexibility of that time slot (the number of free 
sources for future allocation) and reflects the desirability of retaining flexibility by 
allocating demands to the most constrained slots where possible . 
• The second term reflects the desirability of minimizing the power consumption of the 
optical switch, which is partially determined by the number of switching operations 
that it must perform during each frame. 
The scheduling of a single (i, j) time slot request is performed by first identifying the 
(i, j)-eligible slots in the frame, which are defined as the free time slots during which i is 
not transmitting to any other destination and j is not receiving from another source. The 
co st Cij(tk) of each of these eligible time slots is evaluated, and the demand is assigned to 
the slot incurring minimum cost. Assigning the least costly slots to a request leaves the 
free slots with more potential of supporting any possible request in consequent allocations. 
In the case of ties, the demand is assigned to the earliest slot and the lowest wavelength 
(assuming wavelengths are ordered in sorne arbitrary fashion). Deallocation is implemented 
by a reverse procedure, in which we seek and release the most costly currently-allocated 
time slot. This algorithm has a worst case time complexity of O(N.L2), since there are at 
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Fig. 4.1 Allocation of one time slot to a request from source node 4 for 
transmission to destination node 3 using MeS algorithm. The costs of the 
two eligible time slots, t2 and t4 are C42(t2) = 1 and C42(t4) = 3 as shown in 
the left diagram. t2 is assigned to the request as shown in the right diagram. 
most N.L allocations in each frame each of which is obtained by a search procedure over 
/-- at most L time slots. 
Figure 4.1 shows a fixed length frame schedule for a network of 4 edge nodes, and 
À = O. To assign a time slot to a request from source node 4 to destination node 3, the 
MeS algoiithm finds the eligible time slots on the frame of destination 3, which are slots 2 
and 4. Amongst these two time slots the one with the least co st calculated from equation 
(4.6) is given to source node 4. In this example the least costly time slot is t 2 • 
4.2.1 Performance of the MeS Algorithm 
In this section we examine the performance of our scheduling algorithm in terms of queuing 
delay and packet loss. We compare the performance of our algorithm with that of the slot-
based algorithm described in Section 3.2 that was proposed by Liu et al. in [15]. We 
perform the experiments for different propagation delays (i.e. metropolitan and wide-area 
networks) over a wide range of offered loads, 10% to 90% of the link capacity. Then we 
examine the effect of frame length on queuing delay. 
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Fig. 4.2 Average service delay as a function of offered load in uniform traffic 
scenario. Top panel: 1 msec propagation delay. Bottom panel: 5 msec prop-
agation delay. Here service delay is total end to end delay less propagation 
delay, and the propagation delay is from ingress edge node to egress edge node. 
A: Comparison with a Slot-based Algorithm 
In this section we show the results of simulations of a joint work with Liu et al. on a 
comparison of frame-based and slot-based scheduling approaches [15]. The simulations 
are performed using OPNET Modeler [90]. We performed simulations on a 16 edge-node 
star topology network. The links in the network have capacity 10 Gbps and the one-way 
propagation delay between each edge node and the optical switch is 5 msec. A time slot is of 
length 10 j1sec, and a frame has a fixed length of 1 msec (or 100 slots). Every experiment was 
run for a duration of 0.5 sec (equal to 500 frame durations) and the results were averaged 
over 5 repetitions of the simulations. The virtual output queues in the simulations have 
fixed buffer size (90000 packets). Whenever the buffer is full, arriving packets are dropped. 
We used the average of the traffic arrivaIs over the past 10 frame durations to form the 
prediction of the demand matrix D. 
In the simulations, traffic sources inject traffic at rates up to 10 Gbps into the edge 
nodes. The arrivaI distribution of the data packets is Poisson and the size distribution is 
exponential with mean size of 1000 bits. Then multiple (approximately 100) packets are 
wrapped into one optical slot. We investigated two cases of destination distributions: (i) 
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Fig. 4.3 Average service delay as a function of propagation delay in uniform 
traffic scenario. Top panel: Offered load of 60%. Bottom panel: Offered load 
of 90%. 
a uniform case, where sources send equal amounts of traffic to each destination, and (ii) a 
non-uniform case, where aIl destinations receive an equal amount of traffic on average, but 
each source sends 5 times as much traffic to one destination. 
Figure 4.2 shows the average service delay against the offered load, from 10% to 90% 
link capacity. For the slot-based approach, higher delay is observed at an offered load 
around 10%. The reason is that, due to the very low offered load, it takes longer to reach 
the threshold for issuing a request. Figure 4.3 compares average service delay as a function 
of propagation delay for the frame-based and slot-based scheduling methods. The delay 
components are propagation delay, transmission delay, and queuing delay. For simplicity, 
we calI the latter two components service delay. 
The frame-based scheduling method is less sensi~ive to propagation delay because the 
round trip time required by the slot-based scheme for the request-grant-transmit pro cess is 
avoided. In the frame-based scheme the edge nodes send requests for the predicted traffic 
demand in advance of the traffic arrivaIs, thereby reducing the delay associated with the 
grant and request processes. On the other hand the frame-based method may reserve a 
slot which is unused or under utilized if the actual traffic arriving is less than that forecast. 
The accuracy of traffic prediction and the resulting efficiency of the frame-based scheme 
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Fig. 4.4 Performance of the seheduling algorithms with non-uniform traffie 
as a funetion of offered load with a propagation delay of 5ms. Top panel: 
End-to-end delay. Bottom panel: Paeket loss ratio. 
depends upon the stability of the traffie demand. The frame-based method on the other 
hand ineurs a delay assoeiated with transmitting a frame. The seheduler does not take 
into aeeount the arrivaI distribution of the paekets and sehedules the traffie based on the 
average traffie load during one frame. 
Aeeordingly, one would anticipate a "break-even" distance where the two methods 
aehieve equal mean delay performance. Below this eritieal distance the slot-based seheme 
yields lower delays and would appear suit able for metropolitan-area networks (MANs) and 
perhaps regional networks, while the frame-based seheme is more attractive for networks 
with a large diameter sueh as in wide-area networks (WANs). For the specifie parameter 
settings and traffie scenario examined through simulation, Figures 4.2 and 4.3 indicate that 
this eritieal network radius is approximately 270 km. 
For the uniform traffie demand scenarios no buffer overflow oeeurred during the simu-
lation time. For the non-uniform traffie scenario, as shown in Figure 4.4, buffer overflow or 
bloeking arises at high traffie loads. Aeeordingly, by appropriately provisioning link eapae-
ity and buffer eapaeity, high utilization is possible with aeceptably low loss and end-to-end 
mean delay and delay variation or jitter. Note that both seheduling methods adapt to the 
non-uniform traffie demand with only marginalloss in traffie handling efficieney. 
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Fig. 4.5 Average service delay as a function of load ranging from 10% to 
90% link eapacity with different frame durations ranging from 25 to 100 time 
slots in the uniform traffie scenario. Top panel: Metropolitan-area network 
with propagation delay of 1 msee between the edge nodes and the core switeh. 
Bottom panel: Wide-area network with propagation delay of 5 msec. The 
zoomed-in figures show the results for lower loads ranging from 10%-70% of 
link eapacity. 
B: Effect of Frame length on Queuing Delay 
In this set of experiments we show how the length of the frame can affect the waiting 
times of the queues. Since there are 16 edge nodes, each of which transmits to at least 
15 other edge nodes, we do not consider the case that the frame length is very small (i.e., 
sm aller than 15 time-slots). A scheduler with a very small number of time slots pro duces 
too much unfairness, as there are not enough time slots to be distributed amongst all of 
the requests. If there is not any record of the rejections in a frame the scheduler alone 
(without memory of rejections) is not able to avoid starvation of sorne source-destination 
pairs in the consequent frames. 
Figure 4.5 shows the average queuing delay for the network setup explained in experi-
ment A for the case of uniform traffic. The top panel shows the results for a metropolitan-
area network, when propagation delay between the edge nodes and the core switch is 1 
msec and the bottom panel shows the results for a wide-area network with propagation 
delay of 5 msec. As the figure shows decreasing the frame length improves the performance 
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Fig. 4.6 Variance of the queuing delay as a function of load with differ-
ent frame durations ranging from 25 to 100 time slots in the uniform traffic 
scenario. Top panel: Metropolitan area network with propagation delay of 1 
msec between the edge nodes and the core switch. Bottom panel: Wide-area 
network with propagation delay of 5 msec. 
for low offered loads. However the impact is inverse when the offered load is high. When 
the load is high the schedulers with sm aller buffer lengths have larger queuing delays. 
The improvement of waiting times in low loads with small number of time slots is mainly 
due to the scheduler's ability to adapt to the traffic load faster when the frame length is 
sm aller. On the other hand the performance degradation of a small frame in higher loads 
arises because the higher loads benefit from extra time slots much more than the lower 
loads. The higher load connections almost always have packets available for transmission 
so that extra time slots are usually used to transmit a considerable number of packets. For 
larger frame lengths there are a large number of extra time slots to be spread amongst 
source-destination pairs. For a given load the proportion of extra time slots is independent 
of frame-Iength, so there are fewer free time slots per frame when the frame is small. When 
the load is high, this number is small, and the scheduler cannot distribute the slots fairly 
amongst source-destination pairs. Since there is no control or record of which connection 
benefited and which did not, the unfairness (i.e., uneven allocation of the extra time slots) 
can be repeated in several consecutive frames, causing starvation of some queues, and 
increasing the overall queuing time. Figure 4.6 shows the variance of the waiting times 
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Fig. 4.7 Network performance with uniform traffic as a function of offered 
load with a propagation delay of 5ms for different number of edge nodes. Top 
panel: Utilization. Bottom panel: Queuing delay. 
of different source nodes. As the figure shows shorter schedules induce higher variance in 
higher loads compared to the longer schedules. 
C: Scalability Analysis 
In this experiment we investigate the effect of increasing the number of edge nodes on the 
performance. We considered a propagation delay of 5 msec and frame length of 100 time 
slots (1 msec). When the network size increases the resources are shared amongst larger 
number of edge nodes, and the resultant average waiting time is larger. To explain this in 
more details consider a small network of 2 edge nodes and a frame of 4 time slots (e.g. every 
edge node receives two non-consecutive time slots) and compare with a network of 4 nodes 
and a frame of 4 time slots (every edge node receives one time slot). It is easily understood 
that the network of 2 edge nodes experiences sm aller queuing delay; it is possible for the 
schedule to transfer the packets of every edge node twice per frame, and so the maximum 
queuing delay experienced by these packets is half a frame duration. While for the network 
of 4 edge nodes the maximum queuing delay is 1 frame duration. 
Figure 4.7-top panel compares utilization for networks of 16, 32 and 64 edge nodes and 
uniform traffic. As the figure shows the network achieves similar utilizations for different 
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number of edge nodes. The bottom panel compares the average queuing delays. For lower 
offered loads the queuing delay multiplies by a factor close to 2 (and 4) for 32 (and 64) 
edge nodes. Based on the discussion presented above this result is not surprising. For 
higher loads the queuing delay increases dramatically because the frame length is too small 
to support the increased number of nodes. Similar to what we observed in experiment B 
when the extra time slots are not fairly distributed amongst the edge nodes, unfairness 
occurs and queuing delay grows. 
4.3 Fair Aigorithms 
In this section we introduce a novel scheduling algorithm, Fair Matching Algorithm (FMA), 
which maximizes the usage of bandwidth and for the case of admissible traffic provides zero 
rejection. This algorithm minimizes the maximum percent age rejection experienced by any 
demand, while providing weighted max-min fair allocation of the extra bandwidth. A 
similar approach can be conducted to achieve max-min fair allocation of the bandwidth, 
described as Equal Share Matching Algorithm (ESA). 
The scheduling problem which will be addressed in this section is defined as: 
PROBLEM 3: For an admissible demand matrix D and frame of length L, generate a 
schedule S that achieves zero rejection, REJ(S, D, L) = 0, and allocates spare capacity in 
the network to the connections in a (weighted) max-min fair manner. 
4.3.1 Terminology and Definitions 
We now define sorne terminology that will be used throughout this section and recall sorne 
definitions. We denote the line-sum of line e of the demand matrix D by LSe. Note that line 
e consists of a set of source-destination demands (connections). Each of these connections 
belongs to two lines (a row and a column). The i-th row represents a link from source i 
to the optical switch at the core, and the j-th column represents the link from the core to 
destination node j. 
For an inadmissible demand matrix, we denote the set of overflowing rows of the demand 
matrix (rows with ri(D) > L) as Or, and the set of overflowing columns (cj(D) > L) as Oc. 
The set of overflowing lines, De = {e: LSe > L} is the union of Or and Oc. We define a 
( critical connection, or critical demand element, as any demand entry Dhp such that h E Or 
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and p E Oc' The remaining entries constitute non-critical connections/demands. 
We now recall the definitions of feasibility of rate allocation and weighted max-min 
fairness [91,92]. 
Definition 8. Feasibility: Consider an arbitrary network as a set of links C where each 
link e E Chas a capa city Ce > O. Let {l, ... ,(} be the set of connections in the network. 
Let Du be the demand (request) of connection u and Vu be its assigned rate. We call a rate 
allocation {VI, V2,' .. ,vd feasible, when for every link e we have: 
L vu:S Ce ve E C. (4.7) 
uEHf 
Definition 9. Weighted max-min fairness: Let wu(vu) be an increasing function rep-
resenting the weights assigned to connection u at rate Vu. An allocation {VI, V2, ... ,vd is 
weighted max-min fair if for each connection u any increase in Vu would cause a decrease in 
transmission rate of connection z satisfying wz( vz) :S wu( vu), The special case of max-min 
fairness is obtained by wu( vu) = Vu. 
/~' Definition 10. Bottleneck Link: Given a feasible rate vector V and a weight vector w, 
we say that link e is a bottleneck link with respect to (v , w) for a connection u crossing e, 
if Ce = Ek Vk /::,. Fe and Wu 2: Wk for all connections k crossing e. 
Lemma 1. A feasible rate vector V with weight vector w = {]t} is weighted max-min fair 
if and only if each connection has a bottleneck link with respect to (v , w). 
See the Appendix (Section A.l) for a pro of. 
4.3.2 Fair Matching Algorithm (FMA) 
Based on the discussion in Section 4.1.1, when the demand is admissible the EXACT 
algorithm generates a schedule S that has length less than L. This schedule can be used 
as a part of our fixed-length frame schedule, but the unassigned time slots should be given 
to the active connections in a fair manner. When the demand matrix is inadmissible, the 
schedule determined by the EXACT algorithm must be truncated after L time slots. This 
can lead to starvation of sorne source-destination traffic, and result in unfairness (such as 
substantially different average service times for traffic arriving at different nodes). Therefore 
we need to modify the demand matrix obtained originally from request prediction, such 
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that aU of the line-sums of the modified demand matrix equal L. This is done using the 
FMA algorithm. 
If the demand matrix is admissible, FMA incrementaUy assigns additional demand to 
aU elements until one of the links reaches capacity (its line-sum is equal to L). At that 
point, the demand elements contributing to that line are clamped. Extra demand is then 
graduaUy added to the remaining elements in the matrix until another link (line) reaches its 
capacity and it too is clamped. This procedure, referred to as the water-filling procedure, 
repeats until aIl lines have reached capacity. FMA assigns extra capacity in proportion to 
the original demand. 
This algorithm can be implemented by processing one line at a time. We first choose 
the most constrained line (the line that would reach its capacity first under the water-filling 
procedure) and increase its demand to capacity. Then we choose the next most constrained 
line and increase its demand to capacity. We repeat until aIl lines have reached capacity. 
A similar procedure can be used for the case of an inadmissible demand matrix. In this 
case FMA identifies the most overloaded line and reduces the demands on that line such that 
they sum to capacity (L). Demand reduction is proportional to the original demand, i.e. 
each adjusted demand experiences the same percentage reduction. In subsequent iterations, 
FMA identifies the next most constrained line, taking into account the effect of any previous 
ad just ment s, and clamps its demand to capacity. It repeats the pro cess until no lines exceed 
capacity. When there are both overloaded and under-utilized lines, the overloaded lines are 
adjusted first. 
Here we describe how FMA treats demands belonging to the adjustable lines in the 
set Ug = {.e: LSg(O) =f=. L}, where LSg(O) is the line sum of line .e at the beginning of 
calculations. We define AD ç Ug as the set of unmodified lines and BD ç Ug as the set of 
modified lines. Initially AD contains aIllines in Ug and BD is empty. Similarly, we define ag 
as the set of unmodified demands in line .e and bg as the set of modified demands. InitiaIly, 
ag contains aIl the demands and bg is empty. In each iteration we adjust the unmodified 
demands in line .e from the following: 
(4.8) 
where Saf 6 l:(i,j)Eaf D ij and Sbf 6 l:(i,j)Ebf D~j. We always have Saf + Sbf = LSg. Note 
L-Sb 
that when demand Dij belongs to an overloaded line, ~ < 1, and when Dij belongs to af 
r~ an under utilized line L;Sbf > 1. Define for each of line in AD the value Gg 6 L-SLSf. 
af al 
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Algorithm 2 FMA 
while AD =f:. 0 do 
Identify the line R,* = arg minREAv GR. 
Apply (4.8) to line R*. 
Thansfer R,* from AD to BD' 
Update aR and bR for alllines R, E AD. 
Re-evaluate LSR for alllines in AD. 
Thansfer lines '"Y with LS-y = L from AD to BD' 
end while 
Apply EXA CT to L D' J to generate S. 
The following theorem states that prior to rounding, FMA achieves weighted max-min 
fair allocation of capacity (weighted relative to the original demand). See the Appendix 
(Section A.2) for the pro of of the theorem. 
Theorem 2. FMA generates an adjusted demand matrix D' with weighted max-min fair 
allocation, where the weight is w(D~j) = ~. 
If the demand matrix contains zero entries, then an algorithm that adjusts requests 
multiplicatively (such as FMA) cannot always generate full utilization; there can be nat-
ural blocking because there is no demand. After aIl of the demands are adjusted FMA 
uses EXACT to allocate the time slots and generate the schedule. We now present sorne 
properties of the demand matrix D' = {D~j} obtained by Algorithm 1 prior to rounding. 
Property 1 : Algorithm 1 guarantees full allocation of alllinks provided D contains no zero 
elements. 
Property 2 : If there is no natural blocking the maximum total throughput of the network 
is obtained: 
LLD~j = N.L. (4.9) 
j 
Property 3 : The while-Ioop in Algorithm 1 has O(N2) computational complexity in terms 
of the number of edge nodes (2N iterations with a minimization over N elements 
in each iteration). The best current implementation of the EXACT algorithm has 
complexity O(N~), and hence this is also the complexity of Algorithm 1. 
Property 4 : Algorithm 1 guarantees minimum rejection if no connections cross two differ-
ent overloaded links, i.e., if the overloaded links correspond entirely to rows (input 
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links) or entirely to columns (output links) of D. In this case: 
min(REJ) = L)LSR - L), ( 4.10) 
REO 
where 0 is the set of overflowing lines. 
Property 5 : For Poisson arrivaIs and exponential distribution of the packet lengths, every 
VOQij can be approximated as a MIMI1 queuing system, with input rate Àij = D ij 
(slots per frame) and output rate fJij = D~j (slots per frame) [91]. Then the average 
number of packets in each V OQ ij can be found using the following equation: 
N .. - Àij tJ - fJij - Àij 
Pij 
1- p .. ' tJ 
( 4.11) 
where Pij = ~. Since using the FMA algorithm, Pij is the same for all V OQs 
""1 
belonging to a bottleneck link, each queue has the same average number of packets. 
Define the percentage rejection as 1 - ~ for the lines which were initially overloaded. 
'1 
Consider the set of demands that experience the highest percent age rejection (Le., the 
demands on the most overloaded line). Since the weight w is a monotonically increasing 
function of allocated rate D~j, weighted max-min fairness implies that it is impossible to in-
crease the rate allocated to these demands (or decrease the maximum percentage rejection) 
without violating feasibility. Decreasing the rejection of any of those demands requires 
increasing the rejection of another demand on the same line, and hence the maximum 
percent age rejection increases. We thus have the following corollary of Theorem 2: 
Corollary 1. Subject to the capa city constraints, FMA generates a schedule that minimizes 
the maximum percentage rejection experienced by the connections. 
(4.12) 
where CLis any clamping algorithm that clamps the overloaded lines down to L. 
4.3.3 Equal Share Aigorithm (ESA) 
The water-filling procedure can be implemented by assigning equal amounts of extra capac-
ity to the connections traversing underloaded lines. This approach leads to the max-min 
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fair share allocation of extra capacity. Similarly the overloaded lines can be adjusted by 
reducing equal amounts from the demands of the connections passing these lines. We define 
for each line the values He 6 LIa~~g, where 1 ael is the cardinality of ae. 
The line with minimum He is the most constrained line. Repeatedly the most con-
strained line is defined and the demands of its connections are adjusted. The demand 
adjustment we perform on each line is: 
1 L - LSe 
D ij = D ij + lael V (i,j) E ae· ( 4.13) 
The following theorem states that prior to rounding, ESA achieves max-min fair allocation 
of capacity. See the Appendix (Section A.3) for the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 3. ESA generates an adjusted demand matrix D' with max-min fair allocation, 
where the weight of the connection between source i and destination j is Wij = D ij - D~j' 
For the ESA algorithm we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 2. Subject to the capa city constraints, ESA generates a schedule that minimizes 
the maximum amount of rejection experienced by the connections. 
( 4.14) 
4.3.4 Distributed Matching Algorithms 
FMA and ESA use the EXA CT algorithm, which collocates most of the allocations for a 
particular source-destination pair in an attempt to minimize switch reconfigurations. This 
concentration has the impact of increasing average waiting time of packets. However this 
effect is considerably reduced if we distribute similar matchings in two different locations 
in the frame. In next section we show the effect of distribution of the matchings through 
simulations. In our simulations FMA1 refers to the case that similar matchings are collo-
cated (applying EXACT in a standard fashion) and FMA2 refers to the case that similar 
matchings are separated into two batches, one placed towards the st art of the frame and 
one towards the end. ESA is implemented using the distributed case similar to FMA2. 
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4.3.5 Simulation Performance 
A: Comparison of Scheduling Algorithms under Non-Uniform Traffic 
In this section we report the results of simulations of the fair seheduling approaches per-
formed using OPNET Modeler [90]. The network setting is the same as the setting in 
Section 4.2.1. 
We compare performance of FMA1, FMA2, and ESA to two previous algorithms: Min-
imum Cost Search (MCS) developed in Section 4.2 and a slot-based scheduling approach 
based on PIM (ParaUel Iterative Matching) algorithm discussed in Section 3.2. 
Figure 4.8 shows the queuing delays over a wide range of offeredload, from 10% to 
90% link capacity under non-uniform traffic (uniform traffic gives similar results). The 
slot-based algorithm has large average queuing delays, since it is more appropriate for 
metro and loeal-area networks [15]. FMA1 generates additional average delay compared to 
FMA2, which is due to the collocation of matchings. ESA, FMA2 and MCS exhibit similar 
performance, achieving low average delays under aU but the highest load. Under higher 
loads, the performance of MCS deteriorates due to the additional blocking it induces. On 
average the percentage of blocking generated by MCS is 0.9%. The matching algorithms 
(FMA and ES A) generate 0.02% blocking (due to natural blocking in the demand matrices). 
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in a wide-area network with 5 msec propagation de1ay. 
When the load is high, FMA2 assigns more time slots to the heavier connections, which can 
use the extra time slots more efficiently. ESA assigns the same number of extra time slots 
to each connection irrespect ive of its load. In this scenario only the slot-based scheduling 
algorithm experiences packet loss (up to 0.31% for loads exceeding 70% of capacity). 
B: Comparison of Seheduling Algorithms under Burst y Traffie 
We also performed simulations with bursty traffic using onf off traffic sources. Every edge 
node is equipped with 6 onf off sources. The "on" and "off" periods have Pareto distribu-
tions with Œ = 1.9. The mean of the "off" periods is 5 times greater than the mean of the 
"on" periods. During "on" periods the sources generate packets with an average rate equal 
to the fulllink capacity (10 Gbps). The rate distribution is exponential. Figure 4.9 depicts 
queuing delays and packet losses for the FMA2, ESA and MCS algorithms. FMA2 demon-
strates marginally superior average queuing delay performance compared to the other two 
algorithms (0.3-0.9 msec less when the load exceeds 50%). Under offered loads greater 
than 80% of capacity, packet loss occurs as a result of traffic bursts overflowing the net-
work. At 90% load, MCS generates 0.24% loss, FMA2 generates 0.14% loss, and ESA does 
not generate any packet loss. The loss generated by FMA2 is due to insufficient allocation 
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of additional slots to temporarily low-rate connections that experience a sudden increase 
in traffic arrivaIs when they enter an "on" period. ESA allocates extra slots irrespective of 
demand so eliminates this loss at the co st of additional average delay. 
C: Comparison of Seheduling Algorithms using Real Traffle 
We also explored the performance of our algorithms using traffic derived from empirical 
Internet measurements. The traffic prediction in this section was performed by Ahmed 
et al. [93] at McGill university. They used a collection of 50 seconds of packet traces 
captured from an OC3 link at Colorado State University [94]. The fl.ows were divided into 
16 components based on IP source/destination addresses, and each component served as 
/~- one of the edge nodes. Using auto-regressive fl.ow-based prediction, the traffic demand was 
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Fig. 4.11 Comparison between the average queue size of the heavy connec-
tions and the average queue size of the non-heavy connections for load of 60% 
in non-uniform traffic scenario. The queue sizes are in the same range which 
provides support for the approximation in property 5 of the FMA algorithm. 
We have taken a moving average from frame 20 to remove the effect of tran-
sient state on the queues, and also to only show the low frequencies of the 
queue variations 
predicted 1 second ahead (assuming 1 second round-trip and scheduling delay). Then we 
applied the scheduling algorithm for the predicted traffic demand matrix. We used a more 
sophisticated prediction technique for this simulation scenario because of the inadequate 
performance of the simple linear predictor (moving average method) used in the previous 
simulations. We considered a frame of length 0.1 seconds (equal to 100 time slots of 1 
msec.) and for sim pli city assumed that each packet fits one time slot completely. We 
performed simulations for 50 seconds. The average offered load was around 40%; under 
this load, MeS and FMA are expected to perform similarly if the traffic is admissible. 
The derived traffic is such that the demand is inadmissible for a duration of 10 seconds 
(from 2-12 seconds), because one of the edge nodes is overloaded. Growth in the queue 
sizes is unavoidable during this period. Figure 4.10 shows the total number of queued 
packets at the edge nodes. FMA2 and MeS adapt to the variations of the arrivaIs in a 
very similar fashion, but FMA2 has a lower number of queued packets because it does not 
induce blocking. 
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D: Average Queue Length 
In Figure 4.11 we examine property 5 (see Section 4.3.2) ofthe FMA algorithm. We compare 
the average queue length of heavy connections, and the average queue length of aIl of the 
other connections. We have taken a moving average from frame 20 to remove the effect 
of transient state on the queues, and also to only show the low frequencies of the queue 
variations. As the figure shows the queue lengths are in the same range, which supports 
the approximation we made for describing each VOQ as an M/M/l queuing system, with 
equal p-values. 
4.4 Minimum Rejection Algorithm (MRA) 
In this section we propose an algorithm that generates a schedule with minimum total 
number of rejections for the case of inadmissible traffic. We first introduce the flow problem 
and then formulate our minimum rejection (MINREJ) problem as a max-flow problem. 
Then we propose a heuristic algorithm with a small complexity for solving the MIN REJ 
problem. 
Many optimization problems in networks can be formulated as variations of the min-
imum cost flow problem. The minimum cost flow problem is a special case of a linear 
programming problem, but it has much more favorable structure and properties than a 
general linear program [95]. For example, the minimum co st flow problem with integer 
data can be solved using integer calculations exclusively. Furthermore, sorne methods (re-
laxation, auction) are very efficient for sorne minimum cost flow problems but are less 
efficient or inapplicable for general linear programs. In practice, minimum cost flow prob-
lems can often be solved hundreds and even thousands of times faster than general linear 
programs of comparable dimensions [95]. The assignment problem, max-fiow problem, and 
the transportation problem are three examples of special cases of the minimum cost flow 
problem. 
Network Flow. A network flow is a vector f = (Iij) where each lij is a positive real 
number representing the flow on arc (i,j), Le., the flow from i to j. 
Feasible Flow. A flow f is feasible if it satisfies the capacity constraints and it is con-
served at aU nodes (total flow out of anode equals total flow in). 
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Minimum-Cost Flow Problem. Let G = (E, A) be a directed network defined by a set 
E of N nodes and a set A of M directed arcs. Each arc (i, j) has an associated cost Cij 
that denotes the cost per unit flow. We also associate with each arc (i, j) E A a capacity 
Uij that denotes the maximum amount that can flow on the arc, and a lower bound bij 
that denotes the minimum amount that must flow on the arc. We associate with each no de 
i E E an integer number k( i) representing its supply / demand. If k( i) > 0, no de i is a 
supply node; if k(i) < 0, node i is a demand nodes with a demand of -k(i); and if k(i) = 0, 
node i is a transshipment node. The decision variables in the minimum cost flow problem 
are arc flows. The minimum co st flow problem is formulated as foUows: 
subject ta 
Minimize L Cij!ij 
(i,j)EA 
b·· < J .. < U·· ZJ - ZJ - ZJ 
L !ij- L 
{j:(i,j)EA} {j:(j,i)EA} 
V (i,j) E A , 
!ji = k(i) Vi E E. 
Max-Flow Problem. The maximum flow problem seeks a feasible solution that sends the 
maximum amount of flow from a specified souree node s to another specified link t. In 
general we can formulate this problem as a minimum cost flow problem with k( i) = 0 for 
aU i E E, Cij = 0 for aU (i, j) E A, and introduce an additional arc (t, s) with co st Cts = -1 
and flow bound Uts = 00. Then the minimum cost flow problem maximizes the flow on arc 
(t, s); but sinee any flow on arc (t, s) travels from node s to t through the arcs in A (sinee 
each k(i) = 0), the solution to the minimum co st flow problem will maximize the flow from 
node s to node t in the original network. 
4.4.1 MINREJ Problem 
As explained in Section 4.3.2, property 4, when the traffic matrix is not admissible the fair 
matching algorithm may not achieve minimum total rejection. PROBLEM 2 for the case 
of inadmissible demand matrix and negligible 9 can be rewritten as: 
MINREJ (D,L): For a frame of fixed length L with demand matrix D identify a frame 
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schedule S2 that satisfies: 
S; = argminREJ(S, D, L) 
s 
( 4.15) 
In this section we introduce a pruning approach that clamps down the overloaded lines of 
the demand matrix such that the minimum overall rejection is obtained. Suppose that we 
have an arbitrary demand matrix D4x4 , with 4 overflowing lines. We assume the demand 
matrix has been decomposed to two matrices D' and D", where D' is the pruned demand 
matrix with line sums not greater than the schedule length L, and D" shows the resulting 
rejections of every demand after the pruning algorithm. 
D11 D12 D13 D14 
D= D22 D24 
D31 D32 D33 D34 
D42 D44 
D~l D~2 D~3 D~4 DI! 11 DI! 12 DI! 13 DI! 14 
D;2 1 D" D" D24 
+ 
22 24 
1 1 1 D~4 D" D" DI! D" D31 D32 D33 31 32 33 34 
1 D~4 D" D" D42 42 44 
J 
v v 
D' D" 
For the rejection matrix DI! and the pruned matrix D' we have the following equations: 
" Dhp = 0, if h ~ Or or P ~ Oc , 
a ::; D~p ::; Dhp, V (h, p) s.t. hE Or or p E Oc , 
LD~p::; L, or rh(D) - L::; LD~p V h E Or, 
p p 
V P E Oc, 
where Or and Oc are the set of overflowing input and output links of the photonic network 
respectively. We define the following set: 
B l:; {(h,p) : h E Or or p E Oc} 
We wish to obtain the minimum overall rejection of the demand matrix such that the line 
sums of the overflowing lines equal L in the pruned matrix D', but this is not always 
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feasible. Thus we formulate the following optimization problem: 
subject ta 
~" M inimize  Dhp 
(h,P)EB 
a ::; D~p ::; Dhp 'if (h,p) S.t. hE Or or p E Oc , 
rh(D) - L ::; L D~p 'if h E Or, 
p 
cp(D) - L ::; L D~p 'if p E Oc. 
h 
( 4.16) 
This problem is a variant of the minimum cost flow problem. The co st on each arc is 
either 1 or O. We can use the algorithms for solving the minimum-cost flow problem to 
solve this optimization problem. However, translating this problem to a max-flow problem 
introduces more straight-forward solutions. 
Transforming the optimization problem in (4.16) to a max-fiow problem. Using D~j = 
Dij - D~~ the problem in (4.16) for a demand matrix Dnxn is transformed to the following 
max-flow problem: 
subject to 
M aximize L D~p 
(h,p)EB 
1 0::; Dhp ::; Dhp 'if (h,p) S.t. hE Or or p E Oc , 
L D~p ::; L 'if h E Or, 
p 
L D~p ::; L 'if p E Oc. 
h 
In this problem the flow of each arc is defined as: 
(4.17) 
Figure 4.12 shows the corresponding network flow of matrix D4X4 when rows 1 and 3, and 
columns 2 and 4 are overloaded. 
The numbers over the arcs show the arc capacities which correspond to the lower and 
upper bounds of flows in our maximization problem. Ford and Fulkerson presented a solu-
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inputs outputs 
Fig. 4.12 Network flow of matrix D4x4 for the max-flow problem (4.17). 
Every node corresponds to a row or a column of the demand matrix. Every arc 
begins and/or ends at an overloaded node, so there is no connection between 
two nodes which are not overloaded. The numbers over each arc correspond 
to the lower and upper bounds of the flow of each arc respectively. 
tion to the max-flow problem in 1954 [96]. The algorithm st arts from an arbitrary feasible 
flow. In subsequent iterations, the Ford-Fulkerson method identifies an augmenting path, 
and augments the flow. If the augmenting path is denoted as a set of arcs {al, a2, ... , ad, 
then the flow augmentation is 6 = minl:Si:Sk 6(ai), where 6(ai) = /);ai - fUi for forward arcs 
and 6(ai) = fai for backward arcs. The flow is adjusted using fai +--- fai +6 on forward arcs 
and on backward arcs using fai +--- fai - 6. The algorithm iterates until no augmenting path 
exists, upon which the maximum flow is obtained, as specified by the following theorem: 
Theorem 4. Ford-Fulkerson [96]: Flow f is maximum in graph 9 if and only if there is 
no augmenting path in 9 bearing fiow f. 
When there are no lower bounds on capacity, the flow f defined by fij = 0 V( i, j) E A 
(the set of arcs in the network) is feasible and can be used to initialize the Ford-Fulkerson 
method. There are numerous methods for searching for augmenting paths; techniques in-
clude shortest path (fewest number of arcs) and fattest path (maximum bottleneck capacity 
along the path) algorithms [97]. Note that the solution to the maximum flow problem is 
in general not unique. 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Fig. 4.13 Ford-Fulkerson approach for finding maximum flow in the graph: 
the capacity of each arc is shown with green (light) numbers. The black 
(dark) numbers show the progress of the flow of each arc which is increased or 
decreased as a result of the new augmenting path; (a) shows the initial step 
where the flows are set to zero, (b) shows the progress after finding sever al 
augmenting paths without any backward arcs, and (c) shows an augmenting 
path with one backward arc. The resulting flow at this step is the maximum 
flow, sinee augmentation is not possible anymore. The crossed-out numbers 
are the previously assigned flows which are updated by the new augmenting 
path. 
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Example 1: Consider the network fiow of Figure 4.13-(a). The lower bounds are aIl 
zero, and the upper bounds are shown with green numbers. We want to find the amount 
of maximum fiow in this network. 
Using the Ford-Fulkerson method (see Appendix B for pseudo code of this approach) 
we maximize the rejections of these connections. The fiow graph of this problem is shown 
in Figure 4.13- (a). The capacity of each arc is the maximum amount of fiow on that arc. 
At the beginning the fiow of every arc is set to zero. Then the augmenting paths are chosen 
one after another, and their fiows are increased until one of the arcs is saturated. Recall 
that the fiow of an augmenting path is the minimum of the residuals of the forward arcs 
and the fiows of the backward arcs. 
Figure 4.13-(b) shows the augmenting paths (red paths / thick paths) which are chosen 
based on a simple short est path first criterion. The numbers beside the capacities show the 
progress of the fiows at each step of finding another augmenting path. At this point we 
cannot increase the flow anymore without changing the flows of the other paths. In Figure 
4.13-(c) we show an augmenting path (olive path / dashed path) with flow of 4 units. 
This augmenting path consists of four forward and one backward arcs. Augmentation is 
done by deducting the flow of the augmenting path from those of the backward arcs, and 
adding it to those of the forward arcs. The resulting overall fiow in the graph is higher 
than the previous step. Since any additional augmentation is not possible, based on the 
Ford-Fulkerson theorem this flow is the maximum flow. In this example the maximum flow 
is 24 units (time slots). 
Complexity of the Max-flow Aigorithms 
The Complexity of the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm depends on the complexity of the search 
procedure which finds the augmenting path for each iteration. In the approach proposed by 
Edmonds-Karp the flow is always augmented along a "shortest path" from the source to the 
sink [98]. A short est path in this case is defined as a directed path in the residual network 
consisting of the fewest number of arcs. If we augment fiow along a short est path, the length 
of any short est path either stays the same or increases. Moreover, within M augmentations, 
the length of the short est path is guaranteed to increase, where M is the number of arcs in 
the network. Since no path contains more than N - 1 arcs (N is the number of nodes in the 
flow network), this result guarantees that the number of augmentations is at most (N -1 ) M. 
One simple approach for implementing the short est path se arch procedure is to look for 
the short est path by performing a breadth-first search in the residual network. A labeling 
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inputs outputs 
Fig. 4.14 s -+ t network: In this example the input vertices correspond to 
the overflowing rows of an arbitrary demand matrix D (i, k, mE Or), and the 
output vertices correspond to the overflowing columns of D (l, 0, j E Oc). The 
numbers over the arcs show the arc capacities which correspond to the upper 
bounds of flows in our maximization problem. The capacity of each arc (not 
connected to the source or sink) is equal to the upper bound on the amount 
of rejection that can be assigned to the corresponding critical connection. 
algorithm maintains a set of labeled nodes as a queue, then by examining the labeled nodes 
in a first-in, first-out order, it would obtain a short est path in residual network. Each of 
these iterations would require O(M) steps in the worst case. Therefore Edmonds-Karp is 
a polynomial time algorithm for max-fiow with computation time of O(N M 2 ) [98]. This 
computation is excessive, but on average the number of iterations per augmentation is 
o (N), which results an average time complexity of 0 (N2 M). 
The fastest maximum fiow algorithms to date are prefiow-push algorithms. Other fiow 
problems, such as the minimum-cost fiow problem, can be solved efficiently by prefiow-
push methods. Prefiow-push algorithms work in a more localized manner than the Ford-
Fulkerson method. Rather than examine the entire residual network G = (E, A) to find an 
augmenting path, prefiow-push algorithms work on one vertex at a time, looking only at the 
vertex's neighbors in the residual network. The complexity of the prefiow-push algorithm 
for finding max-fiow is O(N3 ) [98]. 
4.4.2 A Heuristic Algorithm for Solving the MINREJ problem 
First we develop a theorem that helps to identify a procedure for solving MINREJ(D,L). 
We commence by defining MAXFLOW(D,X,L), a max-fiow linear programming problem. 
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Problem Y = MAXFLOW(D,X,L): D is a demand matrix, X is a non-negative ma-
trix that specifies capacity bounds, and L is the frame-Iength (available capacity on each 
row/column). Matrices D, X and Y are all of size N x N. Identify a nonnegative matrix 
y such that LhEOr LpEOc Yhp is maximized, subject to the following constraints: 
Yhp 0 if h tI. Or or p tI. Oc, 
Yhp < X hp V (h,p) S.t. hE Or and p E Oc, 
LYhP < rh(D) - L VhE Or , 
pE Oc 
L Yhp < cp(D) - L VpE Oc, 
hE Or 
The following theorem establishes a relationship between a solution to the problem 
MAXFLOW(D,D,L) and a solution to the minimum rejection problem MINREJ(D,L). 
The proof is in the Appendix (Section A.4). 
Theorem 5. Set A = MAXFLOW(D,D,L). Construct a rejection matrix D" = A + Q, 
where Q is an arbitrary non-negative matrix su ch that Qhp ::; D - A V (h,p), rh(Q) = 
rh(D) - L - rh(A) V h E Or, and cp(Q) = cp(D) - L - cp(A) V p E Oc. Then if S is 
a schedule that generates the decomposition D = D' + D", it is a solution to the problem 
MINREJ(S,D,L). 
We now describe an algorithm to identify a solution A to MAXFLO W(D, D, L). The 
corresponding maximum fiow problem is depicted in Figure 4.14. We define a network 
with a source s and a sink t and try to maximize the fiow between them. In our problem, 
the total amount of fiow emitted from source s (and therefore arriving at sink t) is equal 
to the total amount of rejection contributed by A at the critical connections. The rejection 
at any specific critical connection (Ahp) is equal to the fiow on arc (h,p). The capacities of 
the arcs (upper bounds) are dictated by the constraints in MAXFLOW(D,D,L). We denote 
the upper bound on arc (i, j) by /\,( i, j). So we have: 
/\'(p, t) = cp(D) - L V P E Oc 
For a feasible fiow vector f, an augmenting path is a simple path from s to t that can 
be used to increase fiow from s to t. Note that this path is not necessarily directed. On 
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forward arcs in this path ((i,j) points in the direction s --t t) the flow lij must satisfy 
o :S lij < /'î,(i, j), and on backward arcs, Le. (i, j) is reverse, the flow must satisfy 0 < lij :S 
K(i,j). Note that the solution to MAXFLOW(D,D,L) is in general not unique. 
To form a Minimum Rejection Aigorithm, we first use the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm 
to identify A. Subsequently we set D +- D - A and apply FMA to the resultant D. 
As described in Section 4.3.2, FMA pro cesses overflowing lines sequentially, adjusting the 
demand on the line so that it sums to L (thereby identify a line of the rejection matrix). 
Since we have constructed A so that after modification D(h,p) = 0 at any intersection 
point of overflowing lines h and p, when FMA adjusts one of the overflowing lines it does 
not affect any other overflowing line. This me ans that after FMA has been applied, it 
has generated a Q that satisfies the requirements of Theorem 1. In the process, FMA has 
developed a schedule S that performs the decomposition D = D' + D", where D" = A + Q. 
The combined Minimum Rejection Aigorithm is specified in Aigorithm 2. This algorithm 
has a worse case complexity of O(N3 ), but in average it has a much smaller complexity. 
The number of edges in MINREJ algorithm specified by (4.18) is smaller than the number 
of edges in optimization problem specified by (4.17). 
Aigorithm 3 Minimum Rejection Algorithm 
1: Apply the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm to solve A =MAXFLOW(D,D,L). 
2: Set D +- D - A. 
3: Apply FMA to D to generate Q and a schedule S. 
4.4.3 Simulation Performance 
In this section we report the results of simulations of the scheduling approaches performed 
using OPNET Modeler [90] under Burst y Traffic. In this set of experiments the network 
setting is the same as the setting in Section 4.3.5-B. Since the behavior of M RA and F MA2 
only differs when there are critical elements in the demand matrix, we investigate scenarios 
where critical demands are likely to exist. In order to do this, in each frame we choose one 
arbitrary source i and one arbitrary destination j. Each source generates z times as many 
packets for destination j compared to other destinations. Similarly source i generates z 
times as many packets (to all destinations) as any other source. As z increases, the elements 
of the demand matrix corresponding to these two edge nodes are more likely to be critical 
connections; the demand element Dij has even higher likelihood of being critical. 
Figure 4.15 compares the percent age of rejected demand achieved by FMA2 and MRA 
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Fig. 4.15 Comparison between the rejeetion obtained by FMA and MRA 
under varying offered load for different factors of imbalanced load (z). Traffie 
is bursty (generated by on-off sources) and has uniform distribution, aside 
from the impact of z. 
as the offered load changes for various values of z. At high load (greater than 70%) with 
z = 2, there are numerous critical elements and MRA begins to achieve less rejection than 
FMA2. The discrepancy is still only 2 percent at 90% load. Figure 4.16 compares the 
maximum percentage rejection experienced by any demand when scheduling is performed 
by FMA2 and MRA. As the offered load increases, MRA concentrates rejection on the 
critical elements; the maximum percent age rejection is thus much (up to 25 percent) higher 
than that achieved by FMA2, which distributes rejection fairly amongst all competing 
connections. Figure 4.17 compares the average end-to-end delay experienced by packets 
when scheduling is performed using FMA and MRA; the approaches yield similar average 
delay. 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter we concentrated on establishing a formulation for fixed-length frame schedul-
ing for point-to-point transmission. Prior to this research, state-of-the-art scheduling al-
gorithms for fixed-length frames were limited by their inability to address the scenarios of 
inadmissible or low demands [29-32]. In this chapter, we described our designed algorithms 
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Fig. 4.16 Comparison between the maximum percentage rejection experi-
enced by any demand after scheduling by MRA and FMA for different values 
of z and varying offered load. 
that particularly addressed the shortcomings of fixed-length frames without introducing ad-
ditional complexity to the network. 
We defined a cost function with two parameters, the number of switchings that the 
core switch must perform, and the number of rejected requests in time slots during one 
frame. We proved that this problem in general is NP-hard. When minimizing the number 
of switchings has a very low importance, the problem is reduced to minimizing the number 
of rejections which can be solved in polynomial time. For the case of admissible demand 
matrix, the maximum cardinality bipartite mat ching algorithm provides zero rejection. For 
the case of inadmissible traffic the algorithms proposed in Section 4.4.1 provide minimum 
rejection. 
FMA is an algorithm based on MCBM, which not only provides zero rejection for 
admissible demand, but also establishes a weighted max-min fair strategy to share the extra 
capacity of the underloaded links, and reject the extra requests of overloaded links fairly. 
We showed that this algorithm minimizes the maximum percent age rejection experienced 
by any connection. Similarly, ESA establishes the max-min fair criterion and minimizes 
the maximum amount of rejection experienced by any connection. 
We also proposed MCS, a heuristic algorithm which performs close to FMA under non-
bursty traffic. For every allocation it performs a simple search procedure to find an eligible 
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Fig. 4.17 Average queuing delay performance achieved by MRA and FMA 
for varying offered load and z = 2. 
time slot with the least number of free transmitters. This strategy leaves free time slots 
with more potential of supporting any possible request in consequent allocations. 
In this chapter we also investigated the effect of frame length on queuing delay. Sim-
ulations show that decreasing the frame length improves the performance for low offered 
loads. However the impact is inverse when the offered load is high. When the load is high 
the schedulers with smaller buffer lengths have larger queuing delays. 
It was shown that FMA minimizes the proportional percent age of the rejection experi-
enced in the network while it does not provide the total minimum rejection. We proposed 
the Minimum Rejection Algorithm (MRA), a novel algorithm that generates a schedule 
that minimizes the total rejection. Simulations showed that the discrepancy in total rejec-
tion achieved by MRA and FMA is relatively minor, whereas there is a major difference 
in the fairness of the allocation of rejection. In addition, MRA appears to be less robust 
to demand prediction errors (when traffic arrivaIs differ substantially from the demand 
matrix used for scheduling). While it is expected that we achieve sm aller queuing delay 
with minimum rejection algorithms, the results of simulations show that FMA and MRA 
perform similarly. 
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Chapter 5 
Scheduling and Control in the 
Agile-AlI Photonic Network 
In Chapter 4 we described three algorithms for time-slot allocation in AAPNs [99,100] with 
large propagation delay. Scheduling in wide-area networks must be based on predictions 
of traffic demand and the resultant errors can lead to instability and unfairness. The Fair 
Matching Algorithm (FMA), described in Chapter 4, achieves no rejection if the demand 
does not exceed capacity. It also allocates spare capacity in a weighted max-min fair 
manner (subject to capacity constraints, each source-destination connection receives a share 
of the free capacity that is proportional to its original request). If the demand exceeds 
capacity, then FMA rejects demand in a weighted max-min fair manner (source-destination 
connections experience a reduction in their request that is proportional to the size of the 
request). These two properties of FMA represent clamping: resource allocation is clamped 
to the full capacity available in a frame irrespective of the demand from the edge-nodes. 
The scheduling algorithms we described in Chapter 4 are memoryless; the algorithms do 
not record how many rejections occur for each connection in a frame if the demand is too 
great. In addition, there is a rounding procedure embedded in the scheduler, since time 
slots must be allocated in an integral fashion. The memoryless clamping and rounding 
act as further sources of imperfection in the resource allocation system. In this chapter 
we introduce a feedback control system based on Smith's principle to reduce the effect of 
prediction errors, increase the speed of the response to the sudden changes in traffic arrivaI 
rates and improve the fairness in the network through equalization of queue-Iengths. 
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 provides background material on con-
gestion control in data networks. Section 5.2 describes the resource allocation task in 
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agile all-photonic networks as a control system, and explains why we cannot use common 
controllers such as PI in control systems with long dead-time. Section 5.3 introduces the 
Smith principle and its modifications. Section 5.4 describes the design of a modified Smith 
controller that interacts with our scheduling approach to pro duce a stable bandwidth allo-
cation mechanism. Section 5.5 describes the simulation experiments we have executed to 
assess the performance of the scheduling algorithm and the Smith controller and discusses 
the results. Finally, Section 5.6 summarizes this chapter and indicates future research 
directions. 
5.1 Background 
Bandwidth sharing methods are usually classified into two basic groups: resource allocation 
(scheduling) and congestion control techniques [101]. Resource allocation techniques avoid 
congestion at the network by scheduling the explicit share of bandwidth for every connection 
before transmission [45,102]. The congestion control approaches attempt to perform on-
line adaptation of the rates of connections to control or avoid congestion that might occur 
~.~ at the network (switch) level [103,104] using the feedback information received from the 
network. 
Feedback congestion control has been examined from a control theoretic perspective by 
many authors, with the primary focus being controlling the rates at which sources inject 
best-effort traffic into a network in order to reduce the congestion at bottleneck queues 
whilst maintaining high utilization. In [105], Zhao et al. formulate the available bit-
rate (ABR) resource allocation problem as a variant of the classical disturbance rejection 
problem. In a slightly different approach, Altman et al. pose the same task as a stochastic 
control problem, modelling the disturbance as an autoregressive pro cess that is estimated 
by the controller using recursive least squares [106]. In [107], Holot et al. analyze the 
combination of Tep and Active Queue Management (AQM) model from a control theoretic 
standpoint. They examine an AQM system implementing random early detection (RED) 
and present design guidelines for choosing parameters that le ad to stable operation of the 
linear feedback control system. Similar approaches using linear control theory are presented 
in [108-111] for congestion control and queue management of Internet traffic. There are 
many other examples of the application of linear control theory; see [108,112] for surveys. 
Network congestion control mechanisms employ two classes of algorithms: explicit and 
implicit rate control algorithms [104]. In explicit rate control approaches, the controller 
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receives signaIs from the transmitters detailing their current rates and service requirements 
and explicit messages reflecting the congestion state of the network; the controller uses this 
information to calculate rates for the connections to regulate network queue lengths, and 
it transmits these rates to the sources. The controller can be distributed or centralized. 
In implicit congestion control approaches, there are no explicit messages about the 
network congestion state; the controller infers the state based on end-to-end performance 
metrics such as loss and delay. One of the most widespread implicit congestion control 
algorithms is the additive-increase and multiplicative-decrease algorithm [113]. In this 
approach, in the absence of congestion, users increase their rates linearly until congestion 
occurs (as indicated by packet loss or excessive delay) and then begin to decrease their 
rates exponentially. This princip le is widely implemented in standardized protocols such 
as the congestion avoidance algorithms of Tep and the congestion control algorithms of 
ATM/ ABR [114, 115]. 
In contrast to congestion control approaches, which respond to the state of the net-
work, resource allocation techniques act proactively, assigning bandwidth shares to every 
connection prior to transmission [45,102]. Depending on the topology of the network, and 
/~ in particular the propagation delay between source nodes and scheduler, the scheduling can 
either be based on explicit demands from the sources that report the lengths of current 
(virtual) output queues, or the requests can be predictions of future demand. 
In the work most closely related to the controller design presented in this chapter, Mas-
colo combines classical control theory and Smith's principle to design a simple congestion 
control law that guarantees no packet loss and efficient use of bandwidth [25]. Bauer et 
al. propose a new class of time-variant Smith predictors using time-variant network delay 
models for forward and backward paths [116]. The proposed model features better tracking 
and faster rise and settling time. In both of these designs, the dynamic behavior of each 
network queue in response to data input is modelled as an integrator followed by a time 
delay. The use of Smith's principle, which alleviates the stability difficulties of control 
systems with large delays, makes Mascolo's design applicable to network paths with a wide 
range of propagation delays. Although the theoretical techniques we adopt in our design are 
similar to those used by Mascolo, the problem we address differs significantly. We assume 
that we have no control over arrivaI rates; instead we can adjust, through scheduling, the 
resources allocated within the network. This results in an inverted version of the standard 
congestion control problem: switch resources are controlled rather than source rates. 
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Fig.5.1 A typical control system with controller C(s), plant dynamic Gp(s), 
and feedback transfer function H(s). In this figure R(s) is the reference signal, 
F(s) the feedback, D(s) the disturbance, and Y(s) the output of the control 
system. E(s) shows the error, which is the difference between the feedback 
and the reference signaIs. 
5.2 Queue Control and Stability 
Figure 5.1 shows a typical closed-Ioop control system. In this system, the plant, Gp(s), is 
controlled by a feedback system and a controller C (s ). The four basic transfer functions 
are defined as: 
1. Feedforward transfer funetion: ~~:~ = C(s)Gp(s), 
2. Feedbaek transfer funetion: ~~:~ = H(s), 
3. Open-loop transfer funetion: L(s) f). ~~:~ = C(s)Gp(s)H(s), 
4 Cl l t .f f t' . H ( ) !=.. C(s)Gp(S) _ C(s)Gp(S) 
. ose- oop ransJer une wn. r S - l+C(s)Gp(s)H(S) - l+L(s) . 
We usually refer to the denominator of the closed loop transfer function as the eharaeteristie 
equation of a closed loop system, since this fun ct ion defines characteristics of the system 
in terms of stability and speed of the response. The above transfer functions are obtained 
assuming that the disturbance d(t) = 0 and the only input to our system is r(t). We can 
follow a similar procedure for the disturbance to obtain Hd ( s) f). ~~:~. Then the overall 
output of the control system is: 
Y(s) = Hr(s)R(s) + Hd(S)D(s). 
In this section, we develop a control system model for resource allocation in an ag-
ile all-photonic network. Recall from Chapter 1 that the AAPN architecture consists 
of edge nodes, where the optical electronic conversion takes place, connected via selec-
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Fig. 5.2 Representation of the bandwidth allocation mechanism of an agile 
all-photonic network employing the FMA scheduling algorithm as a simple 
open-Ioop control system_ The inputs to the system are the predicted arrivaI 
rate âij and the actual arrivaI rate aij, and the output is the information 
from each VOQ shown by qij- This representation is applicable for each (i,j) 
source-destination pair, and the FMA block receives input from each of these 
open-Ioop systems_ The controller gain Xij is calculated as Xij = D~jIDij-
tor/multiplexor devices to photonic core crossbar switches, which act independently of one 
another. It permits each no de to transmit to one destination no de and receive from one 
source node simultaneously on each wavelength. Each edge node constructs a separate 
queue for the traffic destined to each of the other edge nodes referred to as a virtual output 
queue (VOQ). 
The scheduling algorithms described in Chapter 4 are solely based on the predicted 
demands arriving as signaIs from the edge nodes, and so can be described as feedforward 
or open-Ioop systems. Figure 5.2 shows the schematic of the open-Ioop system and its 
relationship with the FMA scheduler. Following the procedure in [25], we use a simple 
integrator as the dynamic model for a VOQ. Let aij be the arrivaI rate to VOQij, and let 
âij be the predicted arrivaI rate. Let qij(t) be the length of the virtual queue of packets 
at edge node i destined to edge node j and let depij be the depletion rate of this queue. 
Although the depletion rate varies within a frame due to the specific allocation of time 
slots, we model it as constant throughout the duration of a frame. Under this model, the 
depletion rate depij has the following relationship with the number of time slots given to 
source-destination (i, j) by the FMA scheduler: 
(5.1) 
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The demand signal dij (t) is equal to the predicted arrivaIs: 
(5.2) 
Here Dij (k) is the number of time slots demanded for a source-destination pair (i, j) during 
one frame duration, Ts , D~j is the adjusted number of allocations based on the FMA 
algorithm, C is the line rate in bits-per-second, L is the frame-Iength in time slots, and T 
is the signalling delay between the controller and the plant (the VOQs). 
Demand matrix adjustment is performed by a clamping algorithm (e.g., FMA) which 
clamps the line sums of the demand matrix up or down to L. FMA multiplies the predicted 
1 
arrivaI rate âij by a factor, Xij = ~ij. Since this factor changes with the overall arrivaI 
'J 
rates the gain of the controller is tuned each frame. 
If the system relies on only the feedforward information then the effect of errors is not 
taken into account in future calculations and this can lead to instability and unfairness in 
the network. Therefore a closed loop control system is needed to achieve stability (Le., 
steady state queue size variation) by controlling the states of the queues. 
Before we can generate a schedule to allocate the available switch resources to the 
various edge nodes, the central controller must construct a predicted demand matrix D, 
where D ij is the anticipated number of slots required by source node i for destination j 
during the fixed-Iength frame occurring T seconds into the future. The signalling delay, 
T, exceeds the largest propagation delay between any edge node and the core. Many 
approaches can be adopted for performing this prediction, ranging from a naive predictor, 
where the estimate equals the number of slots required to accommodate the traffic that 
arrived in the current frame, to more elaborate techniques based on sophisticated traffic 
models such as those presented in [117]. The edge nodes can generate their own estimates 
and send these to a central controller collocated with the photonic core switch, or they 
can send the raw measurements of traffic volumes and the central controller can form the 
estimates. 
Figure 5.3 shows a simple control model for an agile all-photonic network (AAPN) with 
a central controller. In the control model the length of each VOQ is compared with a 
reference signal, r(t), and the difference is the input to the controller, which calculates the 
necessary adjustment rate, aCij(t), for the predicted traffic arrivaI rate a~j(t). Provided that 
the queue do es not empty (qij > 0), the depletion rate can be expressed as the sum of the 
predicted arrivaI rate a~j and the adjustment due to the feedback aCij, suitably delayed in 
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Fig. 5.3 The provision of a feedback signal results in bandwidth allocation 
in an agile all-photonic network becoming a simple closed loop control system. 
Inputs to the system are a reference signal rij, the estimated arrivaI rate âij 
and the true arrivaI rate aij, and the feedback is the information from the 
VOQ, indicated by qij. The propagation delay from the controller to the 
plant (core node to edge node) is T. 
time, Le., depij(t) = a~j(t - T) - aCij(t - T). Note that this adjustment is subtracted from 
the predicted arrivaI rate because it is proportional to the discrepancy between the desired 
state rij and the current state qij. When this discrepancy is negative, the depletion rate 
should be increased to address the additional packets in the queue. 
The queue length based on the fiow conservation equation [25] with initial condition 
qij(O) = 0, is: 
qij(t) = l t [aij (T) - depij(T)]dT. (5.3) 
This model does not consider the case when the queue is empty: according to (5.3), de-
part ures from an empty queue result in a negative queue length. A more precise model for 
the network requires the inclusion of the operation "qij = max(O, qij)" immediately prior 
to transmission of the feedback signal. Since this function can only be realized with a 
non-linear component we do not incorporate it, choosing instead to model the queues as 
always-occupied. 
For this control system we aim to minimize the error between the queue length and the 
reference signal. The reference signal is interpreted as the desired queue length and may 
be calculated based on the state of the network. For example, if the desired state is equal 
queue lengths for aH of the VOQs, then the reference signal should be the average of the 
VOQ lengths. In the absence of the control system, the scheduler would set a depletion rate 
that is equal to the predicted arrivaI rate. The error signal is used to adjust the estimated 
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arrivaI rate through the use of a controller. 
5.2.1 PI controller and Stability Conditions 
The choice of a controUer is very important in controlling systems with dead-time. A PI 
(proportional-integral) controller is usually used to improve the dynamic response as weU 
as to reduce or eliminate steady state error. Figure 5.4 shows a PI controller with C (s) = 
Kp + Kr! s. The Kp term arises because the adjustment should be proportional to the error; 
the KI j s adds the integral of the error to eliminate residuals. The objective is to select Kp 
and KI such that the linear control system in Figure 5.3 is stabilized. A linear feedback 
control system is stable if bounded input pro duces only bounded output. The theoretical 
approach for obtaining a stable design is to set the control parameters such that <PM> 0 
and CM > 0 are achieved, where <PM = LL(jwg ) - 1800 and CM = -20 log IL(jwc) 1 are 
the phase margin and the gain margin of the system, respectively. This in turn requires 
the two foUowing conditions to hold: 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
Here Wc is the frequency at which the phase is -180 (the cut-off frequency), wg is the 
frequency at which the gain of the system is 1 (the crossover frequency), and L( s) = 
C(s)csTjs is the open-Ioop transfer function. 
Kp +.(1\ ~ V -
+ 
Kis 
Fig. 5.4 Block diagram of a PI controller - Kp and KI are the proportional 
and the integral coefficients respectively (see Section 5.2). 
For delayed systems, one can use the Nyquist diagram to investigate the stability con-
ditions, as the inequalities (5.4) and (5.5) are in general difficult to simplify. The Nyquist 
r-'. diagram is the plot of the magnitude and phase of the transfer function evaluated along the 
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Fig. 5.5 The Nyquist plots of [G(s)J-l and Kpe-sT , with KI = ±30 and 
Kp = 10, for the system in Figure 5.3. Using this figure we examine the 
stability of the control system described by equation (5.6). For other values 
of Kl andKp similar results are obtained: the two Nyquist plots intersect, so 
the system is not always stable. 
jw axis (for a transfer function whose poles are not located on the left side of the imaginary 
axis in the s plane). Based on the Nyquist criterion, if we plot the Nyquist diagram for the 
open-Ioop transfer function of our system, then the number of times that the Nyquist plot 
circles the -1 + jO point gives the number of poles ofthe closed-Ioop system (zeros or roots 
of the characteristic equation) which are in the right-half plane. The stability condition for 
a closed-Ioop system requires that aU of the poles of the system have a negative real part. 
Therefore for stability to hold, the Nyquist plot must not circle the -1 + jO point. The 
characteristic equation of our system is: 1 + L(s) = 0, with open-Ioop transfer function 
L(s) = (Kp + KI/s)e-sT /s. 
For a delayed-system it is not useful to plot the Nyquist diagram of the open-Ioop 
transfer function directly, so instead we use Satche's method, as described in [118,119]. 
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The characteristic equation of our system can be written as: 
(5.6) 
where G(s) = (1+ ~~s)/s. The roots of the characteristic equation must lie in the left-half 
plane for stability. In order to apply the Nyquist criterion we rewrite the characteristic 
equation as: 
(5.7) 
We plot the Nyquist diagrams of the two functions [G(S)J-l and -Kpe-sT and check whether 
their plots overlap. If the two plots do not overlap then there are no roots of the charac-
teristic equation in the right-half plane and the system is stable. If the two plots overlap 
then the system is not always stable. In the latter case, it is possible that the system is 
stable for sorne restricted range of the system parameters. Figure 5.5 shows the Nyquist 
diagrams. Note that the plots of e-sT and Kpe-sT are the unit circle and a circle of radius 
Kp, respectively, regardless of the delay T. The circles are centered at the origin. From 
this figure we can see that for an values of KI and Kp the two plots overlap and hence the 
~' proposed control system is not always stable. If we assume that Kp and KI are fixed, then 
for a restricted set of time delay values T the system is stable, but in general it is unstable. 
If at the intersection point ofthe Nyquist diagrams of [G(S)]-l and -Kpe-sT the values 
of w are the same for each function, then there will be a closed-Ioop pole on the jw axis. Here 
we consider only the values w > O. For the Nyquist plot of [G(S)J-l the value of w at A (the 
,--__ -;:;- 1 
point of intersection of the Kp circle and G(jw) plots) is given by wt = (~ + \11 + 4Ki) "2 , 
which is obtained from 1 [G(jwt)J-ll = Kp- On the delay contour (-Kpe-T .s ) the value of W 
t A . . b AT - h - . OB d OB - 1 {G(· )-1}1 _ K p (w1)3 a IS glVen y w1 - a, w ere a - arcsm Kp an - m JW w=wt - Kr2+(w?)2' 
If wt = wt, there is a root of the characteristic equation on the jw axis. This case 
corresponds to the oscillatory situation. 
If wt < wt then the plot of the [G(S)]-l lags behind the delay contour, Le., the delay 
contour passes A before the G-1 plot. This case corresponds to the unstable situation 
where the Nyquist plot of the entire system encircles -1 + jO point. If wt > wt then the 
delay contour lags behind the plot of [G(s)]-t, Le., the delay contour passes A after the 
G-1 plot. This case corresponds to the stable situation where the Nyquist plot of the entire 
system does not encircle -1 + jO point (for more detailed discussion of Satche's method 
see [118]). 
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5.3 Smith's Principle 
Instability is a common problem in delayed systems, since the addition of delays in a system 
introduces an additional phase lag, resulting in a less stable system (delay decreases the 
phase margin). To overcome this dilemma a common approach is the use of the Smith 
predictor, as introduced by Smith in [120]. Using Smith's principle the effect of delay is 
eliminated from the characteristic equation of a closed-Ioop control system. However, the 
original design of the Smith predictor requires a perfect representation of the "actual" plant, 
which raises the problem of insufficient robustness to modelling errors. In addition to this 
problem, the original design does not address the problem of disturbance compensation. 
During the past twenty years, researchers have analyzed properties of the Smith pre-
dictor including response time, disturbance compensation characteristics and robustness; 
improvements and extensions have been proposed, particularly addressing the case of inte-
grative or unstable plants [8,9,121-127]. In sorne ofthese works only an appropriate tuning 
of the parameters is proposed. In other cases the structure of the controUer is different from 
Smith's original idea. Astrom et al. propose a new Smith predictor in [8] that overcomes 
sorne of the shortcomings of the original design. The main contribution of this modified 
Smith predictor is the decoupling of the disturbance response from the set point response. 
Astrom's approach also improves the setpoint response time. Several other modifications 
and simplifications have been introduced [9,121,125,127] to decouple setpoint response 
from the disturbance response, primarily for the case of integral processes. Liu et al. pro-
posed a technique for controlling unstable plants (poles in the right half s plane) with long 
dead-time [128]. In order to use the Smith predictor (or the modified versions) in indus-
trial applications, simple tuning procedures must be developed. Sorne papers have been 
written addressing this task: Hagglund [129] proposed a three parameter Smith predictor 
controUer with a simple tuning procedure; Normey-Rico et al. have proposed techniques to 
improve robustness whilst maintaining a simple structure and tuning procedure [124,126]. 
In this section we introduce the Smith predictor [120] and its modifications with respect to 
disturbance decoupling and compensation [8,9,125] for the case of integral processes. 
5.3.1 The Original Design of Smith's controller 
Figure 5.6 shows a typical time-delay control system, with reference signal R(s) and dis-
turbance D(s), in which the backward delay is pushed to the forward path. The transfer 
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Fig. 5.6 Schematic of a typical time-delay system, with backward delay 
implied in the forward path. R(s) is the reference signal, ERij(S) is the error 
signal, D(s) is the disturbance, and Y(s) is the output. The transfer function 
of this system is given by (5.8). 
Gs(s): Smith's Controller 
Controller D(s) Plant 
Y(s) 
C(s) 
+ 
B 
Fig. 5.7 A Smith predictor for a time-delay system. Gm represents the 
plant's dynamic model and Hm represents the system's delay model. The 
controller G s (s) has removed the effect of time delay from the characteristic 
equation of the system (see (5.10)). 
fun ct ion of this system is 
Y(s) 
R(s) 
C(s)Gp(s)H(s) 
1 + C(s)Gp(s)H(s)' (5.8) 
The goal of the Smith predictor is to remove the time delay term from the characteristic 
equation (the denominator of the transfer function). We wish to modify C(s) so that the 
transfer function of the system becomes (under ideal conditions): 
Y(s) 
R(s) 
C(s)Gp(s)H(s) 
1 + C(s)Gp(s) . (5.9) 
Suppose that G(s) is the modification of C(s) based on the Smith principle. We need to 
design G(s) as a combinat ion of C(s) and other elements such that (5.9) holds. If in (5.8) 
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we replace O(s) by Cs(s), then the transfer function is: 
Y(s) 
R(s) 
Cis(s)Cip(s)lf(s) 
1 + Cis(s)Cip(s)lf(s)· 
Equating (5.9) and (5.10), we have 
which leads to 
Cis(s)Cip(s)lf(s) 
1 + Cis(s)Cip(s)lf(s) 
O(s)Cip(s)lf(s) 
1 + O(s)Cip(s) , 
O(s) 
Cis(s) = 1 + O(s)Cip(s)(1- lf(s))· 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
In constructing this controller, we do not, strictly speaking, have true knowledge of the 
plant Cip(s) or the delay lf(s), so we use models Cim and lfm , respectively (in the ideal 
case lfm = lf and Cim = Cip). Figure 5.7 shows the resultant original design of the Smith 
predictor. 
Smith's principal can be used to realize any form of controller that we wish to obtain, 
using the following steps: 
• perform the delay-free design to obtain 0 (s ) , 
• realize the controller Ci s. 
In practice it is very common for the plant's behavior (Cip) to change over time, and this 
necessitates a subsequent change in the controller. Landau et al. proposed an adaptive 
control scheme that adapts the Smith predictor to the variations in the delay and the 
plant transfer function [130]. For the moment we assume that Cip is fixed and known and 
Cim = Cp" We also assume that the forward and backward delays are fixed. 
An Interpretation of Smith's Method as a Predictor 
For an ideal system realization the signal at point B in Figure 5.7, SB(t), is a copy of the 
signal at point A, since the input to both Cip and Cim in the absence of disturbance are the 
same and Cip = Cim . Aiso the signal at point B is a prediction of the output Y(t), which is 
a time-delayed version of the signal at A. From this point of view, Smith's technique can 
be regarded as a predictor, with SB(t) = Y(t + T) [118]. 
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Fig. 5.8 An equivalent representation for the Smith predictor. The transfer 
function of this system is identical to that of the system in Figure 5.7. 
Reduction of Output Disturbance 
The Smith predictor removes the effect of delay from the characteristic equation of the 
setpoint response. There has been a considerable effort to modify the Smith predictor's 
load disturbance response. Figure 5.8 shows an equivalent representation of the Smith 
predictor that is frequently used as the basis for the modifications. 
5.3.2 Astrom's Smith Predictor 
The controller proposed by Astrom et al. provides faster response time and better load 
disturbance response [8] compared to the Smith's controller. This approach was specifically 
proposed for controlling a pro cess with an integrator and long dead-time (delay), but the 
ide a can be extended to any form of process. Figure 5.9 shows the structure of Astrom's 
Smith predictor, where C(s) = k is the gain, Gp(s) = Gma(s) = l/s, Ta = T, and M(s) is 
the compensator. The setpoint transfer function is given by: 
(5.13) 
The set point response time can be improved by choosing an appropriate value for the 
controller gain k. The P controller can also be replaced by other types of controller, for 
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Fig. 5.9 The structure of Astrom's Smith predictor; by choosing an appro-
priate compensator, M(s), the effect of disturbance is eliminated from the 
setpoint response. The compensator described by (5.15) was introduced by 
Astrom et al. [8]. 
example, aPI controller. The disturbance response is given by 
)I(s) \ le-sT Hd s 6. __ = s () R(s) r=O 1 + M(sHe- ST ' (5.14) 
The set point response can be controlled by the gain k; we can control the disturbance 
response by choosing an appropriate compensator M (s ). Thus, the scheme has decou-
pIed the disturbance response from the setpoint response (i.e., the set point response and 
the disturbance response can be optimized independently, resulting in a system with two 
degrees-of-freedom). Astrom et al. proposed the following transfer function for M (s ), 
deriving it through the application of robust control techniques: 
(5.15) 
where k4 = k2 + k3T. With this choice the load disturbance response is given by 
Hd(s) = e-ST (s2(1 + k1) + k2s + k3 - (k4s + k3)e- sT ) 
s(s2(1 + kt} + sk2 + k3 ) . (5.16) 
The choice of M(s) in (5.15) eliminates the effect of delay from the denominator of the 
disturbance transfer function and also decouples the load disturbance response from the 
setpoint response. However, this design involves too many tuning parameters; setting these 
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to appropriate values is not simple to achieve in practice. Moreover, the use of a robust 
controller for the entire system is too restrictive [131]. 
5.3.3 Modified Smith Predictor 
We now review two simple modified Smith predictors. The first, proposed by Zhang and 
Sun in [125], extends Astrom's method to the general integrator/time delay process. In 
this design the assumption is that Gp(s) = L. If the model is exact we have GmO = Gp 
and To = T, and the setpoint response, for a controller C(s), is 
( ) C(s) -sT Hr s = Ls + C(s) e . (5.17) 
The disturbance response is: 
(5.18) 
In an ide al case C(s) does not have any effect on the disturbance response. Whereas the 
goal of the Smith predictor is to eliminate the effect of the time delay on the set point 
response, Zhang and Sun designed M(s) in order to eliminate the time delay from the 
characteristic equation of the disturbance response, choosing 
M s = sMo(s) 
() 1- sMo(s)GmO(s)e-sT ' (5.19) 
where Mo(s) is a rational function. Substituting (5.19) into (5.18), we obtain 
(5.20) 
The time delay is thus eliminated from the characteristic equation of Hd(s) and the poles of 
Hd(S) are those of Mo(s). Hence, Mo(s) should be a stable transfer function (i.e. a transfer 
functions with aIl of its poles in the left-half plane). In order to be physically realizable 
it must be a strictly proper rational transfer function (Le., it must have form ~~:~, with 
P(s) and Q(s) polynomials and the degree of P less than that of Q). The steady-state 
performance is an important characteristic of a control system; to obtain a zero steady-state 
disturbance error, two constraints on Mo can be developed. 
First, we wish to eliminate the effect of the disturbance from the steady-state (zero 
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frequency) output. The output Y(s) = Hr(s)R(s) + Hd(s)D(s), so this implies that we 
must have 
which is equivalent to (using l'Hospital's rule) 
1· ~ ((1- Mo(s) -ST) .!.. -ST) = 0 lm d L e Le . 
s--+O s 
This equation leads to the following constraint: 
2T Mo(O) - TL - M~(O) = 0, 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
Second, we wish to set the steady-state error signal (Ed(S) = D(s) - ÎJ(s)) to zero for the 
case of a "step input" disturbance (D(s) = ~). This requires that ed(oo) = 0, which, based 
on the final value theorem, implies that lims--+o SEd(S) = o. From Figure 5.9 we have: 
The output (to the disturbance input only) is given by: 
Y(s) = Hd(s)D(s) 
Equating these two relationships, we have: 
For the step disturbance input, D( s) = ~, this implies that 
inducing the following relationship 
limsEd(s) = lim (1- M~S) e-8T ) LI = 0, 
s--+O 8--+0 
and finally, resulting in the constraint 
Mo(O) = L. (5.23) 
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So MO(8) should satisfy (5.22) and (5.23) and be a strictly proper function, 
~,,- ( ) _ /3m 8m + ... + /318 + /30 \ 0 
1V10 8 - ( \ ) , m < n, 1'\2 > 
1'\28 + 1 n 
(5.24) 
for some set of constants /30, ... , /3m and À2. From (5.22) we conclude that the minimum 
order of the transfer function MO(8) is 2, and based on (5.22) and (5.23) we have: 
(5.25) 
where À2 remains as a tuning parameter that can be used to adjust the disturbance response. 
The disturbance transfer function becomes: 
(5.26) 
By using a model for the compensator M (8) and a minimum order Mo (8), the time delay 
is removed from the disturbance characteristic equation and a type 1 system is obtained. A 
type 1 system is one that integrates the output (8 in the denominator); for such a system 
the steady-state error to a step input is zero. Mo (8) is in fact a low pass transfer function, 
and its bandwidth is determined by À2 . For the setpoint controller the assumption is 
that C(8) = À1 . So in this design À1 and À2 play the central roles for the setpoint and 
disturbance responses respectively. Large values of these two factors correspond to a high 
speed of response and poor robustness. Smaller values of these factors correspond to a low 
speed of response and good robustness. 
Matausek et al. describe an alternative modified Smith predictor in [9]. This design 
chooses M(S) = Ko and C(8) = Kr, and similar to [125], Gp (8) = ~p. The main goal in 
this system is to eliminate the effect of disturbance on the output using a stable controller, 
so the disturbance controller is designed based on stability criteria. Note that unlike the 
design of Zhang and Sun [125], Matausek et al. do not attempt to remove the delay term 
from the disturbance characteristic equation. There is also an additional feedback from the 
output to the main controller (see Figure 5.10). This feedback was removed in Astrom's 
original modification of the Smith predictor. The set point and disturbance transfer function 
of the Matausek design are: 
(5.27) 
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Fig. 5.10 Smith predictor with a disturbance compensator M(s) proposed 
by Matausek et al. [9]; compared to Figure 5.9, this design has a feedback 
from output to the input. 
Hd(s) = Kp[s + Kp Kr(l - e-ST)]e-sT 
(s + KpKr) (s + KoKpe-sT ) . (5.28) 
In order to eliminate the load disturbance steady-state response it is necessary to have 
lims-+o Hd(S) = 0, which is possible if Ko =1= O. Under this condition we have 
lim y(t) = r. 
t-+oo 
(5.29) 
From Figure 5.10 and (5.37), we obtain 
which implies that limt-+oo ur(t) = 0, and consequently 
lim d(t) = d. 
t-+oo 
(5.30) 
Thus the signal d(t) is an estimate of the constant input load disturbance d. From (5.28) 
it follows that the stability of the modified Smith predictor depends on the roots of the 
characteristic equation 
(5.31) 
The first term implies that KpKr > 0 must be satisfied. In order to find the roots of the 
r' second term and the ultimate gains for which the roots are located at the left-half plane 
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we assume that the controllable parameter is Ko and that we have a closed loop system 
who se characteristic equation is described by: 
(5.32) 
This is purely an "imaginary" or hypothetical system. For the analysis, (5.32) is rewritten 
in the form 1 + W(s) where 
The Nyquist criterion can then be applied to find the ultimate gain Kou, which indicates 
the supremum of Ko for which the system described by the characteristic equation (5.32) 
is stable. Kou is obtained by setting the phase margin and gain margin of the "imaginary" 
system described by (5.32) to zero. Note that these margins are not those of the actual 
control system; the construction of a control system described by (5.32) simply permits the 
application of standard techniques for finding the locations of the poles of a closed loop 
system. We have 
W(jw) = K~Kp e-jTw = KoKp e-j (Tw+,rr/2) 
JW W 
qyM = 1r + LW(jw) = 1r/2 + Tw = 0 
CM = -20 log IW(jw)1 = -20 log KoKp = o. 
w 
Thus the ultimate gain Kou is 
1r 
Kou = 2K T 
p 
And for all Ko < Kou the system is stable (qyM > 0). Matausek et al. provide a concrete 
example by analysing the case where Ko = 2If T (corresponding to qyM = 61.3065°); this 
p 
choice provides satisfactory closed loop system performance both in terms of set point and 
load disturbance responses. 
5.4 AAPN Smith Controller 
Our controller design is based on the modified Smith predictor by Matausek et al. [9]. 
Figure 5.11 shows our controller for an AAPN. The inputs to the system are rij(t), a(t) 
and â(t), and the output is qpjt). We consider the arrivaI rate a(t) and its prediction â(t) 
as disturbances, since it is desirable to reduce the effect of arrivaI rate variations from the 
queue size, and make the queue size follow the reference signal, rij. It is also assumed that 
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Fig. 5.11 Schematic of a control system for AAPN with long propagation 
delay using the Smith principal. This model is based on the modified Smith 
predictor proposed by Matausek et al. [9]. 
the delay T and its model To are equal. In this design the response of the system is given 
by: 
(5.33) 
where: 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
We aim to obtain equal steady-state queue lengths for aU of the VOQs, and therefore we 
consider the arrivaI rate and its prediction as the disturbance loads. In order to eliminate 
the load disturbance steady-state response it is necessary to have lims-->o Hd ( s) = 0, which 
is possible if Ko =1- O. Under this condition and based on the final value theorem we have: 
(5.37) 
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Fig.5.12 Discrete time representation of the continuous control system (Fig-
ure 5.11). The discrete time system is approximated from the continuous-time 
system using the Delta transformation. 
FoUowing the approach presented in Section 5.3.3 we obtain the ultimate gain Kou as: 
7r 
Kou =-4 T' x·· 2) 
and for aU Ko < Kou the system is stable (cjJM > 0). 
5.4.1 Discrete-Time System Equations 
(5.38) 
To obtain the equivalent discrete-time system equations one simple approach is to design 
a digital control system using the Delta transform. Then the input to the plant is con-
verted to continuous form with zero-order-hold [132]. In the Delta transform approach we 
approximate the differential equation (~~) with y(t+~1-y(t) [132]. For the control system 
presented in Figure 5.12 the discrete time equations (for To = T) are approximated from 
the continuous form as: 
dij(k) = âij(k) - urij(k) + Koqpij(k) - KOY2(k), 
Yl(k) = Yl(k - 1) + xij(k - l)urij(k - l)Ts , 
2T 
Y2(k) = Yl(k - T)' 
s 
urij(k) = Kr( -Yl(k) + Y2(k) - qpij(k) + rij(k)). 
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(5.39) 
Given that À = f, then we have: 
u"ij(k) ~ K, ( - t"'j(k - p)u"ij(k - p)T, - qpij(k) + rij(k)) . (5.40) 
This rate adjustment involves the divergence of each queue length from the average queue 
length, rij, as weIl as the amount of the queue backlog qpij(k) through the controller pa-
rameters Ko and Kr. The role of the Smith controller is to take into account the effect of 
rate adjustment on the queues during the À previous frames for which there is no feedback 
available to the controller. 
5.4.2 Control Parameters Design 
To avoid unwanted fluctuations in the queue lengths due to Smith controller we set the 
controller such that it affects the system only when there is a queue length increase greater 
than several time slots (depending on the frame length and the number of nodes) during 
one frame. This limitation serves as an anti-aliasing for our control system, preventing 
~, overcorrection to small high frequency fluctuations of the queue length. 
The gain of the controller Kr should be chosen such that the equivalent discrete-time 
system is stable. Standard digital control theory suggests that the sampling period should 
be at most half the time constant of the continuous system (l/xijKr). Since our sampling 
time is the frame duration (Ts ), we set: 
(5.41) 
Using a fixed controller gain can result in undesirable behavior. A small gain does not 
provide sufficiently fast response to traffic changes, but a large gain results in overreaction 
to minor fluctuations. An adaptive gain can provide a good compromise. We design the 
controller such that the gain Kr adapts to the size of the queue variations: 
(5.42) 
where flqp = qp(k) - qp(k - 1). The choice of the constants A and C determines how fast 
the system reacts to traffic changes and whether there are residual oscillations. Simulations 
are used to determine a suit able range of values. Also to avoid overcompensation due to 
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Fig. 5.13 Adaptive gains: The impact of the feedback controller for the 
simulation conditions in Section V (Scenario A). Top panel: Average queue 
length for VOQ experiencing the heavy connection. Middle panel: Average 
queue lengths of aIl VOQs. Bottom panel: Relative fairness factor (divergence) 
as defined by (5.43). During the periods of increased load the queue length 
of the heavy connection increases (top panel). The response to this sud den 
change is faster when the Smith controller is used. The rapid reaction of 
the Smith controller affects the average queue length more than the system 
without the Smith controller (middle panel), and so the average divergence 
increases around frame 100 (bottom panel). 
large control gains we use an ad-hoc fast-start slow-finish compensation procedure in which 
we reduce the gains of the controller by a factor of 0.05 two frames after activation of the 
Smith controller. This approach ensures that the heavy connections receive a considerable 
amount of bandwidth through very high gains during two frames to empty their queue. 
This period has an inverse relationship with the gain factors Kr and Ko. 
5.5 Simulation Performance 
In this section we report the results of simulations of the scheduling approaches performed 
using OPNET Modeler [90]. We use simulations to investigate how the incorporation ofthe 
Smith controller impacts the response time of our system when there is a sudden change 
in traffic arrivaI rates. Faster response to a sudden change avoids buffer overflow as weIl 
as expiration of packets due to long waiting times. We are also interested in exploring the 
effect on the fairness in the system. 
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Fig. 5.14 Fast-start slow-finish compensation: The impact of the feedback 
controHer with fast-st art slow-finish compensation for the simulation condi-
tions in Section V (Scenario A). Top panel: Average queue length for VOQ ex-
periencing the heavy load. Middle panel: Average queue lengths of aH VOQs. 
Bottom panel: Relative fairness factor (divergence) as defined by (5.43). The 
initial response is very fast but the queue of the heavy connection then drains 
slower (top panel), which smooths the effect on the queues of the non-heavy 
connections (middle panel). The average divergence has been improved com-
pared to Figure 5.13 (bottom panel). 
We measure an average relative fairness factor (divergence), which we define for source 
no de jas: 
(5.43) 
This factor measures the average divergence of the queue lengths of aIl VOQs at source node 
j from the overall average. It thus provides a good indication of the degree of equality of 
waiting times for packets in different queues (a value doser to zero indicates better fairness). 
We performed simulations on a 16 edge-node star topology network. The links in the 
network have capacity 10 Gbps and the distance between each edge node and the photonic 
switch is 5 msec. A time slot is of length 10 J-Lsec, and a frame has a fixed length of 1 
msec (or 100 slots). Every experiment was run for a duration of 0.5 sec (equal to 500 frame 
durations). We investigate two traffic scenarios. In both scenarios, the average arrivaI rates 
to the VOQs are equal except for two periods (frames 20-32 and frames 130-132) during 
which the arrivaI rate of traffic from one source to one destination increases by a factor of 
10. The two traffic scenarios are as follows. 
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Fig. 5.15 The effect of the Smith controller for the simulation conditions in 
Section 5.5 with four heavy connections. The distribution of the destinations is 
uniform except for two periods, from frames 20-32 and 130-132, during which 
four of the connections experience a sudden high load, three times greater 
than their regular rates. The Smith controller provides a faster response to 
this change (the top panel shows the queue length of one of the heavy connec-
tions). The middle panel shows the average queue length of the connections. 
The bottom panel shows the average divergence from the mean of the queue 
lengths. 
Scenario A: The arrivaI distribution ofthe data packets is Poisson with average arrivaI 
rate of 9 Gbps during the baseline periods; the packet size distribution is exponential with 
me an size of 1000 bits. 
Scenario B: Six Pareto (a = 1.9) on-off sources are connected to each edge node. 
The mean on-period is 0.33 msec and mean off-period is 1.6 msec. The average rates are 9 
Gbps during the on-period. 
The top panel of Figure 5.13 compares the queue lengths of the VOQ carrying the 
heavy connection when using FMA with and without the Smith controller for the case of 
adaptive gains with A = 63/Xij and C = 0.08 in (5.42). The Smith controller decreases the 
response time substantially, reducing the queue length of the heavy connection much faster 
than the pure feed-forward controller derived by applying only FMA. This rapid response 
in the following frames empties the queue of the heavy connection too fast, causing the 
other connections to starve and develop (relatively) large queue lengths, as shown in the 
middle panel. The bottom panel of Figure 5.13 compares the average divergences. During 
the initial period of heavy traffic, the fast draining of the long queue improves fairness, 
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Fig. 5.16 The effect of the Smith controller under the bursty traffic condi-
tions in Section V (Scenario B). Top panel: Average queue length for VOQ ex-
periencing the heavy load. Middle panel: Average queue lengths of all VOQs. 
Bottom panel: Relative fairness factor (divergence) as defined by (5.43). As 
for Poisson arrivaIs, the Smith controller provides a faster response, draining 
the heavy VOQs at a faster rate (top panel). There is minimal negative effect 
on the other queues (middle panel) or the fairness, as measured by the average 
divergence (bottom panel) even when a large burst arrives (frame 83). 
but later (around frame 100) the overcompensation results in a slight increase in average 
divergence. As outlined in Section 5.4.2, the use of fast-start slow-finish compensation can 
improve the performance of the controUer. Figure 5.14 shows the performance of the Smith 
controUer with this gain adjustment. The response to large changes in the queue length 
remains fast, but there is no starvation of the other queues, so the divergence remains low 
throughout the simulation. 
We also performed simulations for the case that 4 connections experience a sudden 
high load for 12 frames. Around frame 20 the arrivaI rates of these 4 connections increase 
suddenly to 3 times of their regular rates. As Figure 5.15 shows the queues do not change 
as fast as those in the example of a single heavy connection. Therefore the speed of 
the response is not dramaticaUy improved. However there are improvements in both the 
response times as weU as the average queue length and divergence from the mean of the 
queues. 
Figure 5.16 examines the performance in response to bursty traffic and one heavy con-
nection as described in Scenario B , which is more unpredictable and thus poses a greater 
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challenge for the Smith controller. The simulations indicate that the Smith controller still 
provides better drainage of the queues experiencing severe congestion. There is minimal 
negative effect on other queues or long-term fairness. 
5.6 Summary 
In Chapter 5, we proposed a feedback control system that compensates for scheduling 
errors due to mispredictions and rejection in single-hop communication networks with large 
propagation delays. Scheduling in wide-area networks is based on prediction of future traffic 
arrivaIs. If the system is not designed such that the unallocated requests are recorded, or 
the prediction errors are compensated, there is a high chance that sorne of the buffers 
will overflow. This is an unstable situation in control jargon. Despite the large volume of 
research devoted to scheduling, there has been no research on incorporating the theory of 
control to address the traffic prediction errors and unfair rejection .. This is mainly due to 
the fact that the scheduling algorithms have usually considered small networks or delay-free 
systems, in which the need for error compensation is not evident. In this thesis we applied 
for the first time the theory of linear control to the systems employing scheduling as their 
bandwidth sharing method with large delays. 
The controller design is based on the Smith principle, which removes the destabilizing 
delays from the feedback loop by using a "loop cancelation" technique. To be able to 
use the controller for a wide range of queue length variations we adopted adaptive gains 
and sorne ad-hoc approaches to reduce the controller side effects. We have shown through 
simulations that our controller reduces the response time to a sudden change in a queue 
length and imparts fairness by controlling the divergence from the average queue length. 
This work can be extended to develop simple procedures for tuning the control system 
parameters that are insensitive to changes in traffic. 
The model developed in this study was based on the exact knowledge about the delay. 
While this assumption is violated if the queueing delay is more than 1 frame duration. 
Future work can focus on exploring the incorporation of methods from robust control to 
address the scenario where there are delay variations over time due to queueing packets for 
a relatively long time. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
6.1 Summary 
In this thesis we investigated bandwidth allocation and scheduling problem in single-hop 
all-photonic networks with cross-connect switches and large propagation delays. We for-
mulated fixed-length frame scheduling of point-to-point transmissions as an optimization 
problem, studied its NP-hardness and proposed algorithms that addressed fairness. This is 
the first time that a this scheduling problem has been studied in depth. Most of the frame-
based scheduling algorithms proposed in the literature [26-28] have focused on variable-
length frames. There has been sorne study on designing schedules with fixed lengths, but 
there has been no discussion of the NP-hardness of an optimum solution for this problem. 
Moreover, the solutions did not address the problem of utilizing the frame capacity in case 
of admissible traffic or the problem of rejecting sorne of the requests based on an appropri-
ate criterion when the traffic is inadmissible. When the predicted demand is insufficient to 
fill the schedule completely, we need a policy to divide the extra time slots amongst active 
connections to ensure the network resources are utilized. Similarly when the overall request 
is more than the capacity, sorne of the predicted demand must be rejected. In very recent 
work, Peng et al. [133] addressed this problem, proposing an algorithm that attempted to 
maximize the "similarity" between the original traffic matrix and the modified version, but 
this work did not discuss or solve the fairness issue. 
The second major problem that we addressed in this thesis was instability. Regardless 
~. of which open-loop scheduling policy we adopt, the network can become unstable or unfair 
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due to traffic prediction error. We proposed a control architecture based on the Smith 
principle to compensate for errors, imposing queue stability and fairness. 
In Chapter 1 we introduced the proposed network architecture for AAPN and our 
research objectives. In Chapter 2 we discussed photonic networks and different aspects of 
data communication in these networks such as routing and wavelength assignment, and 
switching schemes. This chapter provided background information on photonic networking 
which is the basis for our research. Chapter 3 presented a comprehensive literature review 
on seheduling. The ehapter discussed variable-length and fixed-length frame scheduling for 
broadcast transmissions. It also examined variable-length frame and slot-based scheduling 
for point-to-point transmissions. 
In Chapter 4 we formulated the bandwidth allocation problem in AAPN as a scheduling 
problem with the objective of minimizing rejeetion whilst reducing the number of switeh 
reconfigurations. We proposed several scheduling algorithms, which address different ob-
jectives. Our first design, Minimum Cost Search algorithm, is a simple greedy algorithm 
that tries to minimize the bloeking probability of time slots while controlling the number 
of switchings using a connectivity factor. Simulation results conveyed that this algorithm 
performs much better that the slot-based algorithms for wide area networks. However this 
algorithm does not guarantee zero rejeetion when the traffie demand is admissible. The 
average percentage of blocking for this algorithm is 0.9%, which generates sorne rejection 
when the load is high. To address this deficiency we proposed the Fair Matching Aigorithm 
(FMA), a novel scheduling algorithm that achieves zero rejection for admissible demands 
and provides weighted max-min fair allocation of free capacity. We showed through net-
work simulations that the resulting queueing delay when using this algorithm is almost 
constant over a wide range of offered load. The max-min fairness eriterion does not in 
general achieve minimum rejeetion when the traffic is not admissible. 
We demonstrated that when the demand matrix is inadmissible, the Fair Matching Al-
gorithm minimizes the maximum percentage rejeetion experienced by any conneetion. We 
also proposed the Minimum Rejeetion Algorithm (MRA), a novel algorithm that generates 
a schedule that minimizes the total rejection. Simulations showed that the discrepaney in 
total rejeetion aehieved by MRA and FMA is relatively minor, whereas there is a major 
difference in the fairness of the allocation of rejection. In addition, MRA appears to be 
less robust to demand prediction errors (when traffie arrivaIs differ substantially from the 
demand matrix used for scheduling). Thus it appears that whilst MRA achieves minimum 
rejection sehedules, FMA is a better ehoice for scheduling in praetice. 
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In wide area networks due to the large propagation delay the scheduling algorithms may 
result in unfairness and inefficiency. In Chapter5 we proposed a feedback control system 
that compensates for scheduling errors due to mispredictions and rejection in single-hop 
communication networks with large propagation delays. The controller design is based 
on the Smith principle, which removes the destabilizing delays from the feedback loop 
by using a "loop cancelation" technique. We have shown through simulations that our 
controller reduces the response time to a sudden change in a queue length. However, 
the use of Smith controller can negatively affect other parts of the system, such as queue 
length of the connections with small offered load. To overcome these sort of limitations we 
adopted adaptive controller gains and demonstrated using simulations that under different 
traffic scenarios the queue lengths are controlled and fairness is achieved by controlling the 
divergence from the average queue length. 
6.2 Future Work 
Here we present a number of potential topics for future research . 
• The network architecture that we assumed in this research considered equal propa-
gation delays for every connection. However, this is not a realistic assumption. The 
reason behind this assumption was that we were looking for general results regarding 
our proposed algorithms, which needed abstract or simplified network models. To ex-
tend this study, one should incorporate different propagation delays for edge nodes. 
This will determine the impact of significant variation of the distances between core 
and edge nodes on the performance of our bandwidth allocation strategies . 
• In designing a fixed-Iength frame schedule we mainly focused on obtaining a fair share 
of capacity. Our definition of fairness was (weighted) max-min fairness, which is the 
most natural one. However, max-min fairness gives priority to small demands. On 
the other hand propoTtional fairness maximizes the sum of the logarithmic values 
of the rate allocations over aIl links. It has been proved that Tep with the addi-
tive increasejmultiplicative decrease algorithms converges to proportional fairness, 
where shorter fiows (i.e., with sm aller RTT) have higher priority (or the fair share of 
bandwidth is proportional to the fiow's response time). Implementing proportional 
fairness approximates TCP rate allocation in Internet, which has proved to achieve a 
good trade-off between efficiency and fairness. 
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• Utility max-min fairness can be used along with our scheduling framework to sup-
port different classes of applications. This fairness criterion maximizes the minimum 
performance experienced by any application. 
• As shown in Section 4.2.1 decreasing the number of time slots per frame does not 
improve the queueing delay substantially at low offered loads, while it has a negative 
impact on the performance at high loads. However, we did not investigate the case 
where we are able to increase or decrease the frame length by changing the duration 
of a time slot. 
• Even though we argued that using a variable-Iength frame scheduling is not a practical 
option for an AAPN, we did not investigate the effect of using a variable-Iength frame 
schedule on performance as the offered load varies. As shown in Figure 4.5 at low 
offered loads small frame lengths and at high offered loads large frame lengths are 
more desirable, however it is not clear how the performance of a variable-Iength frame 
schedule is affected by a large propagation delay and bursty traffic. 
• The scheduling methods that we proposed are applicable to any single-hop commu-
nication system such as satellite systems, since there is no specific assumption in 
the scheduling design with respect to the type of network (wired or wireless). For 
multi-hop photonic networks the problem is more complicated; a global demand ma-
trix clamping algorithm is needed to define the fair share of bandwidth for a request 
which passes several photonic switches. Aside from clamping, the scheduling algo-
rithm will run for every photonic switch separately which is not different from a 
single-hop scheduling algorithm. 
• The scheduling pro cess in this research is based on predicting deterministic values 
for the number of requested time slots for each connection. However, the demands 
can be identified as random variables drawn from a probability distribution which 
shows the number of necessary time slots for a given connection with respect to its 
probability of occurrence. The notion of probabilistic scheduling has been explored in 
sorne articles [134,135], but has not been investigated with respect to fairness. 
• Our scheduling algorithm for an AAPN is performed for every wavelength indepen-
dently. This necessitates employing a load balancing technique which distributes the 
load on sever al wavelengths. Perhaps the most straightforward solution is to divide 
the traffic equally amongst the wavelengths, but this is possible only for short flows. 
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When the traffic is bursty and contains delay sensitive media we prefer to assign a 
single wavelength to a burst, which needs a globalload balancing strategy to avoid 
overloading of some wavelengths, whilst achieving almost equal performances per 
wavelength. 
• As we showed in Section 4.2.1 increasing the number of edge nodes and the frame 
duration increase the queueing delay. In wide-area networks where we have around 
1000 edge nodes, increasing the frame length to incorporate at least 1000 time slots 
is not a practical solution. One suggestion is to dynamically group the edge nodes 
such that every group operates on only a group of wavelengths. Since it is necessary 
to provide full connectivity between the edge nodes, both the group of edge nodes 
and the wavelengths should be overlapping. However this should be done such that 
we assign minimum number of edge nodes to every wavelength to achieve smaller 
frame duration. This problem is a combination of wavelength assignment described 
in Section 2 and scheduling. 
• The controller design proposed in this research can be extended to developing simple 
procedures for tuning the control system parameters that are insensitive to changes in 
traffic. It is also worthwhile to explore the incorporation of methods from robust con-
trol to address the scenario where there are delay variations over time. As discussed 
in Chapter 5 we assume that aIl of the packets experience almost equal queueing 
delay (i.e., less than one frame duration), and hence the digital control system does 
not incorporate the delay variations. 
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Appendix A 
A.l Proof of Lemma 1 
Proof of Lemma 1. It has been proved that a feasible rate vector v is max-min fair if and 
only if each connection has a bottleneck link with respect to v (see [91]- p. 527). Lemma 1 
considers the extension to weighted max-min fairness, for the case that every connection u 
is associated with a weight wu( vu), Similar to the pro of of max-min fairness we pro of this 
lemma by contradiction. 
Suppose that v is weighted max-min fair with the weight vector w. To arrive at a 
contradiction, assume that there exists a connection u with no bottleneck link. Then for 
each link g crossed by u for which Cc = Fe, there must exist a connection x i= u such that 
Wx > Wu; thus the quantity 
Cc - Fe if Fe < Cc 
(wx -wu) x Rx if Fe = Cc 
(A.1) 
is positive. Therefore, by increasing Vu by the minimum 6e over aU links g crossed by u, 
while decreasing by the same amount the rates of the connections x of the links g crossed 
by u with Fe = Cc, we maintain feasibility without decreasing the rate of any connection 
k with Wk ::; wu; this contradicts the weighted max-min fairness property of (v,w). Note 
that V x - min( 6e) is always positive. 
Conversely, assume that each connection has a bottleneck link with respect to the fea-
sible set (v, w). Then to increase the rate of any connection u while maintaining feasibility, 
we must decrease the rate of sorne connection k crossing bottleneck link g of u (because 
we have Fe = Cc by the definition of a bottleneck link). Sinee Wk ::; Wu for aH k crossing g 
(by the definition of a bottleneck link) , the feasible set (v, w) satisfies the requirement for 
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weighted max-min fairness. D 
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2 
Proof. Let u E {( i, j), 1 ::; i, j ::; N} index the souree-destination connections specified 
by the demand matrix. We focus on the properties of the modified demand matrix and 
associated sets at various iterations of the while Ioop in Algorithm 1, so we index entities 
by iteration number and note that this indicates the value of the entity at the start of the 
iteration. For exampIe, AD(h) denotes the set of unmodified overloaded lines at the start 
of iteration h of the algorithm. 
We prove that FMA achieves weighted max-min fair allocation of the demands. During 
each iteration h of the while-Ioop, FMA identifies the line '"Y E AD(h) such that G"((h) = 
min{Ge(h);.e E AD(hn. It alters the demands in a"((h) according to (4.8) and after this 
modification, there is no subsequent modification of these demands. Substituting (4.8) into 
the definition of the weight, we have Wu = 1 + G"((h) for aU u E a"((h). 
We demonstrate that the adjustment at iteration h leads to '"Y being a bottleneck link 
(line) for u E a"((h) , i.e., after this adjustment it holds that Wz ::; Wu for u E a"((h) and 
z E b"( (h). Equivalently, we prove that min {G} is monotonically increasing with respect to 
the iteration number, i.e., min{G(h)}::; min{G(h+ ln. The equivalenee foUows sinee the 
Wz are obtained from adjustments prior to iteration h. 
Suppose that line f3 has minimum G at iteration h + 1. Lines '"Y and f3 have at most 
one connection (demand) in common. If there is no common connection, then G f3 (h + 1) = 
Gf3(h) 2: G"((h). If there is a common connection k, then: 
and henee 
LSf3(h + 1) 
Sa{3(h+1) 
LSf3(h) + Dk(Wk - 1) 
Sa{3(h) - Dk 
L - LSf3(h) - Dk(Wk - 1) 
Sa{3(h) - Dk 
Sa{3(h)Gf3(h) - Dk(Wk - 1) 
Sa{3(h) - Dk 
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(A.2) 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
where the last inequality foUows from substitution based on Gf3(h) 2: G-y(h) = Wk - 1. 
Thus the application of FMA upon an inadmissible demand matrix D leads to the 
generation of a bottleneck link for each connection u with weight Wu = ~. By Lemma 1, 
this establishes that FMA achieves weighted max-min fair allocation of adjusted demands 
D'. 
o 
A.3 Proof of Theorem 3 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2. In this case, we have Wu = Du - D~ 
and Wu = H-y(h) for aU u E a-y(h), where 1 is the line with minimum H at iteration h. 
If f3 is the line with minimum H at iteration h + 1, then if 1 and f3 share an element k, 
LSf3(h + 1) = LSf3(h) + Wk and af3(h + 1) = af3(h) - 1. Henee: 
L - LSf3(h) - Wk 
laf3(h)l- 1 
laf3(h)IHf3(h) - Wk 
laf3(h)l- 1 
2: H-y(h) 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
(A.7) 
where the last inequality follows from substitution Hf3(h) 2: H-y(h) = Wk. Henee, ESA leads 
to a bottleneck link with weight Wu = Du - D~ and henee, by Lemma 1, achieves max-min 
fair allocation of capacity. 0 
A.4 Proof of Theorem 4 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary rejection matrix DW and set B =MAXFLOW(D, DW, L). 
Then we can write D W = B + Q where Q is a non-negative matrix. Now consider the 
conditions neeessary for DW to achieve minimum rejection. First, Dhp = 0 if h 1:. Or and 
p 1:. Oc (any non-zero values constitute unneeessary rejection). 
N ow consider a node pair h E Or, and p EDe in Figure 4.14, and the edges (S, h), (h, p) 
and (p,O). Sinee B achieves maximum flow, then the flow of at least one of these edges is 
at full capacity. Therefore, at least one of the following holds: 
1. Bhp = Dhp 
2. EjEo
c 
Bhj = rh(D) - L 
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If the first equation is true, then Qhp = o. The second equation implies that B has provided 
the neeessary rejection at row h, but L:jEo
c 
Qhj = 0 does not neeessarily hold; the other 
overfiowing columns may enforee additional rejections on Df:p which causes Qhj > 0 for 
sorne j E Oc. We have a similar property for the third equation. Therefore Q is composed 
of two distinct types of lines which cover all of its nonzero elements: 
Type 1: The lines composed of Qhp 2: 0, and Qhj 2: 0 or Qip 2: 0, for h EOr, P E Oc, i ~ Or, 
and j ~ Oc; these lines correspond to the lines in DW with rh(DW) = rh(D) - L, or 
cp(DW) = cp(D) - L, which impose additional rejections to (h,p) elements after obtain-
ing B =MAXFLOW(D, DW, L). Consequently we have rh(Q) = rh(D) - L - rh(B), or 
cp(Q) = cp(D) - L - cp(B). 
Type II: The lines composed of Qhp = 0, and Qhj 2: 0 or Qip 2: 0, for h E On p E Oc, i ~ 
Or, j ~ Oc; for these lines Bhp = Dhp Vh E On p E Oc holds. Therefore additional rejection 
on these lines is calculated from: rh(Q) = rh(D) - L-rh(B), or cp(Q) = cp(D) - L- cp(B). 
Based on this discussion, we can express the total number of rejections, IDwl as: 
IDWI = LL(B+Q) 
h p 
= IBI + L (rh(D) - L - rh(B)) 
(A.8) 
Therefore, in order for DW to achieve minimum rejection, IBI must be maximized 
(the first two terms are functions solely of D and L). Compare the solutions B = 
MAXFLOW(D, DW, L) and A = MAXFLOW(D, D, L). Sinee Dhp ~ Dhp for any (h,p), 
the constraints in the second problem are looser, which implies that lAI 2: IBI, irrespect ive 
of the particular values in DW. Note that A is also a solution to MAXFLOW(D, A, L). 
Renee if we ensure that Dhp 2: Ahp for all (h,p), we derive IBI = lAI, which im-
plies that IBI attains its maximum value (and henee IDwl is the minimum rejection). We 
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can thus construct a rejection matrix that achieves minimum rejection by solving A = 
MAXFLOW(D, D, L), and setting DI! = A + Q, where Q satisfies the constraints specified 
in the theorem. If a schedule S decomposes the demand into an allocated matrix D' and 
this rejection matrix DI!, then it achieves minimum rejection. D 
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Appendix B 
Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm 
1. Construct a graph G(V,E,U), where V is the set of vertices, E the set of edges and 
U the set of capacities of the edges. 
2. Set aH fiows, Iij of the edges to zero. 
3. Find an augmenting path P, with fiow 8 = min{ 8ij , Vi, j E P} > 0, where 8ij = Uij- Iij 
for forward edges, and 8ij = Iij for backward edges. If there is not an augmenting 
path go to step 5. 
4. Augment the path by setting Iij = Iij + 8 for forward edges, and Iij = Iij - 8 for 
backward edges. Go to step 3. 
5. End. 
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